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Abstract 
The advent of mobile and web technologies has given rise to unlimited numbers of 
concurrent users executing their transactions in databases in continuous streams. 
In order to prove correctness, a method of modelling the behaviour of such tran-
sactions is required. Most approaches to proving the correctness of the concurrent 
execution of transactions, have relied on mathematical proofs. These have nume-
rous disadvantages such as: the person who performs the proof needs to be an 
expert in mathematical proof techniques, the possibility of human error occurring 
in manual proofs, and if a simplified model is used not all system behaviours are 
covered and not all properties can be proved. With regard to the last point, most 
models assume a fixed finite number of transactions. 
In the first part of this thesis, we present a model of an unlimited number of 
multi-step transactions occurring in web and mobile environments over time, where 
a finite number of the possible different transactions repeat or 'iterate' infinitely 
often. We define temporal logics for specifying and verifying required properties of 
the model. The attraction of using temporal logics is the availability of powerful 
model checkers that can perform verification automatically. These verify by an 
exhaustive search of the state space of the model containing all possible system 
behaviours. We define two common conditions on transactions which we prove 
result in a simple specification of the main serializability property in temporal 
logic. The first condition is when transactions access the same set of data items 
in different orders, and the second condition is when transactions access different 
sets of contiguous data items. 
In the second part of the thesis, we apply the specification method to model 
executions of multi-step transactions occurring in mobile environments. A pro-
tocol that can schedule an unlimited number of multi-step transactions accessing 
a finite set of data items is specified, along with its required properties, using 
two types of temporal logic - namely CTL (Computational Tree Logic) and LTL 
(Linear-time Temporal Logic). We conduct automatic verification of serializability 
of the protocol, in order to check its correctness. We also compare the complexity 
and suitability of CTL and LTL for such protocols. An extension of the protocol 
is specified to deal with environments having a mixture of local and mobile tran-
iv 
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sactions. Later, we consider a justifiable modification of the proposed protocoL 
The model checker shows how this modification can make the modified protocol 
an incorrect protocol. Finally, one of the advantages of using temporal logic to 
model infinitely many transactions, is that the property of starvation can be spe-
cified. We give an example for which the run of the model checker demonstrates 
the presence of starvation. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Recent advances in the development of portable devices and wireless communica-
tion networks have lead to the emergence of mobile computing. In mobile compu-
ting environments, users have the opport unity to access information and services 
regardless of their physical location or movement behaviour. This means that a 
large community of concurrent users can submit their transactions to the database 
to be executed [51]. Examples of these applications are mobile auctions, stock tra-
ding and electronic commerce applications. In stock trading, submitting buy or 
sell transactions on the Internet has existed for some time. In electronic commerce 
applications, customers carrying portable devices (cell phones, laptops, PDAs ) 
may purchase flight tickets from any airlines with their credit cards. These appli-
cations involve dealing with a huge numbers of transactions accessing databases 
whose consistency must be preserved in spite of updates. The component in the 
database system responsible for scheduling the operations of concurrent transac-
tions to achieve consistency is the con currency control system (or the scheduler). 
The scheduler orders operations belonging to different transactions by means of a 
concurrency control protocol [22]. 
The number of transactions, in most concurrency control protocols of tradi-
tional database systems, that are allowed to be executed concurrently is finite 
or bounded. However, in recent database systems, especially in mobile environ-
ments, the number of possible concurrent transactions is unbounded. Therefore, 
the schedules produced are infinite. In order to prove correctness of such systems, 
a verification technique that works with this view of infinite schedules is needed. 
Most verification techniques of such concurrency control protocols are based on 
finite state representations of system behaviours. These techniques cannot be di-
rectly applied to those systems of concurrent transactions where behaviours may 
refer to past steps of the ongoing computation or where the number of concurrent 
transactions is unbounded. In such cases, even simple transactions can generate 
infinite state systems [50). 
1 
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One of the most famous examples that refers to the importance of specifying 
and verifying the correctness of the protocols that are used in environments where 
the number of users increase beyond known bounds is the Skype1 services outage 
[66, G7]. This problem was caused by a massive restart of users' computers across 
the globe within a very short time as they rebooted after receiving a routine set 
of patches through Windows update [67]. A huge number of users came to the 
system in a continuous stream to access and request the services in terms of login 
transactions. The flood of attempted Skype logins together with a lack of Skype 
network resources, at that time, led to an outage in services. However, this event 
revealed a previously unseen software bug within the network resource allocation 
algorithm which prevented the self-healing function from working quickly. Regret-
tably, as a result of this disruption, Skype was unavailable to the majority of its 
users for approximately two days and prevented millions of registered users from 
accessing and making internet telephone calls using Skype software [66]. Skype 
lost a lot of its business and reputation during 48 hours of services outage. This 
demonstrates the limitation of some of the current protocols to deal with huge 
numbers of users transactions, and shows the need for specifying and verifying the 
correctness of the protocols that are used in such environments. 
In general, mobile users submit transactions to servers that contain databases 
and participate in the mobile environment for execution. Since the architecture of 
a mobile computing system is distributed in nature [52], transactions are decom-
posed into a set of subtransactions, each of which executes in a different database 
participating in the mobile environment. Each database in a mobile environment 
contains a finite set of data items and therefore, the number of different transac-
tions is also finite. However, the database system continuously reacts with other 
components in the environment in terms of transactions, and so the schedule will 
be infinite. For example, consider a number of field engineers working in a commu-
nication company in the same geographical area who need to share some data in a 
cooperative way and sometimes refer to the main database server of the company. 
Anyone of them may submit a transaction that may be required to access data 
items stored in different databases of their colleagues and the main database of 
the company, all to be executed in a continuous stream. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we shall discuss the 
concept of concurrent database transactions in general and the need for concur-
rency control. The formal definition of transactions and the characteristics of 
a correct schedule will be discussed in Subsections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 respectively. 
'Skype is a VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocols) telephony company that enables its users 
to make free voice calls with other Skype users and also low-cost calls to landlines and mobiles 
around the world. Recently, the number of Skype users exceeded 170 millions, about 10 millions 
of which are online at the same time [67J. For more information see [65J. 
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The basic technique used for testing the correctness of schedules is introduced in 
Subsection 1.1.4. Multi-step transactions and infinite histories are defined in Sub-
section 1.1.5. In Section 1.2, some existing verification techniques for concurrency 
control protocols in mobile systems are discussed. The attraction of using tempo-
ral logic to reason about concurrent and reactive systems and their properties in 
general, and in specifying and verifying infinite histories in particular, is discussed 
in Section 1.3. In Section 1.4, the technique of model checking with temporal 
logic, as well as the process of model checking in general, is introduced. 
1.1 Basic concept of database transactions 
Transaction processing systems are systems with large databases and hundreds or 
maybe thousands of concurrent users that are executing database transactions such 
as reservations, banking, stock markets, supermarkets and other similar systems 
[22]. A database transaction can be defined as an operation or series of operations, 
carried out by users or applications, which accesses or changes the contents of a 
database. The transaction operations which can be performed on the databases 
are categorized as follows: 
- Access operation (or read operation): returns the value stored in a data item 
x. We shall denote it by Read(x). 
- Update operation (or write operation): updates the value of a data item x 
to a new value and we denote it by Write(x). 
The definition of a database is a collection of related data which represent a part 
of the real-world [22, 24]. But, in the real-world, we have restrictions that make 
it in a legal state. For example, in human resources databases no employee age 
can be negative, and in a travel agency database no bus or aircraft can have 
more passengers than the capacity of the bus or aircraft. These restrictions called 
integrity constraints of a database provide a framework for ensuring that any 
change made to the database by users or applications does not result in a loss 
of data consistency. A consistent state of a database is a collection of all stored 
values of the data items at a particular time such that these data values achieve 
the integrity constraints of the database. A transaction should transform the 
database from one consistent state to another consistent state. To make sure that 
the database will be maintained in a consistent state, any transaction executing 
in the database should have the following properties (called ACID properties): 
• Atomicity: All operations of a transaction must either succeed or fail. 
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• Consistency: A transaction must either ( a) leave the system in a consistent 
state or (b) abort. If a transaction cannot achieve a consistent state, it must 
return to its initial state. 
• Isolation: The behaviour of a transaction is not affected by other transactions 
being executed simultaneously. A transaction must serialize all access to 
shared resources and guarantee that concurrent programs do not corrupt 
each other's operations. 
• Durability: The effects of a committed transaction are permanent. Even if 
the system fails, the changes resulting from a transaction are permanent and 
durable. 
1.1.1 The need for concurrency control 
In general, concurrency control is the activity of coordinating the actions of pro-
cesses that execute in parallel way, access shared data, and therefore possibly 
interfere with each other. Concurrency control, in the context of transaction 
processing systems, aims to ensure that the database will preserve the ACID pro-
perties (or maybe some of them) on the transactions that concurrently execute 
in the system [27]. Many concurrency control and recovery protocols have been 
developed to achieve this purpose [28]. Now, the question is, why might the exe-
cution of concurrent transactions breach the ACID properties? The answer to this 
question is explained in the following example: 
Suppose that we have a data item x in a database with initial value 5 (x = 5), 
two transactions such that 
(1) Transactionl: Read(x); x = x - 3; Write(x); 
(2) Transaction2: Read(x); x = x + 7; Write(x); 
and the concurrent execution of the two transactions is as in Figure 1.1. In Figure 
1.1, the final value ofthe data item x equals 12. But, assume that x represents the 
number of available seats in a bus. This means that the first transaction should 
cancel the reservations for three passengers (x = x - 3) and the second transaction 
should reserve seven seats. Therefore, the final value of x should be 9 (x = 9). But, 
the interleaving operations, which are shown in Figure 1.1, produce x = 12. This 
means that the final value of the concurrent transactions is incorrect. The reason 
is that the second transaction (Transaction2) reads the value of x before the first 
transaction (Transactionl) changes it in the database. Hence, the updated value 
resulting from the first transaction is lost. This problem is called the lost update 
problem. 
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Figure 1.1: Concurrent execution of two transactions. 
More problems could occur due to the concurrent execution of the transactions 
such as the unrepeatable read and the temporary update. The unrepeatable read 
may occur when the first transaction reads several values and the second tran-
saction updates some of them during execution of the first. This means that a 
transaction can read different values for the same data item at different times. 
The temporary update (or dirty read) problem may occur when one transaction 
can access (or read) intermediate results of another transaction before it has com-
pleted [22,23]. In all of these problems, which may occur from the concurrent 
execution of transactions, we notice that some of the ACID properties are brea-
ched. For example, in the lost update problem, we violate the consistency and 
isolation properties, because the final result of the execution of the transactions 
leaves the database in a inconsistent state. Also, we notice from the previous 
example in Figure 1.1, that the transaction Transaction1 is affected by tran-
saction Transaction2. This means that we violate the isolation property. The 
preservation of the atomicity and durability properties is the responsibility of 
a subsystem in the DBMS called the transaction recovery subsystem [22]. The 
consistency property is the responsibility of the programmer who writes the tran-
saction, or the D BMS that checks the integrity constraints. In this thesis, we focus 
on specifying and verifying the isolation property which is the responsibility of the 
concurrency control system. The isolation property asserts that the behaviour of 
a transaction should not be affected by other transactions being executed simul-
taneously (or concurrently) in the system. A serial execution of the transactions 
(without any interleaving among the transactions) will maintain the isolation pro-
perty. The execution order of a sequence of database operations generated by a 
set of transactions is called a schedule or history. In the next Subsection 1.1.3, 
we shall introduce some characteristics of schedules that are used to preserve the 
isolation property. First of all, we give a formal definition of a transaction. 
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1.1.2 Formal transaction definition of a transaction 
A transaction is a collection of one or more operations on one or more databases, 
which reflects a single real-world transition. Formally (as in [27]) a transaction Ti 
is a partially ordered set, with ordering relation «" where 
1. T; ~ h(x), Wi(X) Ix is a data item} u {ai, e;}, where ai means abort, e; 
means commit, ri(x) means read operation and Wi(X) means write operation 
on data item x 
2. ai E T; iff e; 1c Ti 
3. if b is e; or ai (whichever is in 7i), for any other operation sET;, s «i b 
4. if ri(x), Wi(X) ET;; then either ri(x) «i Wi(X) or Wi(X) «i ri(x), 
Condition (1) defines the operations in the transaction. Condition (2) says if 
a commit operation occurs (meaning that the transaction completes execution), 
then an abort does not occurs and vise versa. Condition (3) says that the commit 
or abort (whichever is present) must follow all other operations. In condition (4) 
the relation «i specifies the order of execution of read and write operations. 
1.1.3 Characteristics of schedules based on serializability 
A serial schedule is a schedule S if, for every transaction T; participating in the 
schedule, all the operations of T; are executed consecutively in the schedule. Other-
wise, the schedule is called a nonserial schedule. A serializable schedule is a sche-
dule S, if it is equivalent to some serial schedule of the same transactions. This 
means that being serializable implies that the schedule is a correct schedule (leaves 
the database in a consistent state) [24]. The equivalence of schedules can be divi-
ded into two definitions: 
1. Result equivalent: Two schedules are called result equivalent if they pro-
duce the same final state of the database. 
2. Conflict equivalent: Two schedules are said to be conflict equivalent if the 
order of any two conflicting operations is the same in both schedules. 
Two operations are conflicting if: 
• they are by different transactions, . 
• they are on the same object or data item, 
• and at least one of them is a write. 
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To make use of the conflict equivalent definition, a conflict serializable can be 
defined as a schedule S that is conflict equivalent to some serial schedule S'. In 
the literature, various notions of serializability are introduced such as view se-
rializability and strict serializability [24]. These notions are either NP-complete 
problem for deciding whether a given schedule is serializable, such is the case for 
the problem of view serializability, or do not affect the correctness of the final 
state of the database, as in strict serializability [24, 29]. Conflict serializability 
represents a good correctness basis for concurrency control protocols with accep-
table performance. In other words, conflict serializability is a strong notion of 
correctness, but it has an efficient algorithm (or technique) for testing whether 
the schedule is correct in this sense [15, 24]. In the next subsection, we shall in-
troduce a technique called precedence graph (or conflict graph) used to validate or 
test the conflict serializability of a schedule. 
1.1.4 Conflict graph 
Conflict graphs are widely used for testing conflict serializability in a polynomial 
time [24, 22, 27]. Given a schedule S, the conflict graph is a directed graph 
G = (V, A) where V is set of nodes and A is set of directed edges created as 
follows: 
1. Create a node for each transaction. 
2. Create a directed edge 1'; ------; Tj , if Tj reads the value of an item written by 
Ti · 
3. Create a directed edge 1'; ------; Tj if Tj writes a value into an item after it has 
been read by Ti . 
4. Create a directed edge Ti ------; Tj if T j writes a value into an item after it has 
been written by 1';. 
According to this, if an edge 1'; ------; Tj exists in the conflict graph for S then, 
in any serial schedule S' conflict equivalent to S, 1'; must appear before Tj • If 
the conflict graph contains a cycle, the schedule is not conflict serializable. For 
example, suppose we have two transactions such that 
Tl - rl(x)wl(xh(Y)Wl(Y) 
T2 - r2(x)w2(x)r2(y)w2(y)r2(z)w2(Z) 
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and they are interleaved in three histories as follows: 
hi - rl(X)r2(X)WI(X)W2(X)rl (Y)WI (y)r2(Y)W2(y)r2(Z)W2(Z) 
h2 - rl(x)wI (X)r2(X)W2(X)r2(Y)W2(y)rl (y)wI(yh(z)W2(Z) 
h3 - rl(x)wI (Xh(X)w2(x)rl (y)wI (y)r2(Y)W2(y)r2(Z)W2(Z), 
8 
The corresponding conflict graphs for the histories hi, h2 and h3 are in the Figures 
1.2(a), 1.2(b) and 1.2(c) respectively. Therefore, the histories hi and h2 are not 
X,V 
x 
eTl ::;:.. __ -:-:-_--== -T2 
Y 
(a) conflict graph for hi (b) conflict graph for h2 
X,Y 
eTl ~ -T2 
(c) conflict graph for h3 
Figure 1.2: conflict graph 
conflict serializable histories because the corresponding conflict graphs (Figure 
1.2(a) and Figure 1.2(b) respectively) are cyclic. On the other hand, the history 
h3 is conflict serializable. The reason is that the corresponding conflict graph 
(Figure 1.2( c)) is acyclic. 
1.1.5 Multi-step transactions and infinite histories 
Dividing the transactions into sets of steps to produce 'multi-step transactions' 
improves system throughput and allows transactions interleaving to gain more 
parallelism [21]. Examples of multi-step transactions are when users enter data 
using a sequence of forms. At the end of the sequence, the application does 
something with the input data. Desktop applications use wizards to simplify 
operations. In an e-commerce site, the checkout flow can be seen as a multi-step 
transaction. Booking e-ticket from travel agencies can also be seen as a multi-step 
transaction. Students registration systems which are multi-step transactions, will 
be seen in Chapter 6. Formally, a database system consists of a set D of data 
items and a set T = {Tb T2 , ••• ,Tn} of transactions. A multi-step transaction Ti 
is a sequence (totally ordered set) of read and write steps, as in [25], where every 
read step ri(x) precedes a write step Wi(X) such that 
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An infinite history h, in this thesis, is a history where a finite set of transactions 
iterate (or repeat) infinitely many times. The reason for this is as follows. In most 
real-world applications, the set of data items is a finite set. Hence, the number 
of different transactions we can create to access these data items is also finite. 
Thus, the infinitely many transactions that occur over time, are actually a finite 
number of different transactions iterating infinitely often and thereby producing 
infinite histories. Originally, this definition of transactions that iterate infinitely 
many times was introduced in the context of operating systems [30J. Infinite 
histories in the context of concurrent database transactions have been considered 
in [15, 14, ;14, 35J. Most of these concentrate on specifying infinite histories using 
different specification languages based on temporal logics. 
1.2 Verification of concurrency control 
protocols in mobile systems 
Most of the existing approaches that are used to specify and verify the correctness 
of concurrency control protocols in mobile environments are based on mathemati-
cal proofs. For example, the work in [53] defines a protocol that uses a combina-
tion ofthe traditional protocols for mobile environments such as 2-Phase-Commit, 
3-Phase-Commit, and consensus and proves the correctness of the proposed pro-
tocol using mathematical proof rules. In [51], a new protocol for processing both 
read-only and update mobile transactions is defined. The correctness proof of the 
proposed protocol is made using the mathematics of graph theory. Also, the work 
in [54], uses mathematical rules and graph theory to proof the correctness of the 
protocols. The problem of these approaches is that the use of mathematical proofs 
rules has numerous disadvantages, such as they require considerable expertise by 
the person who is to carry out the proof manually [14J and human error is common 
in such manual proofs. There are some of the existing approaches using automatic 
proving techniques as in [55J which are based on logic programming. The work in 
[56J introduces a model checking verification approach to reason about the beha-
viour of mobile systems using specifications written in the 'if-calculus and modal 
logic. The verification is based on a system (called HAL) which is able to interface 
with several model checkers to determine whether or not certain properties hold for 
a given specification. Fully automated techniques avoid numerous disadvantages 
of manual proofs. 
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1.3 Temporal Logic 
Temporal logics are logics where truth values of formulae may change over time. 
The formulae of temporal logic can express facts about past, present, and future 
states. The term temporal logic has been broadly used to. cover all approaches 
to the representation of temporal information within a logical framework. The 
significance of temporal logic in computer science is indisputable, especially in 
verification of reactive and concurrent systems [37]. Such systems are increasingly 
used in real-word applications where failure is considered as fatal, such as electro-
nic commerce, high-speed communication networks, traffic control systems, and 
automated manufacturing. Model checkers of many types of temporal logics have 
been developed to the extent that they can quickly verify real-world systems with 
a huge number of states. Temporal logic has been proposed as applying both to 
the specification and verification of program behaviour, and to the specification 
of system behaviour. Temporal logics are useful for specifying concurrent sys-
tems in describing ordering of events in time without explicitly introducing time. 
As reactive and concurrent systems become more complicated, components may 
continuously interact with each other and their environment without terminating. 
It is essential to specify and verify some of the important properties of such sys-
tems [32, in]. In the next subsection, we shall discuss some of the these properties. 
In Subsection 1.3.2, we shall informally explain the temporal operators that are 
used in most types of temporal logics. Subsection 1.3.3 discusses how we can 
express the typical properties of reactive and concurrent systems using temporal 
logic. The specification of infinite histories using temporal logics is discussed in 
Subsection 1.3.4. 
1.3.1 Temporal properties 
The typical properties of reactive and concurrent systems that need to be speci-
fied and verified are safety properties and liveness properties, as they have been 
categorized in [32, 38, 36] as follows 
• Safety: 
A safety property asserts that nothing bad ever happens during the execution 
of the system. Examples of safety property are mutual exclusion, freedom 
from deadlocks and partial correctness. We can observe the violation of the 
safety property in a finite behaviour of the system because this violation will 
happen at a particular point in time . 
• Liveness: 
A liveness property asserts that something good will happen eventually. We 
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need the Iiveness properties because the safety properties prohibit undesi-
rable things from happening but cannot make sure that something good 
must happen sometime in the future. Liveness properties are relevant to the 
infinite behaviours of the systems because the eventuality asserts something 
should happen later in undetermined time. Guaranteed accessibility, total 
correctness and responsiveness are examples of liveness property. 
Also, another property can be introduced in the context of concurrent systems 
called the fairness property [57, 41J as follows 
• Fairness: 
A fairness property asserts that if something is requested, then it wiJI be 
granted. In other words, a fairness property includes an assumption on the 
progress of individual processes in a system. Three definitions of fairness 
can be introduced: unconditional fairness, strong fairness and weak fairness. 
Strong fairness asserts that every process enabled infinitely often is executed 
infinitely often. Weak fairness asserts that every process enabled almost 
everywhere is executed infinitely often. Unconditional fairness asserts that . 
every process is executed infinitely often. For example, assume that we want 
a scheduler that never ignores any process forever. This means that if such a 
scheduler is present, the system will guarantee the progress. The important 
thing to note is that unconditional, weak and strong fairness describe liveness 
properties [57J. 
1.3.2 Temporal operators 
Temporal logic contains two kinds of operators (1) ordinary logical operators 
(A,V,-.,==?,{=}, ... ). (2) temporal operators which are used in most types of 
temporal logic such as LTL (Linear-Time Temporal Logic) and CTL (Compu-
tational Tree Logic). Temporal logic considers the necessity concept as well as 
possibility i.e. if (3 is a formula, then 0(3 is a temporal logic formula that asserts 
that (3 is possibly true, and 0(3 is a temporal logic formula that asserts that (3 is 
necessarily true. The following table summarizes some of the temporal operators 
semantics: 
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Table 1.1: Temporal logic operators 
Operator Informally 
<>a or Fa a will be true at some time in the future. 
Oa or Ga a will always be true in the future. 
a U (3 or a Until (3 a will always be true until (3 becomes true. 
Oa or Xa a will be true" next" 
Ea 
Exists: there exists at least one path starting 
from the current state where a holds. 
Aa 
All: a has to hold on all paths starting from 
the current state. 
1.3.3 Expressing system properties in temporal logic 
In this subsection, we shall express some of the system properties, that are men-
tioned in Subsection 1.3.1, using temporal logic as in ['11]: 
Safety properties: 
1. Mutual Exclusion: 
No two processes use the same resource at the same time. For example, 
assume that we have two processes a and (3 that run asynchronously, i.e., 
either Process a or (3 makes a step but not both, and the order of execution 
is undetermined. We write the mutual exclusion formally as in the following 
O-,((a = R) A ((3 = R)) 
where a = R means that the process a uses the resource R. 
2. Freedom from Deadlocks: 
At any time, at least one process is enabled to progress. This can be expres-
sed as follows 
O(enabledt V··· Venabledk ) 
where enabledi is true if process i has an action that can be executed (for 
l::;i:Sk). 
3. Partial Correctness: 
If a is satisfied when the program starts, then (3 will be satisfied if the 
program reaches a distinguished state 'Y. 
a= 0("(=(3) 
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Liveness properties: 
1. Guaranteed Accessibility: 
Once a process is in a current state, it will eventually go to the next state. 
For example, the computations that execute both Process 0; and Process f3 
infinitely often will hold: 
0((0; = i) ==} 0(0; = (i + 1))) A 0((f3 = i) ==} 0(f3 = (i + 1))) 
where the processes a and f3 can be in state 1 (Le. a = i) and then in the 
state i + 1. 
2. Responsiveness: 
If a request is issued, it will eventually be granted. This property can be 
formally represented in temporal logic as follows 
O(a ==} 0(3) 
where 0; is request and f3 means granted. 
3. Total Correctness: 
If a is satisfied when the program starts, then the program terminates in a 
distinguished state I where f3 is satisfied. 
Fairness properties: 
1. Weak Fairness: 
Every process enabled almost everywhere is executed infinitely often such 
that: 
1\ (OOenabledi ==} OOexecutedi ) 
l~i:5k 
This means a constantly enabled event must occur infinitely often. 
2. Strong Fairness: 
Every process enabled infinitely often is executed infinitely often: 
1\ (OOenabledi ==} OOexecutedi ) 
l~isk 
This means that the event that becomes enabled infinitely often (and may 
become disabled) must occur infinitely often. 
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3. Unconditional Fairness: 
Every process is executed infinitely often such that: 
1\ (<)Denabled i ) 
199 
This means that the processes can be executed at any time. 
1.3.4 Infinite histories and temporal logic 
14 
As we have discussed above, temporal logic has a power to deal with reasoning 
about concurrent programs, therefore it seems promising for specifying and veri-
fying infinite histories that are produced from the infinitely iterating transactions 
in a database system. The correctness criterion for the concurrent execution of the 
transactions is that of serializability [24]. Therefore, the basic problem is to deter-
mine whether such infinite histories, generated by some scheduler, are serializable. 
Serializability of database transactions was first defined in linear temporal logic in 
[3~1]. Partial Order Temporal Logic has also used to specify and verify serializa-
bility in [42] and QPTL (Quantified Propositional Temporal Logic) in [35]. Now, 
it is useful to conduct proofs of such infinite histories using fully automated tech-
niques to avoid the numerous disadvantages of manual proofs. This requires using 
temporal logics for which there are available model checkers. The attraction of the 
temporal logics CTL and LTL is the availability of powerful industrial-strength 
model checkers such as NuSMV [10] and SPIN [43]. Model checkers carry out 
exhaustive checks on the correctness of an execution against the specification of 
a correctness criterion, and are fully automatic and therefore require no special 
expertise to carry out the verification. In Section 1.4, we shall discuss the model 
checking technique in general. 
The idea of verifying a scheduler producing infinite histories, is to specify the 
scheduler in a temporal logic (such as CTL or LTL) by a formula 'Pp whose models 
correspond to the generated histories, and the serializability condition in a formula 
'Pserccm. The scheduler will be correct (always generates serializable histories), if 
the following formula holds 
'Pp :::=} c.p sercon' 
In [44, 45, 40], serializability is considered to be a safety property. Other 
properties of infinite histories, that can be specified and verified using temporal 
logic, include 'starvation'. Simply, starvation can be defined as the case when 
the system as a whole makes progress, but some individual transaction does not 
for an indefinite period of time [22]. Starvation is considered to be aliveness 
property in [46, 48]. Starvation and deadlock are the most common problems that 
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may occur to the schedulers of database transactions [22J. Deadlock-freedom, as 
in Subsection 1.3.1, is a safety property and can be specified in temporal logic. 
Moreover, if we require that transactions iterate infinitely many times, we can 
specify this as a fairness property. 
The importance of temporal logic to computer science is seen in the fact that 
the person who introduced temporal logic to the computing community (Amir 
Pnueli) won the ACM A. M. Turing Award in 1996 [58], for outstanding contri-
butions to program and systems verification. 
1.4 Model Checking 
Model checking is an automated technique or process that, given a finite-state 
model of a system and a formal properties (specifications) written in a logic, 
systematically checks whether these properties hold for (a given state in) that 
model [9J. In model checking, the system to be verified is represented by a model 
M. The model M consists of all possible system executions (behaviours) in a 
mathematical structure like a finite state transition system. The system property 
to be satisfied is represented by formula rjJ in a logic that is interpreted over such 
structures (e.g. temporal logic). The system correctness is shown by checking that 
the formula is satisfied by the model, i.e. M F rjJ [4flJ. This check is performed 
by exhaustively exploring the state space of the model to ensure that all possible 
system behaviours satisfy the property or not [4 7J. 
Model checking has two main advantages. Firstly, it is fully automatic, and so 
requires no special expertise in logic and theorem proving. Secondly, if the system 
contains an error (the system does not satisfy the property), model checking will 
produce a counterexample that can be used to pinpoint the source of that error; 
see Figure 1.3. The counterexample is a trace of system executions (behaviours) 
that violate the property that is being checked. The main disadvantage of model 
checking is having to deal with the state space explosion problem. This problem 
occurs in systems where many components can interact with each other, or sys-
tems with data structures containing many different values. In such cases the 
number of states can be huge. The first approach that was developed to solve the 
state explosion problem was by McMillan. McMillan [9J realized that by using a 
symbolic representation for the transition graphs, much larger systems could be 
verified. The new symbolic representation was based on ordered binary decision 
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diagrams (OBDD2). McMiIIan developed a model checking system called SMV, 
which extracts a transition system represented as a OBDD from a program and 
uses a OBDD-based search algorithm to determine whether the system satisfies 
its specification. Since then, it became possible to verify systems that have more 
than 1020 states [59]. 
yes! 
,.------,/ 
~l/ l>\6~· .. 
finite-state model 
Model 
Checker 
Figure 1.3: Model checking. 
no! 
counterexample 
Model checking requires a precise and unambiguous statement of the properties 
to be examined; this is typically done in temporal logic [9]. Model checking has 
a number of advantages over traditional approaches that are based on simulation 
and testing. Simulation and testing are involved in making experiments to the 
system before applying it in the field. Even though the techniques that are based 
on simulation or testing are inexpensive and widely used, they usually suffer from 
extremely low coverage and cannot provide a full guarantee of correctness [60]. 
While simulation is performed on an abstraction or a model of the system, testing 
is performed on the actual product [61]. Model checking is not only considered to 
be automatic and usually quite fast [9] but also can guarantee the correctness of 
the system against the desired properties that are specified [62]. The A CM A. M. 
TuTing Award in 2007 was granted to Edmund M. Clarke, E. AlIen Emerson, and 
Joseph Sifakis for their efforts in developing model checking into a highly effective 
verification technology, widely adopted in the hardware and software industries 
[58]. 
2These are data structures used to represent boolean functions. OBDDs provide a canonical 
form, like NNF (Negation Normal Form), that is more compact than CNF (Conjunctive Nor-
mal Form) or DNF (Disjunctive Normal Form) and also they have very efficient algorithms to 
manipulate them. 
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1.4.1 The process of model checking 
The main blocks in the process of model checking are : 
• Modelling: This step includes converting a design into a form which will be 
accepted by the model checking tool using the description language of the 
model checker. The modelling of design may require the use of abstraction 
to ignore or eliminate the unimportant or irrelevant details. 
• Specification: This step involves writing the properties that the design must 
satisfy. Usually, this is achieved by using temporal logic, which models the 
behaviour of the system over time. 
• Verification: This step explores the state space of the state transition sys-
tem to verify whether the specifications or system properties meet the design 
or not, and give a counterexample if the specification is found not to hold. 
Counterexamples are one of the most useful features of model checking be-
cause they allow users to quickly understand why the specification is not 
satisfied. Ideally the verification is completely automatic, but often in prac-
tice there is human assistance to analyze the verification results, in the case 
of negative results, and this process may requires modification to the system 
to correct it. An error trace can also result from incorrect modelling of the 
system or from an incorrect specification. The error trace can also be useful 
in identifying and fixing these two problems. 
In chapter 5 and 6, we shall show how we apply the main blocks of the process of 
model checking to a timestamp-based protocol that is defined in Section 5.2. 
1.5 Thesis organization 
The rest of this thesis is organized in the following way: 
• Chapter 2: 
In Chapter 2, we present the related work and show how the research point 
emerged. Moreover, we present the research methodology used for the re-
search in this thesis and highlight the motivation for our research. 
• Chapter 3: 
In Chapter 3, we give a mathematical model of concurrent multi-step tran-
sactions. We prove that acyclicity of conflict graphs corresponds to seriali-
zability in the case of an infinite number of transactions. Also, we give and 
prove a simpler correspondence in the case where transactions access the 
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same set of data items. We define and prove conditions for serializability in 
a way that can be encoded into the logic CTL which is introduced in this 
chapter. Applications for the kind of transactions considered in this chapter, 
are given in the context of web and mobile environments. 
• Chapter 4: 
In chapter 4, we give and prove a serializability condition for multi~step tran-
sactions accessing contiguous data items from an ordered set of data items. 
As in Chapter 3, this serializability condition can be encoded efficiently into 
CTL and LTL. Applications for the kind of transactions considered in this 
chapter, are given in the context of web and mobile environments. 
Chapters 5 and 6, which are the main chapters of this thesis, describe and apply 
the model checking technique to infinite histories of multi-step transactions in 
mobile environments. 
• Chapter 5: 
In chapter 5, we define a protocol based on timestamps that aims to ensure 
the seriallzability of multi-step transactions accessing an ordered set of data 
items. Also, we specify the serializability condition from chapter 4 and the 
timestamps-based protocol, using LTL and CTL. The logic LTL is introdu-
ced in this chapter. The specification and verification of the serializability 
condition and the protocol are carried out using the symbolic model checker 
NuSMV. We verify that the protocol serializes the multi-step transactions. 
We compare between CTL and LTL in terms of suitability for specifying and 
verifying timestamps-based protocols. This chapter is a stepping stone to 
modelling typical protocols found in mobile environments. 
• Chapter 6: 
In chapter 6, we modify the protocol which is defined in chapter 5, to one 
relevant to mobile environments. We justify the modification of the protocol. 
We specify the serializability condition, that is defined in chapter 4, and the 
modified protocol using LTL. We verify that the protocol serializes the multi-
step transactions and does not lead to starvation. Finally, we show how a 
further slight modification to the protocol can produce histories that are 
incorrect in terms of both serializability and starvation. 
• Chapter 7: 
Chapter 7 summarizes the results and gives some conclusions. 
Origin of the chapters material. 
Some of the material contained in this thesis has been published in the form of 
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articles, and has been restructured and extended here. Initial work for Chapter 
6, was published in [21J. Chapter 4 has been published in [68J, and Chapter 3 
has been published in [69J. The more extensive work of Chapters 5 and 6 is being 
prepared for a possible submission to an IEEE transactions. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review and Research 
Methodology 
2.1 Introduction 
Standard database techniques model fixed finite schedules of transactions [64], 
[24]. Recently, with the emergence of new techniques such as web transactions and 
mobile databases, where an unlimited number of transactions may be incoming and 
outgoing to the databases in continuous streams, the importance of representing 
infinite histories has been recognised [35], [14J, [34J. 
One way of representing infinite histories is as models of temporal logic formu-
lae. A benefit of using temporal logic is the availability of powerful model checkers 
such as NuSMV [10] and SPIN [43]. Model checkers can carry out exhaustive 
checks of a correctness criterion such as serializability, and are fully automatic 
and therefore require no special expertise to carry out the verification. 
2.2 Related work 
The model of infinite schedules, where transactions repeat infinitely often, was 
originally considered and investigated in [30]. Also, the proposed application of 
such histories was in the scheduling problem of service processes in operating sys-
tems. The temporal logics that have been used to specify concurrent database 
transactions include the partial-order temporal logic ISTL in [42], quantified pro-
positional temporal logic QPTL in [35], LTL in [14], a first-order temporal logic in 
the first part of [:3:3] and a monodic fragment of first-order temporal logic in [34]. 
With the exception of LTL these are, at best, of exponential space complexity, and, 
at worst, undecidable. Most of these temporal logics (except LTL) do not have 
model checkers to carry out full automatic verification. Moreover, the drawback 
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of these techniques is that proving the basic serializability correctness condition 
is impractical, as encoding (the absence of) conflict cyclicity within large sets of 
transactions results in prohibitively large temporal logic formulae. 
In [35] and [34] transactions iterate infinitely many times and each iteration of a 
transaction is called an occurrence, and every occurrence of a particular transaction 
comprises the same two (read and write) steps. In this thesis, we shall improve 
this to a case of multi-step transactions. Also, we shall show that, under certain 
common assumptions on the graph structure of data items accessed by multi-step 
transactions, conflict cyclicity need only be checked within all possible pairs of 
transactions. This results in formulae of considerably reduced size in any temporal-
logic-based approach to proving serializability, and scales to arbitrary numbers of 
transactions. This makes testing for serializability efficient and easy to encode 
into the widely used temporal logics CTL and LTL. 
2.3 Motivation 
This thesis focuses on specifying and verifying infinite histories of mUlti-step tran-
sactions accessing a finite set of data items with different properties, using tem-
porallogics and model checkers. Much work has been done in modelling mobile 
environments in order to determine performance. The aim here is to model mo-
bile environments in order to determine correctness. In mobile computing environ-
ments infinite histories are produced, by the newer technologies of web and mobile 
transactions, in which transactions are continuously accessing the data items of 
the databases. The main desired properties that need to be specified and verified 
are serializability and starvation. We model protocols that produce infinite his-
tories and use the NuSMV model checker based on the temporal logics CTL and 
LTL specifications to prove or disprove that the models satisfy these properties. 
We define a protocol, based on timestamps, to apply the technique to, and verify 
its correctness for serializability. We compare the suitability of LTL and CTL for 
specifying and verifying such protocols. We make a little change on the protocol 
and show the effect of this change with respect to the correctness of the protocol. 
Finally, we consider the specification and verification of (the absence of) starvation 
for this kind of problem. 
2.4 Methodology 
In this section, we discuss some important methodological assumptions which will 
be used throughout the thesis. The objective of this thesis is to specify the correct-
ness of transactions executing concurrently on a database in terms of serializability 
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using specifications written either in CTL or LTL . The reason for using tempo-
ral logics such as CTL and LTL, is that the method can be extended in order 
to verify infinite schedules as occur in mobile environments where transactions 
are incoming and outgoing in a continuous stream. The importance of temporal 
logic in computer science is clear, especially in the specification and verification 
of critical reactive systems. Model checkers, such as NuSMV, of many variants of 
temporal logic have been developed to the extent that they can deal with a huge 
number of states and verify real-world systems [21]. 
CTL is a temporal logic where the model of time is a like-tree structure in which 
the future is not determined. This means, there are different paths in the future. 
It is useful to specify and verify the correctness of computer systems, whether they 
are hardware, software, or a combination [9] and achieves polynomial-time model 
checking [8]. 
LTL is a temporal logic where the model of time is a path in which the future 
is determined. LTL is used for specifying general reactive and concurrent systems 
[4, 3]. It is worthwhile using CTL or LTL to specify multi-step transactions to 
gain full automatic verification by using model checkers. 
We shall model the protocols which are used to ensure the serializability of 
concurrent transactions as finite state transition systems for which the specifica-
tions are expressed in either CTL or LTL. Then, by exploring the state space of 
the state transition system, it is possible to check automatically if the protocol 
satisfies its desired specifications or not. The termination of model checking is 
guaranteed by the finiteness of the model. One of the most important features of 
model checking is that, when a specification is found not to hold, a counterexample 
is produced [1.0]. We specify and verify schedules of multi-step transactions mo-
del as a finite state machine in the input language of NuSMV. These schedules 
are produced based on the behaviour of protocol over time. Also, the multi-step 
transactions model is characterized by a set of properties which ensures that the 
NuSMV model meets the defined model. The desired properties, that the system 
should satisfy, are expressed in either CTL or LTL. Finally, the model checker will 
produce true if specification of the desired property satisfies all possible system 
behaviours. Otherwise, a counterexample will be produced to show the source of 
the error. 
Chapter 3 
M ulti-step Transactions Accessing 
The Same Set Of Data Items 
3.1 Introduction 
As concurrent users access and update databases in terms of transactions, a re-
liable condition of correctness is needed for the execution of these transactions. 
The established correctness condition is that of 'serializability', where an inter-
leaved schedule of concurrent transactions is equivalent to a serial 'schedule' (or 
'history') of the transactions. Most work on serializability has modelled histories 
to be finite with a known fixed bound [6,1], [2'1J. Recently, with the emergence 
of new techniques such as web transactions and mobile databases, where an un-
. limited number of transactions may be incoming and outgoing to the databases 
in continuous streams, the importance of representing infinite histories has been 
recognised [35], [14], [34J. 
One way of representing infinite histories is as models of temporal logic for-
mulae. A benefit of using temporal logic is the availability of powerful model che-
ckers such as NuSMV [1OJ and SPIN [4:1J. Model checkers can carry out exhaustive 
checks of a correctness criterion such as serializability, and are fully automatic and 
therefore require no special expertise to carry out the verification. The drawback 
with model checking is that even the most powerful model checkers cannot over-
come the theoretical worst-case complexity of model checking inherent from the 
temporal logic being used. The most benign temporal logic in this respect is CTL 
which can check whether executions represented by a finite-state machine satisfy 
a specification with time complexity 0((181 + IR!).lfl), where 181 is the number 
of states in the finite state machine, IRI the number of transitions, and If I is the 
length of the specification formula. This is marginally better than for LTL which 
has a corresponding time complexity of 0((181 + IRI).2°(lfD [9J. However, the tem-
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poral logics that have been used to specify transactional concurrency include the 
partial-order temporal logic ISTL in ['12], quantified propositional temporal logic 
QPTL in [35], LTL in [14], a first-order temporal logic in the first part of [33] and a 
monodic fragment of first-order temporal logic in [34]. With the exception of LTL 
these are, at best, of exponential space complexity, and, at worst, undecidable. 
In this chapter, we give a computationally efficient specification of serializabi-
lity in CT£. The serializability condition expressed in CTL is based on acyclicity 
of conflict graphs. To be able to use such a condition, we prove that acyclicity 
of conflict graphs corresponds to serializability for infinite schedules. We then 
assume the further property for our transactions, that they access the same set 
of data items in different orders. We show that serializability then corresponds to 
the efficient condition where only cycles of length two need be checked, and this 
condition is used for the CTL specification. This work advances that of [35] and 
[14], which both deal with two-step transactions, to the more normal case of multi-
step transactions. We also produce the specification in the slightly more efficient 
CTL rather than LTL. This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we 
give a mathematical model of concurrent multi-step transactions. In Section 3.3, 
the results on acyclicity of conflict graphs and serializability for infinite schedules 
are given. From these, serializability is characterized mathematically in a way to 
be encoded into CTL. The CTL specification is given in Section 3.4. Applications 
that satisfy this model are given in Section 3.5. 
3.2 A model of concurrent multi-step 
transactions 
3.2.1 Steps and histories 
The model of concurrent two-step transactions in [35] comprises n transactions 
{Tj , ••• , Tn} occurring infinitely many times, with each transaction containing a 
read step and a write step each accessing a finite number of data items. In this 
chapter, we define transactions as containing multiple alternate read and write 
steps, each accessing a single data item. We shall denote a read step and the 
corresponding write step on the data item Xj by transaction Ti, as Ti(Xj) and 
Wi (Xj), respectively, and the set of data items accessed by all transactions as D. 
We say that two steps are conflicting if they belong to different transactions, they 
access the same data item and at least one of them is a write step. Later in 
this chapter, we shall assume that, given transactions Ti and Ti" the data items 
accessed by both are the same, but that the order of access of data items by 
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transaction Ti is not necessarily the same as that by T;,. Precisely, we will assume 
a finite set of data items D = {Xl,'" ,xm }, and an infinite set of (multi-step) 
transactions T = {T; : i E I\h}, where ]\h is the set of positive integers, such that 
all Ti E T are of the form, 
where {Xi" ... ,Xi=} = D. 
A schedule or history h of T is an interleaved sequence of all the read and write 
steps, of all the transactions in T, such that, for each i 2: 1, the subsequence of 
h compromising the steps of Ti is exactly the sequence of steps of T; occurring in 
the order that they do in Ti . For a history h, <h will denote the (irrefiexive) total 
order between all the read and write steps of h. If T' ~ T, then the p'T'Ojection of 
h to T', denoted hT" is the history of T', obtained from h, by deleting all steps of 
transactions not in T'. 
3.2.2 Serializability 
The required correctness condition of 'serializability' is that concurrent multi-step 
transactions should execute in a history whose effect is 'equivalent' to a serial 
execution of all the Ti E T. Our definitions of equivalence and serializability are 
based on those in [24J. 
Definition 3.1. Histories hI and h2 of T = {T; : i E NI} are equivalent, written 
as hI ~ h2, i./J for all i, i' 2: 1, i =I i', and for all X E D, 
2. ifwi(x) <hI Wi'(X), then Wi(X) <h2 Wi'(X) and 
3. if Wi(X) <hI ri'(X), then Wi(X) <h2 ri'(x) 
Definition 3.2. A history h of T = {Ti : i E NI} is serializable i./J there is a 
serial history hs of T of the form, for each i E NI, 
hs ... ri(x)", Wi(Y) .. ' 
, v # 
only (all) steps of Ti 
such that h ~ hs. 
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3.3 A condition for serializability of multi-step 
transactions 
In [:15J, serializability of infinite histories is characterized in terms of 'detachable' 
steps for certain finite subsequences of steps. We shall determine serializability in 
terms of acyclicity of 'conflict graphs' - a technique widely used for finite histories 
[24J. We define conflict graphs in Definition 3.3 and in Theorem 3.4 give conditions 
for which acyclicity of conflict graphs correspond to serializability in the case of an 
infinite number of transactions. In Lemma 3.5, we give a simpler correspondence 
in the case where transactions access the same set of data items. This result is used 
to prove the main result, Theorem 3.7, which gives the conditions for serializability 
that will form the basis of the specification in CTL in Section 3.4. 
Definition 3.3. A directed graph is a pair G = (V, A), where V is a set of 
elements called nodes, denoted nodes(G), and A <;; V x V is a set of elements 
called arcs, denoted arcs (G). A walk in a directed graph G = (V, A) is a sequence 
of nodes (VI> V2, ... , vn ) such that (Vi, Vi+l) E A for i = 1, ... , n - 1. A walk with 
no nodes repeated is called a path; it is a cycle when only the first and last node 
coincide. For each history h, there is a directed graph G(h) called the precedence 
graph or conflict graph of h. This graph has the transactions of h as its nodes, and 
contains an arc (T;, Ti,), where T; and T;, are distinct transactions of h, whenever 
there is a step ofT; which conflicts with a subsequent (in h) step ofTi,. 
Theorem 3.4. A history h of an infinite number of multi-step transactions T = 
{T; : i E j\'h}, accessing data items in some finite set D (though not necessarily 
accessing the same data items), is serializable iffthe conflict graph G(h) is acyclic. 
Proof IT 
Let h be a history of T such that G(h) is acyclic. Assume that, for some T; ET, 
we have the following infinite regression of arcs: 
. (3.1) 
where {Tkl, ... , Tkn, ... } <;; T. Then, as only finitely many data items are accessed 
by the transactions, and as each step may be preceded by only finitely many steps 
in h, there exist I > j ~ 0 such that we have the following order of steps in h 
(assuming, without loss of generality, that the arcs in (3.1) are as the result of 
. write-read conflicts): 
(3.2) 
j---
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and Wkl(X) does not precede fk;(X) in h, i.e. 
(3.3) 
From (3.2) and (3.3), we produce the cycle 
This contradiction shows that (3.1) cannot occur. It follows that we can define, 
inductively, the sequence iI, i2 , ..• thus: 
i l = min{k E l"h : for all i -# k, 
(1';, Tk ) rf- arcs(G(h))} 
in _ min{kENI: forallirf-{k,il, ... ,in - I}, 
(1';, Tk ) rf- arcs(G(h))} 
Firstly, we show that {i l , ... , in, ... } = NI. Suppose, on the contrary, that there 
is some i' E j'h such that i' -# in for any (all) n E NI. We can choose i' to be such 
that 
(1';, 1';,) implies 1'; = in for some n E NI (3.4) 
The reason that we can choose i' satisfying (3.4) is that otherwise we could gene-
rate, inductively, kl, ... , kn, ... rf- {i l , ... , in, ... } giving an infinite regression of 
arcs: 
as in (3.1) which we have shown cannot occur. Intuitively, Ti' is the 'earliest' 
transaction for which 1';, -# 1';n for any n E NI. Now choose n' E NI to be such 
that: 
(a) in'+1 ~ i' 
(b) all the steps of any Tin, where n ~ n', come after the steps of Te in h. 
Assume that we have that 
(Ti ,1';,) E arcs(G(h)) for some i E NI, i rf- {i l , ... ,in'} (3.5) 
This implies, by (3.4), that 
Ti = Tin for some n E NI 
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which implies, by the assumption at (3.5) that i i' il, ... ,in', 
T; = Tin for some n > n' 
This, in turn, implies, by (b), that all the steps of T; = T;n come after the steps of 
Ti' in h and so (Ti' T;,) rf. arcs(G(h». This contradicts (3.5) and so the assumption 
at (3.5) cannot hold. But, then, 
in'+! = min{k ENI : for all i i' k,i\ ... ,in', (T;,Tk ) rf. arcs(G(h))} (3.6) 
As (3.5) cannot hold, by (3.6) and (a) we have that 
i' > in'+! 2: i' 
This last contradiction means that the assumption that i' i' in for all n E NI is 
false. It follows that {i\ ... ,in , ... } = NI. 
We construct the serial history hs of T given by hs = 
... ri1(x) ... Wi
' 
(y) ... 
.. ~ 
v 
all steps of Tit 
and show that h ~ hs by showing that Definition 3.1(1), (2) and (3) hold. For 
Definition 3.1(1), suppose that ri(x) <h Wi'(X) for transactions T;, T;, ET. Then, 
(T;, Te) E arcs(G(h)). In the sequence i\ i2, ... above, we cannot have i = in and 
i' = in' for some n' < n as, from the definition of n', that would imply that (T;, T;,) 
rf. arcs (G(h)). Thus, hs is of the form 
... ri(c) ... wM) ... 
.. .I 
v 
all steps of Ti 
. .. ri,(e) ... Wi'(f) ... 
.. ~ 
v 
all steps of T i , 
and Definition 3.1(1) holds as required. The proof of Definition 3.1(2) and (3) are 
similar. 
Only if 
Let h be a serializable history. This means that there is a serial history hs such 
that h ~ hs. This implies, by Definitions 3.1 and 3.3, that G(h) = G(hs). As 
G(hs) is necessarily acyclic, since it must be a subgraph of the total order under 
which the transactions occur in hs, we conclude that G(h) is acyclic. 0 
In the case where all transactions access the same set of data items, serializa-
bility is guaranteed if G(h) has no cycle of length 2. 
Lemma 3.5. Let h be a history of multi-step tmnsactions T = {T; : i E NI} acces-
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sing the same set oJ data items D (in possibly different orders). Then, iJG(h) has 
a cycle, there are transactions Ti , T;, such that G(h) has the cycle (T;, T;,), (T;" T;). 
Proof. Assume that G(h) has a cycle 
(3.7) 
where n > 2, but no such cycle for n = 2. We will derive a contradiction. Choose 
any x E D. Then, for 1 S j S n - 1, 
(3.8) 
otherwise (T;CHl), T;;) is an arc in G(h) and, from (3.7), (T;;, T;C;+1») is also an arc 
in G(h) giving a cycle between T;; and T;j+l contrary to our assumption that there 
are no cycles of length 2. From (3.8) we have that 
The contradiction, from (3.9), that ri1(x) <h ri1(x), means that our assumption 
that there is no cycle between two transactions is incorrect. 0 
To demonstrate Lemma 3.5, we give the following example. Let 3 transactiqns 
access the set of data item D in the following way: 
Tl = rl(xdwl(xl)rl(x2)wl(x2)rl(x3)wl(X3) 
T2 = r2(x2)w2(x2)r2(xl)w2(Xlhh)W2(X3) 
T3 = r3(xl)w3(Xlh(X2)w3(x2)r3(x3)w3(X3) 
where D = {XI,X2,X3} and T' = {T; : 1 Si S 3} ~ T. Also, suppose that we 
have a cycle in the conflict graph G(hT') containing all transactions in T' and 
corresponding to the following history hT' (see also Figure 3.1): 
hT' = rl (XdWI (xl)rl (X2)WI (x2h(X2)W2(X2h(XI)W2(Xlh(XI)W3(xdr3 (X2) 
W3(X2h(X3)w3(x3)rl (X3)WI (x3)r2(x3)w2(X3) 
We notice, from Figure 3.1, that there is a cycle of length 3 and also a cycle of 
length 2. The reason is that transaction Tl precedes T2 in all data items Xl, X2 
and X3, T2 precedes T3 in Xl> X2, and T3 precedes Tl in X3. This implies that T3 
precedes T2 in X3' This means that we have a cycle between T2 and T3. Also, as 
Tl precedes T2 in Xl and X2, and T2 precedes T3 in Xl and X2, this implies that Tl 
precedes T3 in Xl and X2. Therefore, we have a cycle between Tl and T3. 
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Xl7.X',X3 .Tl~X3 
XI,X2 
xl,X2 
eT2 :;- ;: eT3 X3 
Figure 3.1: Conflict Graph for hT' 
Definition 3.6. We say that 1'; comes before Ti' in h iffw;(x) <h ri'(Y), where x 
and Y are the first data items accessed by 1; and 1;, respectively. 
Theorem 3.7. A history h of multi-step transactions T = {1; : i E NI} is 
serializable iff for any two distinct transactions 1'; and Ti" one of them, 1; say, is 
such that 
(i) 1; comes before 1;, in h, and 
(ii) faT' all x E D, Wi(X) <h T'i'(X) 
Proof. If 
Let h be not serializable. We show that there are Ti and Ti' such that the conditions 
(i) and (ii) do not both hold. To have h not serializable means, by Theorem 3.4 and 
Lemma 3.5, that there is a cycle in the precedence graph G(h), (1;,1;,), (1;,,1;). 
Assume that (i) holds for 1; and T;" i.e. 1; comes before 1;,. Here, letting x and y 
denote the first data items accessed by 1; and 1;, respectively, there are a limited 
number of cases causing the cycle: 
... Wi(X)", ri'(Y) .. · w;-(y) ... ri(z) ... r;-(z) ... we(z) ... Wi(Z)", (3.10) 
... Wi(X) ... ri'(Y) ... Wi' (y) ... T'i(Z) ... T'i' (z) ... w;{z) ... Wi'(Z) . . . (3.11) 
... Wi(X)", ri'(y) .. , Wi'(Y)'" ri'(z)", T'i(Z)", we(z) ... Wi(Z)", (3.12) 
... Wi(X) ... T'i'(Y) ... w;-(y) ... ri' (Z) ... T'i(Z) ... Wi(Z) ... Wi'(Z) .. . (3.13) 
In the all cases (3.10)-(3.13) condition (ii) is breached because T'i'(Z) <h Wi(Z) 
(under lined). 
Only if 
Assume that we have that h does not satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) for all Ti , Te. 
We show that h is not serializable. Firstly, suppose that condition (i) holds, but 
that condition (ii) does not hold for some 1; and 1;,. Then, if x and y are the first 
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data items accessed by T; and Ti' respectively, 
(3.14) 
giving the arc (T;, T;,) in G(h). As condition (ii) does not hold, there is zED 
such that 
This gives the arc (Ti" T;) and hence a cycle in G(h). By Theorem 3.4, h is not 
serializable. Secondly, suppose condition (i) does not hold for some T;, T;,. Then, 
by Definition 3.6, if x and y are the first data items accessed as above, 
(3.15) 
and 
(3.16) 
From (3.15), if x = y, (T;, T;,) is an arc in G(h), and from (3.16) (T;" T;) is an arc 
in G(h). This gives a cycle and shows, by Theorem 3.4, that h is not serializable. 
But, if x f y, Ti accesses y later, and T;. accesses x later. Thus, by (3.16), 
(3.17) 
and, by (3.15), 
(3.18) 
From (3.17), (T;" T;) is an arc in G(h) and, from (3.18), (T;, Ti ,) is an arc in G(h) 
giving a cycle. 0 
In order to explain how the serializability conditions, that are defined in Theo-
rem 3.7, can be used to verify whether a history h is serializable or not, we give 
the following example. Suppose that we have 3 transactions accessing the set of 
data items D in the following way: 
Tl = Tl (XIJWI(Xlh (X2)WI (x2h (X3)WI (X3) 
T2 = T2(XIJW2(Xlh(X2)W2(X2h(X3)W2(X3) 
Ts = T3(X2)W3(X2)rs(X3)W3(X3)T3(XI)W3(XI) 
where D = {Xl, X2, X3}' Let hT' be the history of T' = {T; : 1 :'0 i :'0 3}, where 
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T'CT 
- , 
hT' = rl h)WI (xlh (x2h(XI)WZ(Xl)WI (x2h(X2)W2( X2)r3(XZ)W3(X2)rl (X3) 
WI (X3)r2 (X3)W2 (X3 )r3 (X3)W3 (X3 )r3 (Xl )W3 (Xl) 
Firstly, we chop the history hT' into sets of histories each containing two different 
transactions. Then, we verify whether the serializability conditions are satisfied 
for each set in order to make sure that the history hT' is serializable. Otherwise, if 
hT' is not serializable, the main history h will not be serializable. For the following 
h{Tl,T2} = rl(xdwl (xi)rl(x2h(XI)W2(Xl)WI (x2h(X2)W2(a;Z)rr (X3)WI (X3) 
r2 (X3)WZ (X3) 
we notice that Tl comes before Tz (Wl(Xl) <h r2(xIl). This means that condition 
(i) of Theorem 3.7 is satisfied. Also, we notice that Tl precedes Tz in accessing all 
data items of D, i.e., for all X E D, Wl(X) <h r2(x). This means that condition 
(H) of Theorem 3.7 is satisfied. For 
h{Tt,Ta} = rl (XdWl (xl)rl (X2)Wl (x2)r3(x2)w3(xZ)rl (X3)Wl (x3)r3(x3)w3(X3) 
r3(xI)w3(Xl) 
we notice that Tl comes before T3 (Wl(Xl) <h r3(xZ)). Also, Tl precedes T3 in 
accessing all data items of D, i.e., for all x E D, Wl(X) <h r3(x). This means that 
conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.7 are satisfied. Finally, for 
h{T2,T3} = rZ(xl)wZ(xl)rZ(x2)wZ(XZ)T3(XZ)w3(x2)r2(x3)w2(X3)rs(X3)W3(X3) 
T3(Xl)W3(XI) 
both conditions of serializability of Theorem 3.7 are also satisfied. Therefore, we 
can say that the history hT' is serializable and the corresponding conflict graph 
G(hT,), in Figure 3.2, shows that hT' is serializable because it does not have a cycle. 
Therefore, from Theorem 3.7 and the example above, we see that it is sufficient 
to check the serializability conditions for every two transactions, participating in 
h, to make sure that h is serializable. In the next section (Section 3.4), we shall 
encode these serializability conditions into CTL. 
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Figure 3.2: Conflict Graph for hT' 
3.4 Specification of serializability in CTL 
We present a CTL specification of infinite histories composed of n transactions 
each accessing all of m data items, and repeating infinitely often. The aggregate 
of all the repetitions of the n transactions will constitute the infinite number of 
transactions {1i : i E l"'h} of the previous section. Such concurrent repeating or 
'iterating' transactions were originally investigated in [30J and temporal logic mo-
dels have been given in [35J and [14J. In [:35] and [14] each iteration of a transaction 
is called an occurrence, and every occurrence of a particular transaction comprises 
the same two (read and write) steps. We improve this to a case of multi-step tran-
sactions where, different occurrences of particular transactions access the same 
data items, but in possibly different orders. So, the order of access of data items 
may be different between different transactions and between different occurrences 
of the 'same' transaction.' Actually, in our model here, different occurrences of the 
'same' transaction bear no relation to each other. As such, we model, not so much 
the same n transactions iterating, but a more general case of an infinite number of 
(possibly totally unrelated) transactions where there is a limit of n on how many 
are active at any given time. 
The syntax for CTL is given in Subsection 3.4.1 and the semantics in Subsection 
3.4.2. The specification of the multi-step transactions model is in Subsection 
3.4.3 and serializability is specified in 3.4.4. The complexity gain of checking two 
transactions is discussed in Subsection 3.4.5. 
3.4.1 Syntax 
The alphabet of CTL consists of a set of propositions symbols Po, PI, ... , distingui-
shed read/write step propositional symbols Ti(Xj), Wi(Xj) (1 ::; i ::; n,l ::; j ::; m), 
booleans -', V, A, T,.1, quantifiers E, A, and temporal operators X, F, G and U. 
Formulae in CTL are those generated by: 
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Note that, despite their appearance, ri(Xj) and Wi(Xj) are propositions, and not 
predicates, in the logic. The symbols ..l and T will also be used to denote the 
truth values false and true respectively and the abbreviations '* and '* will have 
their usual logical meaning. 
3.4.2 Semantics of CTL 
An interpretation for CTL, 1(sa), at a given state Sa E S, where S is a set of states, 
assigns truth values p;(Sa), ri(Xj)f(sa) and Wi(Xj)I(Sa) (E {..l, T}) to propositional 
symbols Pi, ri(Xj) and Wi(Xj), respectively. A interpretation 1 over S, is a set 
of interpretations 1 = {I(sa) : Sa E S}. A Kripke structure M is a triple < 
S, R, 1 >, where S is a set of states, R <:::; S x S a transition relation such that, 
for all S E S, there exists s' E S with (s, s') ER, and 1 is an interpretation over S. 
A path in M is an infinite sequence of states, 7r = Sa, SaH, ... , such that, for every 
b:::: a, (Sb, sHd ER. The set of paths that start in state Sa is denoted Paths(sa)' 
As each state in a Kripke structure is required to have at least one successor, it 
follows that Paths( sa) # {} for any state Sa. The semantics of a CTL formula </> 
is given by the truth relation M, Sa 1= </> which means that </> holds at state Sa in 
the Kripke structure M. The relation 1= is defined inductively as follows 
M 1= 'ff [(Sa) T , Sa Pi 1 Pi = 
M, Sa 1= ri(Xj) iff ri(Xj)f(sa) = T 
M, Sa 1= Wi(Xj) iff Wi(Xj)f(sa) = T 
M, Sa 1= -'</> iff M, Sa P! </> 
M, Sa 1= AX</> iff, for all7r E Paths(sa), M, Sa+1 1= </> 
M, Sa 1= EX</> iff there exists 7r E Paths( sa) such that M, SaH 1= </> 
M, Sa 1= AF</> iff, for all7r E Paths(sa), there exists b:::: a such that M, Sb 1= </> 
M, Sa 1= EF</> iff there exists 7r E Paths(sa) and b :::: a such that M, Sb 1= </> 
M, Sa 1= AG</> iff, for all7r E Paths(sa), and, for all b:::: a, M, Sb 1= </> 
M, Sa 1= EG</> iff there exists 7r E Paths(sa) such that, for all b :::: a, M, Sb 1= </> 
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M, Sa F= A[4>IU4>2] iff, for all 7( E Paths(sa), there is some c :::: a such that 
M, Se F= 4>2 and, for all a ::; b < c, M, Sb F= 4>1 
M, Sa F= E[4>1 U4>2] iff there exists IT E Paths(sa) such that, for some c :::: a, 
M, Se F= 4>2 and, for all a ::; b < c, M, Sb F= 4>1 
3.4.3 Specification of the multi-step transactions model 
The read and write step propositions have the following intuitive meanings: 
ri(Xj) ~ active transaction T; has read data item Xj 
Wi(Xj) ~ active transaction T; has written to data item Xj 
The multi-step transactions model is characterized by the following properties: 
(Cl) Read/write alternation 
A transaction Ti cannot have read two distinct data items without having 
written to one of them, i.e. ri(Xj) and ri(xj') cannot both be true if Wi(Xj) 
and Wi(Xj') are both false. 
(C2) Write implies read 
A transaction T; can only have written to Xj if it has read Xj, i.e. if Wi(Xj) 
is true, then ri(Xj) must be true. 
(C3) Read/write steps remain true to transaction end 
If a read/write step has taken place, the corresponding propositions remain 
true until the transaction ends, i.e. ri(Xj)/Wi(Xj) once true, remain true 
until all other steps ri(xi) and wi(xi) (xi E D) are true. 
(C4) End of transaction occurrence 
After a transaction occurrence ends, at most one read step ri(Xj) and no 
write steps Wi(Xj) can be true in any next state. 
(CS) At most one step occurs at each successive state 
No two distinct steps can both be false in a state, and then both true in a 
next state. 
Given a state Sa, and a path 7( E Paths(sa), there corresponds a sequence of read 
and write step propositions that become true in Sa, Sa+! , .... In this way, 7( yields a 
history of infinitely many occurrences of the transactions TI , ... ,Tn. We illustrate 
this correspondence between paths and histories as follows 
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,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
Tl(X) Wl(X) I"I(Y) T2(X) W2(X) Wl(Y) Tl (z) Wl(Z) 
So 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 
• • • • • • • • 
Tl(X) Tl(X) Tl(X) Tl(X) Tl(X) Tl(X) Tl (x) Tl (x) 
-'Wl(X) Wl(X) Wl(X) Wl(X) Wl(X) Wl(X) Wl(X) Wl(X) 
-'Tl (y) -'Tl (y) Tl(Y) I"I(Y) Tl(Y) Tl(Y) Tl(Y) Tl(Y) 
-'T2(X) -'T2(X) -'1"2 (X) r2(X) r2(X) r2(X) r2(X) r2(X) 
-'W2(X) -'W2(X) -'W2(X) -'W2(X) W2(X) W2(X) W2(X) W2(X) 
-'Wl (y) -'Wl (y) -'Wl(Y) 'Wl(Y) ,WI(Y) WI(Y) WI(Y) Wl(Y) 
,rl (z) -,rl(z) -'rl(z) ,rl (z) ,rl (z) ,rl (z) rl (z) rl (z) 
-'Wl(Z) ,Wl(Z) 'Wl(Z) ,Wl(Z) 'Wl(Z) -'Wl(Z) ,Wl(Z) Wl(Z) 
-,r2(Z) ,r2(Z) -,r2(Z) 'T2(Z) -,r2(Z) -'T2(Z) ,r2(Z) ,r2(Z) 
'W2(Z) -'W2(Z) -'W2(Z) -'W2(Z) ,W2(Z) -'W2(Z) ,W2(Z) ,W2(Z) 
-,r2(Y) ,r2(Y) -,r2(Y) -'T2(Y) ,r2(Y) 'T2(Y) -'T2(Y) ,r2(Y) 
-'W2(Y) -'W2(Y) -'W2(Y) -'W2(Y) ,W2(Y) -'W2(Y) -'W2(Y) ,W2(Y) . 
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
T2(Z) W2(Z) r2(Y) W2(Y) rl (x) 
8S 89 810 811 812 
• • • • • 
,rl(X) 'Tl(X) ,rl(X) -,rl(X) rl(X) 
,Wl(X) ,Wl(X) 'Wl(X) 'Wl(X) ,Wl(X) 
,rl (y) ,rl(Y) -,rl (y) -'Tl (y) ,rl(Y) 
r2(X) T2(X) 1"2 (X) r2(X) -'T2(X) 
W2(X) W2(X) W2(X) W2(X) ,W2(X) 
'WJ(Y) ,Wl(Y) ,Wl(Y) ,Wl(Y) 'WIry) 
-'Tl(Z) -'Tl(Z) 'TI(Z) 'TI(Z) -'Tl (z) 
-'Wl(Z) -'Wl (z) 'Wl(Z) ,Wl(Z) -'Wl(Z) 
r2(Z) T2(Z) T2(Z) T2(Z) 'T2(Z) 
-'W2(Z) W2(Z) W2(Z) W2(Z) ,W2(Z) 
,r2(Y) ,r2(Y) r2(Y) r2(Y) ,r2(Y) 
-'W2(Y) -'W2(Y) 'W2(Y) W2(Y) ,W2(Y) 
In the depiction above, we have D = {x, Y, z} and transactions 
Tl = Tl (x)wdx)rl(y)wl(Y)Tl (Z)Wl (z) 
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and 
Interpretations for read and write step propositions are given for successive states, 
and the top of each column displays the unique proposition that becomes true in 
the particular state. The corresponding history his: 
We encode the conditions (Cl)-(C5) as 0'1,0'2,0'3, 0'4 and 0'5 respectively, below. 
We use an extra proposition endTi to mark the states at which an occurrence 
of T; ends, i.e. the states at which 1'i(Xj) and Wi(Xj) are true for all Xj' This is 
defined in 0'0 as follows: 
Conditions (Cl)-(C5) are given below: 
(Cl) Read/write alternation 
A transaction T; cannot have read two distinct data items without having written 
to one of them, i.e. 1'i(Xj) and 1'i(Xj') cannot both be true if Wi(Xj) and Wi(Xj') 
are both false. 
(C2) W1'ite implies 1'ead 
A transaction T; can only have written to Xj if it has read Xj, i.e. if Wi(Xj) is true, 
then 1'i(Xj) must be true. 
0'2 = 1\ 1\ AG(Wi(Xj) =} 1'i(Xj)) 
l:5i:5n l:$j:5m 
(C3) Read/write steps remain true to transaction end 
If a read/write step has taken place, the corresponding propositions remain true 
until the transaction ends, i.e. 1'i(Xj)/Wi(Xj) once true, remain true until all other 
steps 1'i(Xj) and Wi(Xj) (xj E D) are true. 
0'3 = 1\ AG((1'i(Xj) 11 ~endTi =} AX1'i(Xj)) 11 (Wi(Xj) 11 ~endTi =} AXWi(Xj))) 
l<i<n 
l~j~m 
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(C4) End of transaction occurrence 
After a transaction occurrence ends, at most one read step r;(xj) and no write 
steps w;(Xj) can be true in any next state. 
(l4 = 1\ AG(endTi '* AX V 
l~i$n l::5j$m l'5:j'=fj$m 
(C5) At most one step occurs at each successive state 
No two distinct steps can both be false in a state, and then both true in a next 
state. 
(l5 = 1\ AG [-,((-,r;(xj) 1\ -'rdxj')) 1\ EX(r;(xj) 1\ r;'h'))) 
l$i,i'$n 
l$j,j'$rn 
ifi' or j:fJ' 
1\-,((...,r;(Xj) 1\ -'Wi'(xj')) 1\ EX(r;(x;) 1\ w;,(xj'))) 
1\ -,( (-,w; (Xj) 1\ -'Wi' (xl')) 1\ EX( W; (Xj) 1\ wd xl')) )). 
We denote by (ltmns the specification of the transactions model, i.e. 
3.4.4 Specification of serializability 
We encode conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.7. We make use of additional 
propositions before;,;' (1 ::; i ¥ i' ::; n), each of which is true in a state if the 
current occurrence of 1'; comes before the current occurrence of 1';,. We have that 
beforei,;' becomes true either if 1'; has performed a write step and 1';, has not 
performed any read steps, or in a state which comes after a state in which the 
occurrence of 1';, ended and 1'; had previously performed a write step. This is 
specified as (l6: 
(l6 = 1\ AG[-,before;,;' '* A( ...,beforei,;' U 
l::!;i=j:i'$n 
( V Wi(Xj) 1\ endTi' 1\ -,before;,i' 1\ AX befoTe;,;')))] 
l$j$m 
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Also, we need to ensure that beforei i', once true, remains true until the end of the , 
occurrence of T;, and then becomes false. This is given by IJ7: 
IJ7 = /\ AG( (beforei,i' /\ ~endTi =} AXbeforei,i') /\ (endTi =} AX ~beforei,i')) 
l::5i,i':Sn 
Theorem 3.7 condition (i) can then be encoded as IJs which states that, if T; and 
T;, are active, one of them must come before the other: 
l:::;i,i':::;n 
Theorem 3.7 condition (ii) is encoded as IJg: 
IJg = /\ 
We denote by IJ,z the specification of the serializability condition, i.e. 
Now, we have given a method using CTL for specifying and verifying the 
correctness of concurrent executions of multi-step transactions produced by sche-
dulers. For example, a scheduler might be specified as a finite-state machine in a 
model checker such as NuSMV, corresponding to a structure Sched for CTL. The 
specification would then be checked to see that the transactions model had been 
specified in the correct way. This would mean running the NuSMV model checker 
to show that 
Sched, Sa F= IJtrans 
Serializability could then be verified by using the N uSMV model checker to show 
that 
Sched, Sa F= IJ,z 
3.4.5 The complexity gain of checking two transactions 
In Subsection 3.3, we have shown that the acyclicity of conflict graphs corresponds 
to serializability (Theorem 3.4) and that the existence of a cycle of any length 
in the conflict graphs for our transactions, implies the existence of a cycle of 
length two (as in Lemma 3.5). In other words, if the corresponding conflict graph 
of a history has a cycle (the history is not serializable) then there is a cycle 
between two transactions participating in the history. This means that checking 
for the existence of cycle of length two in a conflict graph suffices to verify whether 
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the corresponding history is serializable or not. These results are very useful for 
improving the performance of model checking. Assume that we have n transactions 
in a scheduler at a point in time, and we want to verify whether the history that 
contains the transactions is serializable or not. Now, to check for the existence of 
a cycle of length i, the time complexity will be as follows: 
TCi(n) n(n -1) ... (n-i + 1) 
i-l 
= II(n-j) 
j=O 
Therefore, the time complexity of checking for a cycle of length two (i = 2), will 
be 
TC2(n) = n(n - 1). (3.19) 
On the other hand, to check for the existence of a cycle of any length, we check 
for the existence of cycles of length 2, 3, ... , n as follows 
n 
TC(n) = I: TCi(n) 
i=2 
n i-l 
- I:II(n-j) (3.20) 
i=2 j=O 
where TC(n) denotes the time complexity of checking for a cycle of any length. 
From (3.19), it is easy to see that TC2 (n) has complexity of 0(n2 ). But, TC(n), 
from (3.20), has complexity of O(n!). Clearly, the performance of checking two 
transactions is much better than n transactions. Moreover, encoding the seria-
lizability conditions using two transactions make the length of the specification 
formula If I much less than encoding serializability conditions using n transac-
tions. Given that the CTL model checking algorithm runs in 0((181 + IRI).I!!) 
time, this means that the model checker needs much less time to verify the spe-
cification formula for two transactions than to verify the specification formula for 
n transactions. 
3.5 Applications 
We have defined a serializability condition that scales well with increasing numbers 
of transactions and data items. However, this has come at a price as we have 
added the assumption that transactions access the same set of data items, albeit 
in different orders. In fact, there are many applications where this assumption is 
realistic. For example, people booking meals at restaurants over mobile phones. 
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Some may book the main course first, then maybe dessert, then starters, and finally 
tea or coffee. Others may choose to book in a different order. The availability 
of one course may influence the choice of another course and seriaJizability of the 
booking transactions for the whole meals would be the appropriate correctness 
condition. In the next chapter we consider other, quite different, assumptions on 
the transactions model that result in a similar serializability condition that only 
needs to check for cyc1icity between pairs of transactions and has a similar efficient 
encoding into CTL. 
Chapter 4 
M ulti-step Transactions Accessing 
Ordered Sets Of Data Items 
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 3, we introduced infinite histories composed of n multi-step transac-
tions each accessing all of m data items, and repeating infinitely often. In this 
chapter, we make different assumptions. We allow transactions to access possibly 
different subsets of data items of an ordered set of all data items D. However, each 
transaction should access contiguous data items in the same order as they occur 
in D. So, the accessed data items may be different between different transactions 
and between different occurrences of the same transaction. We show that, under 
these different but common assumptions on the graph structure of data items ac-
cessed by the transactions, conflict cyclicity still only needs to be checked within 
all possible pairs of transactions. Again, this results in formulae of considerably 
reduced size in any temporal-logic-based approach to proving serializability, and 
also scales to arbitrary numbers of transactions. 
This chapter is structured as follows. First of all, in Section 4.2, we give a model 
for infinite numbers of concurrent multi-step transactions accessing ordered data. 
In Section 4.3, we prove that, in this model, a cycle exists in the (infinite) conflict 
graph if and only if a cycle exists between two transactions. A formal condition 
for serializability, that can be encoded into temporal logic, is given in Section 4.4. 
Applications that satisfy this model are discussed in Section 4.5. 
4.2 Concurrent multi-step transactions model . 
The problem with specifying serializability is with specifying the existence of cycles 
in the infinite conflict graph of a history. As we saw in Chapter 3, there are n! 
42 
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ways that a cycle can occur between n transactions and an encoding into temporal 
logic results in a formula whose length is of order a factorial of the number of 
propositions that represent different active transactions at any point in time. In 
the case of a scheduler dealing with at most n active transactions at any point 
in time, exhaustive proofs of serializability are beyond even the most powerful 
model checkers available for any realistic value of n. However, in the case where 
transactions access the same set of data items as in Chapter 3, checks only need to 
be performed for cycles between pairs of transactions. In the general case, where 
transactions access different sets of data items, it is not sufficient to check for 
cycles between pairs of transactions. Consider the case of 3 transactions Tb T2 
and T3 which access the sets of data items {x, V}, {V, z} and {x, z} respectively, 
where x, y and z are all different, and the history hI whose steps occur in the 
following order: 
History hI has the following cycle of conflicts: 
(and is therefore not serializable). However, as can be checked, there is no cycle 
between two transactions. In fact, as the history h2 below shows, the absence of 
a cycle between any n - 1 transactions does not guarantee the absence of a cycle 
between n transactions: 
Here, 
Tb"" T;, ... , Tn 
access sets of data items 
where XI, .•• ,Xn are distinct. History h2 has the cycle 
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but no cycle of fewer than n transactions - if Ti (1 ~ i ~ n) is removed from the 
history, the (acyclic) order of conflicts is: 
We notice that in the examples hI and h2 above, it is impossible to define an 
order on the data items, so that each transaction only accesses sets of contiguous 
data items. In this chapter, we show that if such an order exists, then to check 
for conflict cyclicity within sets of transactions, it is sufficient to check for conflict 
cyclicity between pairs of transactions. This results in a test for serializability 
of concurrent multi-step transactions, similar to that in Chapter 3, but for an 
entirely different class of transactions where the sets of data items accessed by 
transactions need not be the same. 
4.2.1 Histories 
We shall denote the set of multi-step transactions by T = {Ti : i ENd, where 
NI is the set of positive integers. A history (or schedule) h for the set T is an 
interleaved sequence of all the read and write steps of all the transactions in T 
such that the subsequence of h comprising the steps of T, is exactly the sequence 
of steps of T, occurring in the order that they do in T,. As in Chapter 3, for a 
history h, we denote Si <h Si' if step Si of T, occurs before step Si' of T" in h. In 
the next definition, we define formally an order on the set of the data items from 
which data is accessed by transactions. 
Definition 4.1. Let D = {XI, X2, •.• , xm} be an irrefiexively totally ordered, by 
<D say, set of data items such that 
XI <D··· <D Xm 
and T = {T, : i E NI} be the set of transactions participating in history h. 
Denote by Di the totally ordered set of data items accessed in turn by transaction 
T, assumed to be of the form 
where 1 ~ a ~ b ~ m and Di <::; D. For the remainder of this chapter, if a 
set of data items D' <::; D is denoted by {xa , •.. ,Xb}, this will mean that Xa <D 
... <D Xb· We shall denote the case of transaction T, preceding transaction T" in 
accessing data items xp, ' ... , Xs in both read and write operations over history h, 
T Xp, •.. ,x, ThE D n D as i <h if were XP' Xp+l, ... ,Xs i i'· 
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For example, assume that Di and Di , are: 
where Xl <D X2 <D X3 <D X4 <D X5. Then, in the history 
h = ... ri(x2)wi(X2)'" ri(x3)wi(X3)'" ri' (X2)Wi' (X2) 
... ri' (X3)Wi' (X3) ... 
4.3 Cycle reduction in conflict graphs 
In this section, we prove a succession of properties of infinite histories culminating 
in Theorem 4.7. Theorem 4.7 is the main result and is used to give a condition 
for serializability in Section 4.4 that can be encoded efficiently into CTL or LTL. 
The first two lemmas, Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, give basic properties of the 
order <~P""'x. from Definition 4.1. 
Lemma 4.2. Let h be a history with no cycle of length 2 in its conflict graph, and 
suppose that X E D and transactions Ti and Tj are such that X E Di n Dj. Then, 
either Ti <h 1j or Tj <h Ti (4.1) 
Proof. By the definition of <'h in Definition 4.1, the only way (4.1) can fail is if 
two reads ri(x) and rj(x) occur before the two writes Wi(X) and Wj(x). But, then 
the conflict graph would have the cycle (Ti, Tj ), (1j, Ti) of length 2. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let h be a history with no cycle of length two in its conflict graph 
G(h), Ti <~al,Xa, Tj , and suppose that Xa lies between Xa, and xa" i.e. xa, <D 
Xa <D Xa,. Then, 'Ii <~a Tj , (see Figure 4.1). 
Proof. As Xa" Xa, E Di n Dj, and as, by Definition 4.1, Di and Dj contain conti-
guous elements, we have that Xa E Di n Dj. If Ti <~a Tj does not hold then, by 
Lemma 4.2, we must have that Tj <~a Ti. This implies that there is an arc in 
G(h) such that (Tj, T;). As Ti <~al Tj , there is another arc (Ti, Tj ) in G(h) thereby 
completing a cycle of length 2 and contradicting the assumption that G(h) has no 
cycle of length 2. 0 
For the next property Lemma 4.4 below, consider the case of three transactions 
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.... 
."... eTn 
. . . . . , . . 
"'" 
Figure 4.1: The conflict graph G(h) for Lemma 4.3. 
Ti, Tj and Tk accessing data items such that the data items accessed by Tj straddle 
those accessed by Ti and Tk as follows: 
T; 
. 
D = { ... , Xb~ , Xb~ , •.• , Xb~ , •.. ) xa~ , x az ' ... , xu{) ... } 
, v f' v # 
Tk Ti 
We claim that Ti, 'Fj, and Tk cannot be part of a cycle in G(h) of length n where 
n > 2 if there is no cycle of length 2. For example, assume that there are 4 ordered 
sets of data items Di 2 {xa, xc}, Dj 2 {Xb, Xa}, Dk 2 {Xz, Xb} and Dl 2 {xz> xc} 
accessed by corresponding transactions Ti, Tj , Tk and Ti respectively, which form a 
cycle as in Figure 4.2 below. Since Dl contains X z and Xc it follows, by Definition 
4.1, that Xb and Xa are also in Dt, i.e., 
Figure 4.2: The conflict graph G(h) which contains Ti, Tj, nand 11. 
Thus, Xa E Di n D! and so, by Lemma 4.2, either Ti <~. 11 or Ti <~a Ti. If 
11 <~. Ti then, by transitivity of <~., we can reduce the cycle, as in Figure 4.3(a). 
But, if Ti <~. Tt then, we have a cycle of length two; see Figure 4.3(b). Now, for 
the case of Figure 4.3(a), from above we have that Xb E Dj n D!. Therefore, by 
Lemma 4.2, either Tj <~b Tt or Tt <~b Tj. If Tt <~b Tj then, by transitivity, we 
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have a cycle of length two; see Figure 4.4(b). But, if T; <~. ~, then we also have 
a cycle of length two, see Figure 4.4(a). Below, Lemma 4.4 shows that in fact our 
claim is true for n 2: 3 number of transactions. Lemma 4.4 will be used to prove 
Lemma 4.5. 
/.T'~ 
eTk Xa -Ti 
~/. eT; 
(a) Cycle reduction 
Figure 4.3: We can either reduce the cycle or make a cycle of length two. 
/.~ 
eTk ~ _ eTj 
;dT,~ 
eTk ~ _eT; 
x. x. 
(a) IfTj <~b 11 (b) If T; <~b Tj 
Figure 4.4: We have a cycle of length two if either Tj <~. ~ or ~ <~. T; 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that Di , Dj and Dk are the sets of data items accessed by 
7i, Tj and Tk , respectively, and are of the form 
Di - {xa~,xa~, ... ,xa!, ... ,xc, ... } 
Dj - { ... , xbi' Xb2, ... , Xb~, ••. ,xai' xa2 , ... , xa~, ... } 
{ ... ,Xb' , Xb' , ... ,Xb' } 1 2 u 
where, for all Xa, E {Xa; : 1 ::; i ::; I} and Xb' E {Xb'g : 1 ::; g ::; u}, Xb' <D X a" 
Xc rf: Dj, ~ <~.' Tj and Tj <~., Tk • Then, there is no cycle in G(h) of minimum 
length n, where n > 2 is of the form: 
and T8 <~' 7i. 
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that we have a cycle of minimum length n > 2, 
(4.2) 
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(where s = 0 is the case Ts = Tk)' Let Xo = Xb', Xl> ... , Xs = Xc, Xs+I = X a' be 
such that, putting 1';, = T s+1, T j = T s+2 , and Tk = To: 
We have that Xc >D X a' >D Xb', but, clearly, we cannot have 
X a' >D Xb' >D XI >D ... >D Xl >D ... >D Xc >D X a' 
Therefore, there is some I, with 0 ~ I ~ s - 1, such that 
(4.3) 
There are two cases to consider corresponding to (4.3): 
Case (i) XI+2 <D Xl <D XI+1' In this case, as 
and 
we have that XI+I, XI+2 and therefore Xl belong to 7]+2' As no cycle of length 
2 exists between 7]+1 and 7]+2, we must have that 7]+1 <~' 7]+2. Therefore, 
as TI <~' 7]+1, by transitivity we have that 7] <~' 7]+2, This produces a cycle 
reduction of (4.2), which is a contradiction. 
Case (ii) Xl <D XI+2 <D XI+1' In this case, as 
and 
we have that Xl, XI+1 and therefore XI+2 belong to 7]+1' As no cycle of length 2 
exists between 7]+1 and 7]+2, we must have that 7]+1 <~'+2 7]+2, By transitivity, 
from 7]+1 <~'+2 7]+2 and 7]+2 <~'+2 7]+3, we get 7]+1 <~'+2 7]+3 giving a cycle 
reduction. This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. D 
Now, consider the case where Z <D Y <D X and Tl> T2 and T3 access the 
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following sets of data items 
Dl = {x},D2 = {y,x} and Da = {z,y}. 
Also, consider a history h, which contains Tb T2 and Ta, of the form: 
h = ... r2(Y) ... W2(Y) ... ra(Y) ... wa(Y) ... rl(x) ... Wl(X) 
... r2(x) ... W2(X) .. . 
The corresponding conflict graph G(h), for the history h, is shown in Figure 4.5. 
This shows a situation that Lemma 4.5 can remove, i.e. Lemma 4.5 asserts that 
if we have cycle in G(h) of length n, where n > 2, then, any three consecutive 
transactions T;, 'Fj and Tk , participating in G(h), should contain X a' and Xb' such 
that Xa' <D Xb', 1'; <~a' Tj and Tj <~b' Tk. We need such Xa' and Xt>' of Lemma 
4.5 along with Lemma 4.6 to prove the main result Theorem 4.7 that reduces to 
cycles of length 2. 
.,..  • 
Figure 4.5: No cycle in G(h) 
Lemma 4.5. Let h be a history with a cycle in G(h) of minimum length n, where 
n > 2, containing arcs (T;, Tj ) and (Tj, Tk), and Xa, Xb such that 1'; <~" Tj and 
Tj <~b n, Then, there exist Xa" Xt>' such that Xa' <D Xb' and 1'; <~a' 'Fj and 
Tj <~b' Tk . 
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that we have a cycle in G(h) of length n, where 
n > 2, containing arcs (1';, 'Fj), (Tj, Tk) such that T; <~a Tj and Tj <~b Tk for 
some Xa, Xb, but that there are no Xa', Xt>' such that Xa' <D Xt>' and 1'; <~a' Tj and 
'Fj <~b' Tk. This means that, for all Xa' E Di n Dj such that 1'; <~a' 'Fj, and, for 
all Xt>' E Dj n Dk such that Tj <~b' Tk, we have that Xb' <D Xa" Therefore, Di 
contains data items xa' E Di n Dj = {xa;, xa" ... ,xa:}, Dk contains data items 
Xb' E Dj n Dk = {Xb;, Xb" ... ,Xb:'} and Dj contains all data items xa' E Di n Dj 
and Xb' E Dj n Dk so that Dj 2 {Xb;, Xb,,"" Xb:'"", xa;, xa" ... , Xa:}, i.e. Dj is 
of the form: 
Dj = { ... , Xbi' ... ,Xb~, ... , Xai' ... ,Xai' ... } (4.4) 
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We show, from (4.4), that, in fact, Di and Dk should be as follows 
Di = {xai,Xa2, ... ,Xal""} and 
Dk = { ... , xbi ' Xb~, ... , Xb~} 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Firstly, assnme that (4.5) does not hold, i.e. we can find Xc E D; such that 
Xc <v xa~ and 
Di = t: .. :_~.;..: ..... , xai, ... ,xai' ... }. 
x, 
From (4.4), we can choose Xc to be such that Xc E Dj and therefore Xc E Di nDj . 
If Xc is such that T; <%' Tj then, Xc E {xa; : 1 ::; i ::; I} and this contradicts our 
assumption that Xc <v xa(. On the other hand, if Tj <%' T;, we have (Tj, T;) 
in G(h) which with (T;, Tj ), from T; <~a Tj, completes a cycle of length 2 which 
contradicts the hypothesis of this lemma. Thus, we have now shown that (4.5) 
must hold. 
Secondly, assume that (4.6) does not hold, i.e. we can find Xc such that Xb~ <v 
Xc and Xc E Dk n Dj. If Xc is such that Tj <%' Tk then, Xc E {Xb; : 1 ::; i ::; u} and 
this contradicts our assumption that Xb~ <v Xc' On the other hand, if n <~' Tj , 
we have an arc (Tk' Tj) in G(h) which, along with the arc (Tj, n), forms a cycle 
of length 2 contradicting the hypothesis of this lemma. Thus (4.6) must hold. 
We shall now show that our main assumption that no Xa' <v Xb' exists such 
that T; <~a' Tj and Tj <~b' Tk , leads to a contradiction. Since, we have a cycle, 
there is Xc and a transaction T;-1 such that T;-1 <~' 7;. We cannot choose such 
Xc in {xa: : 1 ::; i ::; I} because then we could reduce the cycle as we would have 
Xc E Tj and therefore Ti - 1 <;;' Tj and an arc (T;-1> Tj). Also, we cannot choose 
Xc such that xa; <v Xc and Xc E Dj as we could reduce the cycle because then 
T;-1 <;;' Tj. However, if xa; <v Xc and Xc t/: Dj, we have that 
Di = {Xai' xa2 , ... ) X U,) ••• ) XC) ••• } 
and Xc f/:. Dj giving the conditions of Lemma 4.4. Application of Lemma 4.4 
shows that (T;, Tj ) and (Tj, Tk ) could not form part of a cycle. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 4.6. If h is a history with a cycle in G(h) of minimum length n, where 
x I XI/,Xb, 
n > 2, and there are T;, Tj and Tk such that T; <ha Tj, Tj <h 1 Tk, and 
Xa' <v Xb'· Then, Xa' <v Xb~, as in Figure 4.6. 
Proof Assume, on the contrary, that Xb~ <v Xa" As Xa' <v Xb', then Xa', Xb' and 
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Xb' will be ordered such that 
1 
(4.7) 
Asxb' E DjnDk andxb; E DjnDk then, by Lemma 4.3 and (4.7), Xa' E DjnDk. 
Therefore, we should have either Tj <~a' Tk or Tk <~a' Tj . Now, if Tj <~a' Tk, 
then we can reduce the cycle via Ti <~a' Tk giving a contradiction. But, if Tk <~a' 
T;, then this gives an arc (Tk, T;) which with the arc (Tj , Tk ) from Tj <~b' Tk, 
completes a cycle of length 2 which is also a contradiction. 
Figure 4.6: Represents Lemma 4.6 
o 
From the previous lemma, we conclude that if we have the data item Xa E D such 
that Ti <~a Tj , {Xb, : 1 :::: i :::: u} ~ D such that T j <~bl' ... ,Xbu Tk, and there exists 
Xb such that Xa <D Xb, where Xb E {Xb, : 1 :::: i :::: u}, then each data item Xb' in 
{Xb, : 1 :::: i :::: u} will be such that Xa <D Xb" This will be used in the following 
Theorem 4.7. 
Theorem 4.7. Let h be a history over transactions T = {Ti : i E NI}, where 
each Ti E T accesses the data items Di ~ D. Then, ifG(h) has a cycle of length 
nand n 2: 3, there are two transactions Till Ti, such that G (h) has the cycle 
(Iil ,Ti,), (Ii"Ti1 )· 
Proof. Assume that G(h) has a cycle 
(4.8) 
but no such cycle between two transactions. Choose X a , Xb, Xc, : •• , Xd such that: 
(see Figure 4.7). Put: 
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X d , 
Xd" = min{Xd; E D : Tn <D' Tl } 
(see Figure 4.8), where min is with respect to <D. By Lemma 4.5, there exist Xa' 
and Xb' such that: 
By Lemma 4.6, as TJ <~a' T2, T2 <~b"Xb" T3 and Xa' <D Xb', we have that Xa' <D 
Xb'" As, by the definition of Xa", Xa" ~D Xa', we have that Xa" ~D Xa' <D Xb" and 
so 
(4.9) 
In a similar fashion, we can prove that: 
(4.10) 
From (4.9) and (4.10) we have that 
Xall <n Xb", ... ,Xd" <v Xa" 
The contradiction Xa" <D Xa" completes the proof. o 
Theorem 4.7 shows that if we have a cycle in the conflict graph G(h) oflength 
n, where n > 2, then there is a cycle oflength two in G(h). This result is the basis 
of the serializability condition for these kinds of transactions, given in Theorem 
4.8, below. 
Figure 4.7: Cycle in G(h) of length n 
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Figure 4.8: G(h), as in Figure 4.7, after applying Lemma 4.5 
4.4 The serializability condition 
Theorem 4.8 gives a condition for testing for cycles between two transactions in a 
history and hence, by Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 4.7, a test for serializability. The 
condition can easily be expressed in either of the temporal logics CTL or LTL. 
Theorem 4.8. A history h of transactions T = {T; : i E NI} is serializable iff for 
any two transactions Ti, Ti, E T (i, i' ?: 1, i # i') one of them, T; say, is such that, 
for all x E Di n Di" Wi(X) <h ri'(x), 
Proof. Only if part 
Assume that h is a history where the condition is not satisfied. One possibility is 
that there exists a data item Xl such that r;-(xl) <h Wi(Xl), giving an arc (Ti" Ti ) 
in G(h), and another different data item X2 such that Wi(X2) <h ri,(x2), giving an 
arc (T;, T;,) in G(h) thereby completing a cycle. Hence, in this case, by Theorem 
3.4, h is not serializable. The other possibility is that the condition is breached 
on a single data item, i.e. one of the following cases: 
'" ri(x)", ri'(x)", Wi(X) ... Wi'(X)", 
'" ri' (X) ... ri(X)'" Wi(X) ... Wi'(X)", 
... ri(X)'" ri'(x)", Wi'(X)", Wi(X) .. , 
... ri' (X) ... ri(X)'" Wi'(X)", Wi(X)", 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
( 4.13) 
(4.14) 
In cases (4.11)-(4.14), it is clear that the conflict graphs of the histories are cyclic 
and, by Theorem 3.4, not serializable. 
If part 
Assume that the history h is not serializable. We show that the condition does not 
hold. To say that h is not serializable means, by Theorem 3.4, that there exists a 
cycle in G(h). From Theorem 4.7, G(h) has a cycle (T;,T;, ),(Ti',T;), where i, i' ?: 1 
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and i =I i'. Then, h is one of the following forms: 
... Ti(X)", Te{X) ... Wi(X)." Wi'(X)", 
... Ti(X)", Ti'(X)", Wi'(X)", Wi(X) .. , 
... Ti'(X)", Ti(X)", Wi'(X)", Wi(X)", 
... Ti'(X)", Ti(X)", Wi(X)", Wi'(X)", 
... Ti(X)", we{x) ... Ti'(Y)'" Wi(Y)'" 
... Ti'(X)", Wi(X) ... Ti(Y)'" Wi'(Y)'" 
(4.15) 
( 4.16) 
( 4.17) 
( 4.18) 
( 4.19) 
(4.20) 
In (4.15)-(4.20) steps are underlined if they cause the condition to be breached. 
Cases (4.15)-(4.18) are when one date item x causes a cycle, and cases (4.19) and 
(4.20) are when 2 data items x and Y cause a cycle. D 
To explain how the serializability condition of Theorem 4.8 is used to verify 
whether a history h is serializable or not, we shall give the following example: 
Let Tj, T2, T3 and T4 be multi-step transactions as follows 
Tj - Tj (X2)Wj (x2h (X3)Wj (X3)Tj(X4)Wj (X4) 
T2 - T2(xdw2(Xj)T2(X2)W2(X2) 
T3 - T3(X2)W3(X2h(X3)W3(X3)T3(X4)W3(X4)T3(X5)W3(X5) 
T4 - T4(X2)W4(X2h(X3)W4(X3)' 
Let D be the set of all data items as follows 
Also, let hT' be the history of T' = {Ti : 1 ::; i ::; 4}, where T' ~ T, 
hT' = Tj (X2)T2(Xj)W2(Xj)Wj (X2)T2(X2)T3(X2)W3(X2)W2(X2)T4(X2)W4(X2h (X3) 
Wj (x3h (X3)W3 (x3h (X3)W4 (x3h (X4)Wj (x4h(X4)W3(X4h(X5)W3(X5) 
Firstly, we shall chop the history hT' up into sets of histories each containing two 
different transactions. Then, we shall check whether the serializability condition 
is satisfied for each set, to see if the history hT' is serializable. If hT' is not 
serializable, the main history h will not be serializable. Consider: 
We notice, from h{Tt,T2)' that Dj n D2 = {X2}' According to the serializability 
condition in Theorem 4.8, if h is serializable then, we should have either, for all 
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x E Dl nD2 , WI(X) <h 1'2(X) or, for all x E Dl nD2 , W2(X) <h 1'1(X)' From hm,T2}' 
we have WJ(X2) <h 1'2(x2). This means that TI and T2 satisfy the condition. Next, 
consider: 
h{TloT3l = TI (X2)WI (x2h (X2)w3(x2)rj (xs)Wj (xs)rs(xs)wS(xS)rl (X4)Wj (x4)r3(x4) 
ws(x4h(X5)W3(X5)' 
From h{TloT3}' we notice that DI n Ds = {X2,XS,X4}. Also, we have for all x E 
DJ n Ds, wJ(x) <h r's(x), This means that TJ and Ts satisfy the condition. Next, 
consider: 
In h{Tl,T,}, we have, for all x E DI n D4 = {X2,XS}, WI(X) <h.r'4(X). This means 
that TI and T4 satisfy the condition. Next, consider: 
h{T2,Ta} = 1'2 ( XI)W2 (Xl )1'2 (X2)1'a (X2)W3 (X2)W2(X2)1's (Xs )W3 (X3 )1'3 (X4)W3 (X4) 
1'S(X5)WS(X5)' 
In h{T2,Ta}, we have 1'Z(x2) <h WS(X2) and 1's(x2) <h W2(X2)' This breaches the 
condition and therefore history h is not serializable; see Figure 4.9. As h is not 
serializable, there is no point in checking the serializability condition for the re-
maining h{T2,T,} and h{Ta,T4}' 
h{Ta,T4} - 1's (X2)WS (X2)r 4 (X2)W4 (X2)r3 (xs)Ws (xs)1' 4 (X3 )W4 (Xs )r3 (X4)WS (X4) 
1'S(X5)W3(XS)' 
Figure 4.9: G(hT ,) is a subgraph of G(h). 
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4.5 Applications 
Recently, internet use has become widespread in business. This has caused travel 
agencies to invest in e-tickets. Ticket booking from the web (or e-ticketing for 
events, amusements, bus or flight tickets) is now one of the widely available services 
in E-commerce. Customers can access the database and book a ticket at any 
time in any location. Booking e-tickets from travel agencies involves executing 
mUlti-step transactions. The scenario of booking tickets is interesting in that 
the list of destinations are naturally ordered. It involves browsing the list of 
destinations, then checking the availability of seats, and booking one or more 
of them consecutively. For example, assume a passenger intends to book a ticket 
from location A to E. Firstly, they have to browse the list of available destinations 
from A. Secondly, choose the itinerary (the set of destinations may transit during 
the journey). Finally, book the itinerary. This scenario can be implemented as 
a multi-step transaction accessing ordered data, where a read step corresponds 
to browsing journey times from a destination, and the write step represents the 
booking phase of a chosen time to the next destination in the order. Assume 
that D represents the set of available destinations in the travel agency starting 
from A and ending at E, and Xi E D represents the next leg of the journey 
from i, such that Xi E D. The ordered set of data items is depicted in Figure 
4.10. The widespread use of e-tickets makes the number of incoming and outgoing 
transactions unknown even though, at any point in time, the number of active 
transactions in the web server is finite. 
• A---+-. B ~ ·0 .... " .... > ei ----+- • .......... );0- • E 
Xi 
Figure 4.10: Ordered set 
Chapter 5 
A Timestamp-based Protocol For 
Multi-step Transactions Accessing 
Ordered Sets Of Data Items 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we introduced the scenario of multi-step transactions 
accessing an ordered set of data items D. Each transaction accessed a subset of 
data items of a set of m data items D and each such subset accessed data items 
in the same order as they occurred in D. We proved a serializability condition, 
see Theorem 4.8, that represented the correctness criterion to decide whether an 
infinite history, composed of such transactions, is serializable. In this chapter, we 
shall define a protocol, based on timestamps, as a concurrency control criterion 
suitable for such transactions. We shall use both LTL and CTL to encode the 
specifications for the protocol and the serializability condition. We shall prove 
that the histories produced by the timestamp-based protocol are serializable, using 
the NuSMV model checker. After that, we shall compare LTL and CTL for their 
suitability for these kinds of problems. 
5.2 A timestamp-based protocol 
Assume that we have an ordered set of data items Di , where D; <:;:; D, accessed 
by transaction T; E T such that D; = {Xl, Xl+J, ... , xp}. At any point in time, 
let F(T;) equal the first data item in D; that is still to be accessed (the value of 
F(1';) will keep changing during the execution time). For any transaction 1'; and 
data item Xa, we shall denote by TS(1';, Xa) the timestamp when T; accesses the 
data item Xa (for the read operation). We assume that every timestamp value is 
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unique and accurately represents an instant in time. No two timestamps can be 
the same. A higher-valued timestamp occurs later in time than a lower-valued 
timestamp. Initially, for all Xa E Di and Tj E T, TS(T;, xa) = O. Thereafter, when 
T; accesses the data item Xa, TS(Tj, xa)=System TimeStamp. Then, the value 
of TS(T;, Xa) remains unchanged until the last operation in the transaction T; 
(Wj(xp)) has executed. Finally, when Wj(xp) has executed, the value of TS(T;,xa) 
is reset to zero. Formally, we define TS(Tj, Xa) as follows: 
0, 
0, 
STS 
Xa 1: Di; 
when Tj has executed Wj(xp); 
when Tj accesses xa; 
TS(T;, xa), if T; has not executed Wi(XP) yet; 
where STS denotes the System TimeStamp. In order to execute read and write 
operations of transaction T; on data item Xa, we shall compare TS(T;, Xa-l) with 
the remaining transactions (on the same data item Xa-l). If TS(Tj, Xa-l) has the 
minimum positive time stamp among all transactions that have executed Xa-l and 
are waiting to execute Xa, then T; can access Xa. Otherwise, the transaction should 
suspend until it satisfies the condition (as we will see in the next subsection). 
5.2.1 Accessing rules 
1. There is no transaction has read Xa and has not written to Xa iff, for all 
Tj ET, 
(a) TS(Tj, xa) = 0 or 
(b) TS(Tj, xa) i' 0 and Wj(xa) has been executed. 
2. T; may access the first data item Xl in Dj, if Xl satisfies rule 1. 
3. T; may access a data item x/, 2 :::; I :::; p, if F(T;) = Xl. Otherwise, the 
transaction Tj will be suspended. 
4. F(T;) = Xl iff 
(a) Xl satisfies rule 1 
(b) TS(T;, Xl-I) = min{TS(Tj, xl-d 1 < j < nand TS(Tj , Xl-I) > 
o and TS(Tj, Xl) = O} 
(c) Xl E Dj 
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For example, assume that we have 4 ordered sets of data items: 
Dl = {X2, X3, X4} 
D2 = {Xlo X2} 
D3 - {X2, X3, X4, X5} 
D4 - {X2, X3} 
accessed by their c()rresponding transactions Tl , T2, T3 and T4 respectively, so that 
the transactions are as follows: 
n - TI(X2)WI (x2h (X3)WI (X3)TI(X4)WI (X4) 
T2 - T2(xdw2(xdT2(X2)W2(X2) 
T3 - T3 (X2)W3(X2h(X3)W3(X3h(X4)W3 (X4)T3 (XS)W3(XS) 
T4 - T4(X2)W4(X2)T4(X3)W4(X3) 
and suppose that Tl precedes nand T2 precedes T3 and T3 precedes T4 in arri-
ving at scheduler S. Also, suppose that S makes use of the above protocol to 
schedule the incoming transactions. The following matrix represents the Time 
Stamp Matrix (TSM) for all transactions in T versus all data items in D: 
TS(T,D) = 
TS(TI, Xl) TS(Tlo X2) 
TS(T2, Xl) TS(T2, X2) 
TS(TloXm) 
TS(n,xm) 
The entry that lies in the ith row and the ph column of the matrix (TMS) is 
typically referred to as TS(Ti , Xj), and it represents the value of the timestamp 
for transaction 1i when it has accessed Xj' The matrix entries keep changing during 
the execution time. This change depends on the transactions nature (number of 
consecutive data items they access) and number of active transactions in any point 
in time. Initially, TSM will be as follows 
TS(T,D) = 
o 0 
o 0 
o 
o 
o 0 0 
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Now, assume that the schedule (history) hand TSM at some point in time are 
such that 
0 1 0 
h = rl(x2)rz(Xl)W2(Xl), TS(T,D) = 2 0 0 (5.1) 
0 0 0 
and that the transaction T3 tries to access its first data item X2. Then, T3 can not 
access the data item X2 because it has been read by Tl but not written yet, as by 
accessing rule 1. Thus, we can know whether a data item Xa has been accessed by 
any transaction Tj E T, and also which transactions, by applying accessing rule 
1. Subsequently, assume that the history h is such that 
the TSM is as in (5.1) and transactions T2 and T3 try to access data item X2. As 
X2 is the first data item in the set D3, we apply accessing rule 2. T3 will find X2 
satisfies rule 1. So, T3 can access X2' Also, T2 will find X2 satisfies accessing rule 1 
and rule 4 and can be accessed by T2 itself. Consequently, whichever one of them 
(T2 or T3) comes to the scheduler S first, can access X2 immediately. Now, assume 
that the history hand TSM, at any point in time, are such that: 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 4 0 0 
TS(T,D) = 
0 5 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
and transactions Tb T3 and T4 are contending to access X3. According to accessing 
rule 3, anyone of them that satisfies the conditions of accessing rule 4 can access 
X3 (as X3 is not the first data item in Tl , 73 and T4)' Hence, all of them satisfy 
conditions (a) and (c) of rule 4. But, only Tl satisfies also condition (b) because 
it has the minimum timestamp of X2. This means that Tl accessed X2 first, and it 
should also access X3 first. It can be easily seen that for transaction Tz, timestamps 
TS(T2, Xl) and TS(Tz, X2) are reset to zero. This occurs when any transaction 
finishes its execution on all its data items. 
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5.3 Linear temporal logic specifications 
In this section, we present LTL as a logic that can be used to specify and ve-
rify infinite histories composed of n transactions each accessing contiguous sub-
sets of m ordered data items, and repeating infinitely often. The aggregate of 
all the repetitions of the n transactions gives an infinite number of transactions 
T = {1i : i E f\h}. Infinite histories are produced by executing the accessing 
protocol of Section 5.2, on an unlimited number of these kinds of transactions. 
The reason for using LTL as a specificatiQn language in this context, is that LTL 
formulae are interpreted over both finite and infinite sequence of states [1], as we 
will see in the next sections, which is useful for the histories that are produced 
from executing the accessing protocol. Also, LTL is used for specifying general 
reactive and concurrent systems [4, 3]. We will encode the specifications of the 
accessing protocol, which is timestamp-based, and the serializability condition 
into LTL. Then, we will build a model using the NuSMV model checker to check 
automatically if the specification of the protocol implies the specification of the 
serializability condition. This will correspond to verifying whether the histories 
produced by the protocol are serializable or not. 
5.3.1 Syntax of LTL 
The alphabet of LTL consists of a set of propositions symbols Po, PI, ... , distingui-
shed read/write step propositional symbols Ti(Xj), Wi(Xj), where i 2 1 and j 2 1, 
booleans -', V, /\, T, l-, and temporal operators X, F, G, U, 0, Y, H, and S. 
Formulae in LTL are those generated by: 
r/J ::= Pi 1 Ti(Xj) 1 Wi(Xj) 1 -'r/J 1 r/JI V r/J2 1 r/JI/\ r/J2 1 Xr/J 11 Fr/J 1 Gr/J 1 r/JI Ur/J21 
Or/J 1 Hr/JI Yr/JI r/J1Sr/J2 
The symbols l- and T will also be used to denote the truth values false and true 
respectively and the abbreviations =} and {o} will have their usual logical meaning. 
5.3.2 Semantics of LTL 
An interpretation for LTL, J(8a ), at a given state Sa E S, where S is a set of states, 
assigns truth values p;(8a) , Ti(Xj)I(8a) and Wi(Xj)I(sa)(E {l-, T}) to propositional 
symbol Pi , Ti(Xj) and Wi(Xj), respectively. A Kripke structure M, as we defined 
in chapter 3, is a triple < S, R, J >, where S is a set of states, R C;;; S x S a 
transition relation such that, for all 8 E S, there exists s' E S with (8,8') ER. A 
path in M is an infinite sequence of states, 71' = Sa, Sa+l, ... , such that, for every 
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b ~ a, (Sb, Sb-\-I) E R. We use 7ra to denote the suffix of 7r starting at Sa' As each 
state in a Kripke structure is required to have at least one successor, it follows that 
'lfa f {} for any state Sa. The semantics of a LTL formula <P is given by the truth 
relation M, Sa 1= <P which means that <P holds at state Sa in the Kripke structure 
M. Similarly, if <P is a path formula, M, 'If 1= <P means that <P holds along path 'If 
in the Kripke structure M. The relation 1= is defined inductively as follows: 
M 1= 'ff I(Ba) T , Sa Pi I Pi = 
M, Sa 1= ri(Xj) iff ri(Xj)I(Ba) = T 
M, Sa 1= Wi(Xj) iff Wi(Xj)f(Ba) = T 
M, Sa 1= ""'<P iff M, Sa ~ <P 
M, Sa 1= <PI /\ <P2 iff M, Sa 1= <PI and M, Sa 1= <P2 
M, Sa 1= X<p iff M, SaH 1= <P 
M, Sa 1= F<p iff there exists k ~ a such that M, Sk 1= <p 
M, Sa 1= G<p iff for all k ~ a such that M, Sk 1= <p 
M, Sa 1= <PI V<P2 iff there exists c ~ a, M, Se 1= <P2 and, for all a ::; b < c, 
M, Bb 1= <Pl 
Moreover, LTL can have operators expressing properties over the past evolution 
of the states. These past-time temporal operators allow properties of the path 
that lead to the current situation to be expressed. It is well-known that temporal 
logics combining past and future modalities make some specifications easier to 
write and more natural [0] and can be used together to describe complex properties 
of the systems. Also, past-time LTL can sometimes express temporal properties 
more succinctly than future-time LTL [5]. The semantics of past-time temporal 
operators as follows: 
M, Sa 1= O<p iff there exists k ::; a such that M, Bk 1= <p 
M, Ba 1= H<p iff, for all k ::; a, M, Sk 1= <p 
M, Sa 1= Y <p iff M, Sa-l 1= <p 
M, Sa 1= <PIS<P2 iff there exists c < a, such that M, Se 1= <P2 and, for all 
c < b ::; a, M, Sb 1= <PI. 
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Usually, past-time operators do not add expressive power. This means that any 
LTL formula with past-time operators can be rewritten by only using future-
time operators [7]. But, these past-time operators are very useful in keeping 
specifications simple and easy to understand [7]. 
5.4 Properties of read and write propositions 
Assume that we have a Kripke structure M and that the following properties, 
relating to ri(Xj) and Wi(Xj) propositions, hold in M: 
(P 1) Read/write alternation 
A transaction T; cannot have read two distinct data items (in Di ) without 
having written to one of them, i.e. if Xj <D xj', ri(xj') cannot be executed 
until Wi(Xj) has been executed. 
(P2) Write implies read 
A transaction Ti can only have written to Xj if it has read Xj, i.e. if Wi(Xj) 
executes, then r;(xj) must have executed before. 
(P3) Read/write step proposition remains true until the next operation, be-
longing to the same transaction, becomes true 
If a read/write step has taken place, the corresponding proposition remains 
true until the next operation in T; become true, i.e. r;(xj)/w;(Xj) is true, 
remains true until the next step W; (xj)/r; (Xj' ), where Xj <D Xj', becomes 
true. 
(P 4) A t most one step occurs at each successive state 
No two distinct steps can both be false in a state, and then both true in a 
next state. 
(P5) A transaction Ti accesses each data item x E D; exactly once for both 
read and write operations 
For all x E D;, a transaction T; can have exactly one read operation (r;(x)) 
and exactly one write operation (w;(x)) for the data item x. 
The semantics of formula cp is now given by a truth relation M, Sa F cp, where 
M is a structure for LTL satisfying the additional properties (Pl)-(P4). Given 
a state Sa and a path 11", there corresponds a sequence of read and write step 
propositions that become true in Sa, sa+!, . ..• In this way, 11" yields a history of the 
transactions {Tj , T2, ••• } produced by the protocol and starting their execution at 
Sa. We illustrate this correspondence between paths and histories as follows: 
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,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
TI (XI) T2(X2) WI(XI) W2(XZ) T3 (XI) W3(XJ) TI (X2) WI(X2) 
80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
• • • • • • • • • 
beginl TI(XI) TI (XI) WI (xI) WI(XI) WI (XI) WI (XI) TI (XZ) WI(X2) 
begin2 begin2 T2(X2) T2(X2) W2(X2) W2(X2) W2(X2) W2(X2) W2(X2) 
begin3 begin3 begin3 begin3 begin3 T3(XI) W3(XI) W3(XI) W3(XI) 
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
T3(X2) W3(X2) T2(X3) W2(X3) TI(X3) WI (X3) T3(X3) W3(X3) T2(X4) 
89 810 . 811 812 813 814 815 816 817 
• • • • • • • • • 
WI (X2) WI (X2) WI (X2) WI (X2) TI(X3) WI (X3) WI (X3) WI (X3) WI(xa) 
W2(X2) W2(X2) T2(X3) W2(X3) W2(X3) W2(X3) W2(X3) W2(X3) T2(X4) 
T3(X2) W3(X2) W3(X2) W3(X2) W3(X2) W3(X2) T3(X3) W3(X3) W3(X3) 
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
w2h) endl end2 T3(X4) W3(X4) T3(X5) W3(X5) end3 
818 819 820 821 822 823 824 825 
• • • • • • • • 
WI (X3) endl endl endl endl endl endl endl 
W2(X4) W2(X4) end2 end2 end2 end2 end2 end2 
W3(X3) W3(X3) W3(X3) T3(X4) W3(X4) T3(X5) W3(Xw) end3 
In the depiction above, we have 
DI - {Xl> X2,X3} 
D2 - {X2, X3, X4} 
D3 - {Xl,X2,X3,X4,X5} 
and the corresponding transactions as follows 
TI - TI (XI)WI (xlh (X2)WI (x2h(X3)WI (X3) 
T2 T2 (X2)W2 (X2)rz (X3 )W2 (X3 )T2 (X4)W2 (X4) 
T3 = T3(Xl)W3(XI)T3(X2)W3(X2)T3(X3)W3(X3)T3(X4)W3(X4)T3(X5)W3(X5) 
The read and write propositions that are given for each successive state represent 
the propositions that are true in those states. The top of each column displays 
the unique proposition that becomes true in the particular state. This represents 
the read and write operations that has been scheduled by the protocol. In order 
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to make it easier to follow the structure which has a large number of propositions 
which are false, only the values of propositions that are true in the states of the 
trace are shown. The corresponding history his: 
h = rl(xdr2(X2)WI(xdw2(x2)r3(xl)w3(Xlh(X2)WI(X2h(X2)W3(X2)rz(X3)W2h) 
rl (X3 )WI (x3)r3 (X3 )W3 (x3)r2 (X4)W2 (x4h (X4)W3 (x4h (X5 )W3 (X5). 
We make use of additional propositions begini and endi to refer to the begin and 
the end of each transaction. Notice that the interpretation of the read and write 
propositions is different from the interpretation defined in Chapter 3. The main 
difference is the read/write step proposition remains true until the next operation, 
belonging to the same transaction, becomes true. The reason for this is to make 
the specifications more concise. In the next section, we will illustrate this. 
5.5 Encoding the accessing protocol and 
serializability condition into LTL 
Firstly, we encode, using past-time and future-time temporal operators, the pro-
perties (Pl)-(P5) of the read and write propositions in the LTL structures (as in 
Section 5.4) as 0"0, 0"1, 0"2, 0"3 and 0"4 respectively, as follows 
(PI) Read/write alternation 
A transaction T; cannot have read two distinct data items (in D i ) without having 
written to one of them, i.e. if x <D y, r;(y) cannot be executed until Wi(X) has 
been executed. 
0"0 = 1\ 1\ G[(ri(Y) /\ O(ri(x))) => O(Wi(X))] 
or 
0"0 = 1\ 1\ G[(ri(X) => F(Wi(X) /\ F(ri(Y)))] 
(P2) Write implies read 
A transaction Ti can only have written to x if it has read x, i.e. if Wi(X) executes, 
then ri(x) must have executed before. 
0"1 = 1\ 1\ G[Wi(X) => O(ri(x))] 
i~l xEDi 
or 
0"1 = 1\ 1\ G[r;(x) => F(Wi(X))] 
i;::l xEDi 
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(P3) Read/write step proposition remains true until the next operation, belonging 
to the same transaction, becomes true 
If a read/write step has taken place, the corresponding proposition remains true 
until the next operation in T; becomes true, Le. if ri(x)/wi(X) is true, it remains 
true until the next step wi(x)/ri(Y), where x <D y, becomes true. 
(12 = 1\ 1\ G[Wi(X) '* O(ri(x)Uwi(X))] 11 
1\ 1\ G[(ri(Y) '* O(Wi(X)Uri(Y))] 
or 
(12 = 1\ 1\ G[Wi(X) '* -,ri(x)] 11 
1\ 1\ 
(P4) At most one step occurs at each successive state 
No two distinct steps can both be false in a state, and then both true in a next 
state. 
or 
(13 = 1\ G H(-,ri(Xj) II-,ri'(xj')) IIX(ri(Xj) lIri'(Xj'))) 
i,i'~l 
lSj,j'$.m 
i#i' or ii.J' 
11-,(( -,ri(Xj) 11 -'Wi'(Xj')) 11 X(ri(xi) 11 w;-(Xj' ))) 
1I-'((-'Wi(Xj) 11 -'Wi'(Xj')) 11 X(Wi(Xj) 11 Wi'(Xj')))]. 
(13 = 1\ G H(ri(Xj) 11 ri'(xj')) 11 Y(-,ri(Xj) 11 -,ri'(xj'))) 
i,i/~l 
l $.j,j' Sm 
i#:i' or jfi' 
1I-,((ri(Xj) 11 w;«Xj')) 11 Y(-,ri(xi) 11 -'Wi'(Xj' ))) 
1I-'((Wi(Xj) 11 Wi'(xj')) 11 Y(-'Wi(Xj) 11 -'Wi'(xj')))]. 
(P5) A transaction Ti accesses each data item x E Di exactly once Jar both read 
and write operations 
For all x E Di, a transaction T; can have exactly one read operation (ri(x)) and 
exactly one write operation (Wi(X)) for the data item x, Le we can not have T; 
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such that 
or 
where Di = {Xl,X2, ... ,Xp}' This is defined in (}s as follows 
(}4 = (/\ /\ G~[ri(x) 1\ F(~ri(x) 1\ Fri(X))]) 1\ 
(/\ /\ G~[Wi(X) 1\ F(~Wi(X) 1\ FWi(X))]) 
i~l xEDi 
or 
(}4 = (/\ /\ G~[ri(x) 1\ O(~ri(x) 1\ Ori(x))]) 1\ 
(/\ /\ G~[Wi(X) 1\ O(~Wi(X) 1\ OWi(X))]) 
i~l xEDi 
Next, we encode the serializability condition of Theorem 4.8. This is defined in 
terms of (}s and 0"6: 
(}s = /\ /\ 
i,i/~l,i#i' x,yEDinDi"X<DY 
or 
(}s = /\ /\ 
/\ 
G~[(Wi(Y) 1\ O(Wi'(Y) 1\ O(Wi'(X) 1\ O(Wi(X)))) V . 
(Wi'(Y) 1\ O(Wi(Y) 1\ O(Wi(X) 1\ O(Wi'(X)))))] 
G~[(Wi(X) 1\ F(Wi'(X) 1\ F(Wi'(Y) 1\ F(Wi(Y)))) V 
(Wi'(X) 1\ F(Wi(X) 1\ F(Wi(Y) 1\ F(Wi'(Y)))))] 
G~[ri(X) 1\ ri'(x)] 
The serializability condition of Theorem 4.8 says if we choose any two transactions 
(T; and T;,) participating in a history hand h{T.,T.,}, where DinDi' = {Xl,'" ,xp}, 
of the form 
h{T.,T,,} = ... ri(xI) ... Wi(XI) ... re(xI) ... We(XI)." ri(Xp) ... Wi(Xp) ... ri'(xp) 
",Wi'(xp)", 
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then the the history h is serializable. In 176, we encode that if a transaction T; 
begins executing a read operation on data item x, no read operation on data 
item x by any other transactions occurs (executes) until the write operation of Ti 
completes its execution on data item x, i.e.: 
... ri(x), ............. ,Wi(X)", 
v 
Therefore, if we avoid the situation above, there is no cycle between T; and any 
other transaction T;, on the same data item; see Figure 5.1(a). Now, the seriali-
zability condition, of Theorem 4.8, is to hold for each x E Di n Di,. It is possible 
to make a cycle in G(h) on different data items, i.e. if T; precedes T;, in accessing 
data item x and T;, precedes T; in accessing data item y, or T;, precedes T; in 
accessing data item x and T; precedes T;, in accessing data item y. Therefore, 
we encode in 175 that these two situations do not occur. The formulae 175 and 176 
together represent the encoding of the serializability condition into LTL denoted 
by 177: 
x x 
eTi ::;:-... _____ -== eTi , 
x y 
(a) Cycle on the same data item (b) Cycle on different data items 
y 
x 
(c) Cycle on different data items 
Figure 5.1: Cycle of length two 
Alternatively, assume that the read/write step propositions were interpreted as 
remaining true until the end of the transaction (as in the Chapter 3 interpretation). 
This would be depicted as follows: 
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
ri(x) rj(x) Wi(X) Wj(x) 
• •• • • 
.ri(x) ri(x) ri(x) ri(x) 
rj(x) rj(x) rj(x) 
Wi(X) Wi(X) 
Wj(x) 
Then, the encoding of the condition of 176 into LTL, which states that if a tran-
saction T; begins executing a read operation on data item .x no read operation on 
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data item x by any other transactions occurs (executes) until the write operation 
of 7'; completes its execution on data item x, would be as follows: 
(I6' = /\ 
Comparing (I6' with (I6, we find that (I6' is a longer formula. As mentioned in 
Chapter 3, the time complexity of verifying LTL formula is O( (ISI + IRI).2O(lfll, 
where ISI is the number of states in the finite state machine, IRI the number of 
transitions, and If I is the length of the specification formula. This means that 
when the length of the specification formula If I increases, the time complexity of 
verifying LTL formula increases exponentially. This is the reason for changing the 
interpretation of the read and write propositions here. 
Next, we encode the accessing protocol, which defines in section 5.2, in (I1O as 
follows: 
(Is = /\ G[( /\ (Wk(X) 1\ O(Wj(x) 1\ O(Wi(X))))) V 
i,j,k?:.l xEDinDjnDk i,.j,j#,i# 
( /\ (Wj(x) 1\ O(Wk(X) 1\ O(Wi(X))))) V 
xEDinDjnDk 
( /\ (Wj(x) 1\ O(Wi(X) 1\ O(Wk(X)))))], 
xEDinDjnDk 
or 
(Is = /\ G[( /\ (Wi(X) 1\ F(wj(x) 1\ F(Wk(X))))) V 
i,j,k?:.l XEDinDjnDk i,.j,jfk,i,.k 
( /\ (Wi(X) 1\ F(Wk(X) 1\ F(wj(x))))) V 
xEDinVjnVk 
( /\ (Wk(X) 1\ F(Wi(X) 1\ F(wj(x)))))]. 
xEDinDjnDk 
In (Is, we model an unbounded number of transactions, that may come to the sche-
duler S, which uses the protocol that is defined in section 5.2, by three transactions 
7';, Tj and Tk • Transactions 7'; and Tj represent any two particular transactions sa-
tisfying the accessing rules of the protocol and Tk represents any other transaction 
in the schedule S. Transaction Tk could execute any data item x E Di n Dj n Dk 
as follows 
Case 1: Tk could execute x after 7'; and T:i 
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• • • 
Wi(X) Wj(X) 
Case 2: n could execute x after T; and before Tj 
• • • 
Wi(X) 
Case 3: Tk could execute x before T; and Tj 
• • • 
Wi(X) 
In the depiction above, we assume that T; executes the data item x, where x E 
Di n Dj, before Tj does. Therefore, we can say that, T; and Tj satisfy the accessing 
rules of the protocol if and only if for all x E Di n Dj, TS(T;, x) < TS(T;, x) or 
TS(Tj , x) < TS(T;, x) regardless of when the transaction Tk could access the data 
item x. We can illustrate this in the LTL structure as follows: 
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
Wi(XI) Tj(XI) Wj(XI) Wi(XI+l) Tj(XIH) 
Sa Sb 
• • • • • 
Wi(XI) Wi(XI) Wi(XI) Wi(XI+l) Wi(XIH) 
rj(xl) Wj(XI) Wj(XI) rj(xIH) 
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ 
Wj(XIH) Wi(Xp) rj(xp) Wj(xp) 
Se 
• • • • 
Wi(XIH) Wi(Xp) Wi(Xp) Wi(XP) 
Wj(XIH) Wj(XI+l) rj(xp) Wj(xp) 
where DinDj = {Xl, XIH, ... , xp}. We notice, from the depiction above, that tran-
saction T; has executed Wi(XI) and Tj has not executed both rj(xl) and Wj(XI) yet, 
regardless of when/where the transaction Tk executes read and write operations 
on the data item Xl and similarly for XIH up to xp. Transaction Tj will execute 
both rj(xl) and Wj(XI) after T; does and this will keep T; and Tj serializable. In 
other words, execution of any operations belonging to other transactions will not 
affect the serializability of the transactions T; and Tj • 
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The access rules of the protocol (see subsection 5.2.1) say that if a transaction 
T; has executed Ti(X) but not Wi(X), no other transaction Tj can execute Tj(X). 
This can be encoded into LTL as follows 
O'g = A 
Therefore 0'10, which represents the access protocol, is defined as follows 
0'10 = 0'8 i\ O'g. 
This means that auy history h produced by the access protocol should satisfy both 
O'g and O'g, if we model the read and write operations in the history h by an LTL 
structure. 
Now, the future in LTL is seen as a sequence of states, so the future is a 
path. Therefore, if we consider the states in the LTL path as instants of time, 
we can assign a truth value to each proposition at each time instant so that 
the interpretation maps to each instant of time a set of propositions that hold 
at that instant. As a consequence of this, we can assign a truth value to each 
read/write proposition belonging to any active transaction, at any given time, 
that is scheduled by the protocol. As we are dealing with a protocol based on 
timestamps, our interpretation will, therefore, map each timestamp to a set of 
propositions that hold at that timestamp. Thus, the interpretation I is a function 
where N is a set of timestamps (natural number) and prop is a set of all propo-
sitions. This means that we can specify infinite histories generated by a protocol 
based on timestamps using LTL specifications. Now, as 0'10 represents the histo-
ries produced (or generated) by the protocol and 0'7 represents the serializability 
condition then, we can prove that the histories are serializable by proving the 
following formula: 
5.6 NuSMV model 
As mentioned in Section 1.4, model checking is an automated technique that, given 
a finite-state model of a system and its required formal properties (specifications) 
written in logic, systematically checks whether the properties hold for that model. 
We shall use this technique to verify the timestamps-based protocol using the 
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NuSMV model checker. NuSMV is a reimplementation and extension of SMV, 
the first model checker based on BDDs. NuSMV was developed by a joint project 
between Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) and Istituto per la Ricerca Scientifica 
e Tecnologica (IRST) [6:3J. NuSMV has been designed to be an open architecture 
for model checking, which can be reliably used for the verification of industrial 
designs, as a core for custom verification tools [10J. The input language of NuSMV 
is designed to allow for the description of Finite State Machines (FSMs) whose 
transition relation describes the evolutions of the states of the FSM. FSMs range 
from synchronous to asynchronous, and from the detailed to the abstract. Because 
it is intended to describe finite state machines, the only data types in the language 
are finite ones - Booleans, scalars and fixed arrays. Static data types can also 
be constructed [llJ. Specifications in NuSMV can be written in CTL or LTL. 
These temporal logics allow us to express, in a concise syntax, the most important 
temporal properties of a system such as safety, Iiveness, fairness and deadlock 
freedom. 
5.6.1 Modelling 
Recall, from Subsection 1.4.1, the three main parts ofthe process of model checking 
- modelling, specification and verification. The modelling of the behaviour of the 
protocol is given as a finite state machine in the input language of NuSMV shown 
as follows, in which the following keywords appear: 
• MODULE : Either the main module or a subroutine. 
• VAR : Define types of variables as boolean or sets of symbols. 
• SPEC: Refers to specification in CTL. 
• LTLSPEC: Refers to specification in LTL. 
• ASSIGN: Defines transition relations for variables. 
• ini t : Defines the initial values of the variables. 
• next: Defines a relationship between values of variables in a particular state 
and its successor state. 
• Case: Returns the value of the first expression whose corresponding condi-
tion evaluates to TRUE. 
• Process: Defines a collection of parallel processes, whose actions are inter-
leaved asynchronously. 
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• - - : Indicates a comment. 
The symbols !, &, I, -> and <-> represent logical not, and, or, implies and 
equivalence respectively. Some of the administrative commands offered by the 
interactive shell of NuSMV are describes as follows 
• read..model : Reads a NUSMV file. 
• go : This command initializes the system for verification. 
• pick_state: Ohooses an element from the set of initial states and makes it 
the current state. 
• check_ltlspec: Performs model checking of LTL formulae. 
• check_ctlspec: Performs model checking of CTL formulae. 
• time: Prints the processor time used since the last invocation of the time 
command, and the total processor time used since NUSMV was started. 
• print_usage : Prints processor-specific usage statistics, and BDD usage 
statistics. 
• check-.fsm: Checks if the transition relation is total. If the transition rela-
tion is not total then a potential deadlock state is shown. 
• prinLreachable_states : Prints the number of reachable states of the 
given model. 
5.6.1.1 The Model Variables 
We define, in the NuSMV model, three transactions contending to access five data 
items. The reason for defining three transactions was explained in Section 5.5 
above. The reason for defining five data items is that the proposed application 
(see Section 4.5) was to use these kinds of transactions to book e-tickets from 
travel agencies. Each data item, in the proposed application, represents 'stops' 
(or intermediate destinations). Typically, any travel agency does not have an 
itinerary from location A to B of more than five stops. So, it suffices to assume 
that the number of data items is five. The operations of the transactions are 
declared as values in the sets T1, T2 and Toth in the main module (lines 39-41 
of Appendix A), where Ti, T2 and Toth represent three different transactions 
operations, e.g. transaction T1 contains six steps (operations). We denote rl(xl) 
and wl(xd by rixi and wixi, respectively. The set variable T1 can have one of 
the following values: begin_1, r1x1, w1x1, rix2, w1x2, r1x3, wix3 and end_i, 
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as in line 39. The value begin_l indicates that the transaction wants to execute 
its first operation. The value end_l indicates that the transaction has executed 
all of its operations. The expression Tl=wlxl means that the transaction Tl is 
currently executing the write operation on the data item xl and has executed the 
read operation on the same data item xl in the past. The initial values of the sets 
Tl, T2 and Toth are begin_l, begin_2 and begin_o, respectively, as in lines 47-49 
of Appendix A. The values of the variables Ti, T2 and Toth in the next state are 
given by the case statement in lines 4-12, lines 13-21 and lines 22-34 of Appendix 
A, respectively. The value of a case statement is determined by evaluating the 
clauses within the statement in sequence. Each clause consists of a condition and 
an expression which are separated by a colon (:). If the condition in the first clause 
holds, the value of the corresponding expression determines the value of the case 
statement. Otherwise the next clause is evaluated. The VAR statement can also be 
used to instantiate a module as shown in lines 43-45 . In our model, the module 
move is instantiated three times(lines 43-45), first with the name Ll, second with 
the name L2 and finally with the name L3. These three instantiations of a 
module move represent three transactions which are contending to execute under 
the accessing rule of the protocol. Because the keyword process is used in all 
cases, the global model is constructed by interleaving steps from Ll, L2 and L3. 
These interleaving steps, from different transactions, represent the history or the 
schedule that we want to generate and check against the specifications. However, 
the global model is not forced to eventually choose a given process (or transaction) 
to execute. As a consequence, the history generated may not contain operations 
from some transaction. In order to force a given process to execute infinitely often, 
we can use a fairness constraint. A fairness constraint restricts the attention of 
the model checker to only those execution paths along which a given formula is 
true infinitely often. Each process has a special variable called running which is 
1 if and only if that process is currently executing, see line 391. 
5.6.2 Specifications 
The FSM of the protocol is defined by instantiating three times the module type 
move in the module main, with the names Li, L2 and L3 respectively. The move 
module has formal parameters Le, TO, Tl and n (line 1). The variables Le,TO 
and Ti receive Ti, T2 and Toth. The formal parameter n receives three numbers 
1,2 and 3, where 1 means that the process Ll is currently executing, 2 means 
process L2 is currently executing and 3 means process L3 is currently executing. 
The formal parameter Le receives the variables Ti, T2 and Toth which represent 
the operations of the transactions. For example, assume that Le receives Tl and 
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T1=begin_1. This means that the current process (or transaction) that has been 
chosen by the model checker to execute is L1 and L1 wants to execute its first 
operation. The formal parameters TO and T1 receive the current operations values 
of the other transactions that has been executed. Therefore, the module move 
represents the movement of each transaction from one operation to the next one. 
To make sure that a transaction executes its operations sequentially (one by one) 
as in Figure 5.2, we have lines 4-12, 13-21 and 22-34. For example, we notice that 
if the current transaction is L1 (we know that from n=1) and the current operation 
of L1 is r1x1, the next operation that L1 can execute is w1x1 and so on. But, by 
accessing rule 1 (Subsection 5.2.1), a transaction can not execute read operation 
on a data item x if and only if there is another transaction currently reading x. 
This is specified by adding a condition to be satisfied in order to execute any read 
operation, and this condition represents accessing rule 1. For example, as in line 
16 and 17, 
16 T_c=w2x2 &n=2&( (!(TO=r1x3» &(!(T_c=r2x3» 
17 &(! (T1=rox3») r2x3; 
Figure 5.2: Transaction executes its operations sequentially. 
the transaction (or the process) T _2 can execute the read operation on the third 
data item r2x3 ifthe condition ( (! (TO=r1x3) )&(! (Lc=r2x3» & (! (T1=rox3») 
is satisfied. Because we have three transactions, we check to see if no transaction 
of all the transactions is currently executing a read operation on x3. Then, the 
transaction L2 can execute it if L2 satisfies the other accessing rules as well. This 
makes sure that the global model (or history) will not have the situations, where 
two transactions, at any point in time t., are executing their read operations on 
the same data item; see Figure 5.3. 
ts ts ts 
• • • 
T1 = r1xi T1 = r1xi T2 = r2xi 
T2 = r2xi Tath = raxi Tath = raxi 
(a)1 (b) 2 (c) 3 
Figure 5.3: No two transactions are reading the same data item simultaneously. 
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In order to make sure the our NuSMV model meets the model that is defined 
in 4.4, we specify the properties (P1)-(P5) of the read and write propositions using 
LTL specifications as follows 
(P1) Read/write alternation 
This property is defined in 0"0 using past-time and future time operators such that 
0"0 = 1\ 1\ G[(ri(Y) /\ O(ri(x))) =} O(Wi(X))] 
i~l x,yEDi,X<DY 
or 
0"0 = 1\ 1\ G[(ri(x) =} F(Wi(X) /\ F(ri(Y)))] 
i;;::l x,yEDi,x<DY 
We notice that if we expand 0"0 to every transaction and every data item accessed 
by the transaction, we have specifications as in lines 57-94 i.e. letting i = 1, we 
can expand 0"0 as follows 
G[(rl(X3) /\ O(rlh))) =} O(WI(X2))]/\ 
G[(rl(x3) /\ O(rl(xl))) =} O(WI(XI))] 
The corresponding specifications, as in lines 57-59, in the description language of 
the model checker (NuSMV) are 
57 LTLSPEC G ( «Tl=rlx2) & O(Tl=rlxl)) -> O(Tl=wlxl) ) 
58 LTLSPEC G ( «Tl=rlx3) & O(Tl=rlxl)) -> O(Tl=wlxl) ) 
59 LTLSPEC G ( «Tl=rlx3) & O(Tl=rlx2)) -> O(Tl=wlx2) ) 
Also, we have the following specifications (that use future-time operators), if we 
expand 0"0 to every transaction and every data item accessed by the transaction, 
The corresponding specifications, as in lines 77-79, are 
77 LTLSPEC G (Tl=rlxl -> (F (Tl=wlxl & F (Tl=rlx2)))) 
78 LTLSPEC G (Tl=rlx2 -> (F (Tl=wlx2 & F (Tl=rlx3)))) 
79 LTLSPEC G (Tl=rlxl -> (F (Tl=wlxl & F (Tl=rlx3)))) 
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(P2) Write implies read 
This property is defined in (11 as follows 
0'1 = 1\ 1\ G[Wi(X) * O(ri(x))] 
i2:1 XEDi 
or 
0'1 = 1\ 1\ G[ri(x) * F(Wi(X))] 
i~l xEDi 
Similar to (10, after expanding 0') to every transaction and every data item acces-
sed by the transaction, we have the corresponding specifications in lines 97-124. 
(P3) Read/write step proposition remains true until the next operation, belonging 
to the same transaction, becomes true 
(12 = 1\ 1\ G[Wi(X) * O(ri(x)Uwi(xll] A 
1\ 1\ G[(ri(Y) * O(wi(x)Ur.(y))] 
or 
(12 = 1\ 1\ G[Wi(X) * ~ri(x)] A 
1\ 1\ G[ri(Y) * ~Wi(X)] 
0'2 is encoded in lines 127-176. 
(P.O A t most one step occurs at each successive state 
(13 = 1\ G H(~rih) A~ri'(xj')) AX(ri(Xj) Ari'(Xj'))) 
i,i/~l 
1 o;;j,j' $m 
i:fi:.i' or j:j:.:i' 
A~((~ri(Xj) A ~Wi'(Xj')) A X(ri(xi) A wdxj' ))) 
A~((~Wi(Xj) A ~Wi'(Xj')) A X(Wi(Xj) AWi'(Xj')))]' 
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or 
0"3 = /\ G [-,((ri(Xj) 1\ ri' (Xj')) 1\ Y(-,ri(Xj) 1\ -,r;'(Xj'))) 
i,i'?) 
l~j,j':5m 
i=li' or j=fj' 
1\-,((ri(Xj) 1\ we(xj')) 1\ Y(-,ri(Xi) 1\ -'Wi'(Xj' ))) 
1\-'((Wi(Xj) 1\ we(xj')) 1\ Y(-'Wi(Xj) 1\ -'Wi,(Xj')))], 
This property is defined in 0"3 and the corresponding code in NuSMV description 
language is in lines 179-274. 
(P5) A transaction Ti accesses each data item x E Di exactly once for both read 
and write operations 
0"4 = (/\ 1\ G-,[r;(x) 1\ F(-,r;(x) 1\ Fr;(x))]) 1\ 
(/\ /\ G-,[w;(x) 1\ F(-,w;(x) 1\ Fw;(x))]) 
i2::1 xEDi 
or 
(/\ /\ G-,[w;(x) 1\ O(-,w;(x) 1\ Ow;(x))]) 
i2::1 XEDi 
This is defined in 0"4 and 0"4 is encoded in lines 277-325. Finally, as 0"10 represents 
the histories produced (or generated) by the protocol as follows 
0"10 = 0"8 1\ 0"9 
where 
0"8 = /\ G[( /\ (Wk(X) 1\ O(Wj(x) 1\ O(Wi(X))))) V 
i,j,k;?l xEDinDjnDk ifj,jfk,i# 
( /\ (Wj(x) 1\ O(Wk(X) 1\ O(w;(x))))) V 
xEDinDjnDk 
( /\ (Wj(x) 1\ O(w;(x) 1\ O(Wk(X)))))], 
XeDinDjnDk 
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or 
as = /\ G[( /\ (Wi(X) A F(wj(x) A F(Wk(X))))) V 
i,j,k?:..l xEDinDjnDk i¥j,j¥k,i¥k 
( /\ (Wi(X) A F(Wk(X) A F(wj(x))))) V 
xEDinDjnDk 
( /\ 
and a9 
a9 = /\ /\ G[r;(x) =;. -.ri'(x)J. 
and, a7 represents the serializability condition such that 
where a5 
a5 = /\ 
or 
a5 = /\ 
and a6 
a6 = /\ 
/\ 
/\ 
/\ 
G-'[(Wi(Y) A O(Wi'(Y) A O(Wi'(X) A O(Wi(X)))) V 
(w,,(y) A O(Wi(Y) A O(Wi(X) A O(w.,(x)))))] 
G-'[(Wi(X) A F(Wi'(X) A F(w.,(y) A F(Wi(Y)))) V 
(Wi'(X) A F(Wi(X) A F(Wi(Y) A F(Wi'(Y)))))] 
then we can prove that the histories are serializable if and only if the following 
formula holds: 
where as, and a5' are the same as as and a5, respectively, without the LTL operator 
G. This means that, at any point in time, if a history satisfies the access rules of 
the protocol, then the serializability condition is satisfied on that history. This 
is encoded in lines 343-390. The serializability condition and the protocol assert 
that no two transactions read the same data item simultaneously, as in a6 and a9 
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respectively. This is specified in lines 329-338. 
5.6.3 Verification 
In NuSMV, the system to be verified is modeled as a finite state transition system, 
and the specifications are expressed in either CTL or LTL. Then, by exploring the 
state space of the state transition system, it is possible to check automatically 
if the design satisfies the specification. The termination of model checking is 
guaranteed by the finiteness of the model. One of the most important features of 
model checking is that, when a specification is found not to hold, a counterexample 
is produced [1OJ. We verify our transactions model which is defined in the input 
language of NuSMV, in appendix A. The LTL specifications are evaluated by 
NuSMV in order to determine their truth or falsity in the finite state machine 
model. When a specification is discovered to be false, N uSMV constructs and 
prints a counterexample, Le. a trace of the FSM that falsifies the property. The 
run ofthe NuSMV model checker in Appendix A produces true for all specifications 
that are given in Section 5.5 and 5.6. This means that the serializability condition 
is true on the histories produced by the accessing protocol. We notice that the LTL 
specifications in 5.5 and 5.6 are encoded in past-time and future-time operators. 
The reason for using past-time operators, is that if the intended situation occurs, 
we can express the properties of the path that lead to it. For example, one of 
the model properties (P2), in Section 5.5, says that if Wi(X) is executed, then 
Ti(X) must have executed before and the corresponding LTL specification (using 
past-time operator) is 
0'1 = 1\ /\ G[Wi(X) '* O(Ti(X))J 
i;?:l XEDi 
We notice, from O'b that if Wi(X) (intended situation) takes place, we check whether 
Ti(X) has executed in the path that lead to Wi(X). We can encode 0'1 (using future-
time operators): 
0'1 = 1\ /\ G[ri(x) '* F(Wi(X))J 
i~l xEDi 
This states that if the properties of the path that lead to the intended situation 
occur, eventually the intended situation will occur. In our model, when NuSMV 
is run on these two specifications, the output in Figure 5.4 is produced. 
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specification G CT1 = w1x1 -> 0 T1 = r1x1) is true 
specification G CT1 = r1x1 -> F T1 = w1x1) is false 
as demonstrated by the following execution sequence 
Trace Type: Counterexample 
-> State: 1.1 <-
T1 = begin_1 
T2 = begin_2 
Toth = begin_o 
-> Input: 1. 2 <-
_process_select or_ = T_1 
running = 0 
T_3.running = 0 
T_2.running = 0 
T_1.running = 1 
-> State: 1. 2 <-
T1 = r1x1 
-> Input: 1. 3 <-
_process_selector_ = main 
running = 1 
T_3.running = 0 
T_2.running = 0 
T_1.running = 0 
-> State: 1.3 <-
-> Input: 1.4 <-
_process_selector_ = T_2 
running = 0 
T_3.running = 0 
T_2.running = 1 
T_1.running = 0 
-- Loop starts here 
-> State: 1.4 <-
T2 = r2x2 
-> Input: 1.5 <-
_process_selector_ = main 
running = 1 
T_3.running = 0 
T_2.running = 0 
T _1. running = 0 
Figure 5.4: Output generated by NuSMV for 0") 
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We notice that the specification that uses future-time operators is false. The 
counterexample, in Figure 5.4, demonstrates that the transaction Tl executes rlxl 
and does not execute wlxl because transaction T2 can execute r2x2 after that and 
stay in r2x2 forever. This is denoted by -- loop starts here in the NuSMV 
counterexample. However, the specification that uses past-time operators is true 
because if we assume that wlxl is done, we check whether rlxl has executed before 
or not. In order to make the specifications that use future-time operators true, 
we can add fairness constraints as in lines 51-53. These constraints assert that no 
transaction remains in any of its operations forever. Also, the counterexample in 
Figure 5.4 shows why it can happen that Tl never enters its operation wlx1. This 
can be illustrated, practically, when the transaction executes some of its operations 
and then aborts for any reason. But, our concern, in these specifications, is to 
verify the protocol. So, we need to make sure that all transactions, participating 
in a history generated by the protocol, execute their operations and satisfy the 
access rules, in order to verify whether the corresponding history satisfies the 
serializability condition or not. 
5.7 Encoding into CTL 
In this section, we use CTL to specify and verify the protocol and the serializability 
condition. As in chapter 3, CTL is a temporal logic where the model of time is a 
like-tree structure in which the future is not determined. This means, there are 
different paths in the future. Also, CTL achieves polynomial-time model checking 
[8]. It is worthwhile using CTL to specify transactions to gain polynomial-time 
model checking. In section 5.5, we encoded the protocol and the serializability 
condition using LTL and we considered the interpretation I as a function 
where N is a set of timestamps (natural numbers) and prop is the set of all pro-
positions. However, in the case of CTL, time is branching and so at each moment 
we have several different possible futures. Therefore, we can not model states 
as representing timestamps, because, at any point in time t, we may have more 
than one possible transition and all have to have the same timestam pj see Figure 
5.5. In our model, each transition corresponds to a transaction executing its next 
operation. Hence, in CTL, we have to define timestamps explicitly for each active 
transaction T; and data item Xa E Di , as we will see in the next subsections. 
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Figure 5.5: (a) CTL notion of time over the states; (b) LTL notion of time over 
the states 
5.7.1 The Model Variables 
The model variables are exactly the same as the model variables that have been 
given in Section 5.6 with additional variables to represent timestamps. In Section 
5.2, we defined the matrix TSM to represent the timestamps for all active tran-
sactions in the scheduler S, which applies the access rules of the protocol, for all 
data items in D. In our model, we represent this by the variable TSM as in line 149 
of Appendix B. Because we have 3 transactions and 5 data items, we define TSM to 
be a matrix of 3 rows and 5 columns. Each entry in the matrix can have only the 
values between 0 to 11. The reason is that we have 3 data items for transaction Ti, 
3 data items for transaction T2 and 5 data items for transaction T3 (lines 144-146 
respectively). Therefore, we need 11 different timestamps to deal with the inter-
leaving of the operations of the transactions. In our model, we assume that the 
System TimeStamp (STS) is a variable, called p_c, specified as a set of consecutive 
integer numbers between 0 to 11 as in line 151. The initial value is set to zero 
as in line 161. The next value, for the variable p_c, is issued if any transaction 
accesses any data item for a read operation as in lines 64-75. Otherwise, the value 
remains unchanged as in line 76. If the value of p_c reaches 11, this means that all 
transactions have completed their executions. As in Section 5.2, the initial value 
for each entry in the matrix TSM, which represents TS(T;, xa), where Xa E D; 
and T; E T, is O. This is in lines 163-177. The next value of TS(T;, xa) equals the 
next value of p_c, which means that T; accesses Xa (for a read operation) as in 
line 80. This means that, at the same point in time, if a transaction executes the 
read operation on any data item, the value of p_c should be incremented by one 
and the value of TS(T;, xa) should be updated by the new value of p_c. When 
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the transaction completes its execution, T8(1';, Xa) should reset to 0 as in line 81. 
Otherwise, the value of T 8(1';, xa) remains unchanged as in line 82, as follows: 
79 next(TSM[l] [1]):= case 
80 T_c!= rlxl & next(T_c)=rlxl & n=l:next(p_c); 
81 next(T_c)= end_l :0; 
82 1 :TSM[l] [1] ; 
83 esac; 
5.7.2 Specifications 
The FSM of the protocol is defined to be the same as in Subsection 5.6.2. The 
formal parameters in the module move, of Appendix B, are Lc,n,TO,Tl,TSM and 
p_c, where Lc,n,TO and Tl have the same meaning as the formal parameters in the 
module move, of Appendix A. We add the parameters TSM and p_c to receive the 
current values of the timestamps for all active transactions and all data items in 
D, defined in the module main in array TSM, and the current value of the system 
timestamp, respectively. Now, as in accessing rule 1 of the protocol (Subsection 
5.2.1), a transaction can not execute a read operation on a data item x if and only 
if there is another transaction currently reading x. This is specified by adding a 
condition to be satisfied for any transaction wanting to execute a read operation. 
For example, in lines 13-17: 
13 T_c=wlx2 & n=l & «(TSM[l] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [3] !=o & !(T_c=rlx3))) 
14 & «TSM[2] [3]=0)1 (TSM[2] [3]!=0 & !(TO=r2x3))) 
15 & «TSM[3] [3]=0)1 (TSM[3] [3] !=O & !(Tl=rox3)))) & 
16 (!(TSM[2] [2]>0 & TSM[2] [2] <TSM [1] [2] & TSM[2] [3]=0 ) & 
17 ! (TSM [3] [2] >0 & TSM [3] [2] <TSM [1] [2] & TSM [3] [3] =0 )) :rlx3; 
the transaction Ll may execute the read operation on the third data item rlx3 
if the condition 
«(TSM[l] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [3]!=0 & !(T_c=rlx3)))& 
«TSM[2] [3J=0) 1 (TSM[2] [3] !=O &!(TO=r2x3)))& 
«TSM [3] [3J =0) 1 (TSM [3] [3] ! =0 & ! (T1=rox3)))) 
is satisfied along with the condition in lines 16 and 17. Because we have three 
transactions, we check that if any transaction T; such that Ti is not currently 
executing the read operation on X3 (Le (TSM [1] [3] =0)) or has executed the write 
operation on X3 (Le (TSM [1] [3] ! =0 & ! (Lc=rlx3))), then there is no transac-
tion reading X3 at this point in time. This makes sure that the global model (or 
history) will not have the situation, where two transactions, at any point in time, 
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are executing their read operations on the same data item simultaneously. This is 
specified in the N uSMV model in lines 293-302 and also represents access rules 1 
and 2 of the protocol. As X3 is not the first data item in the set D1 , Ll should 
satisfy access rules 3 and 4. We specify this in the condition 
( ! (TSM [2] [2] >0 & TSM [2] [2] <TSM [1] [2] & TSM [2J [3] =0 ) & 
! (TSM [3] [2] >0 & TSM [3] [2J <TSM [1] [2] & TSM [3] [3J =0 )) 
This condition asserts that if we do not have any transaction T; such that T; had 
executed the data item X2 (Le TSM [2J [2J >0) before L1 (Le TSM [2] [2] <TSM [1] [2]), 
where X2 is the data item that precedes X3 in D, and has not executed the read ope-
ration on X3 (TSM[2J [3J=0), then transaction L1 can execute the read operation 
on X3. 
Now, to make sure the our NuSMV model, in Appendix H, meets the model 
that is defined in Section 5.4, we specify the properties (P1)-(P5) of the read and 
write propositions using CTL specifications as follows: 
(PI) Read/write alternation 
A transaction T; cannot have read two distinct data items (in Di ) without having 
written to one of them, Le. let x <D y, ri(Y) cannot be executed until w;(x) has 
been executed. This property is defined in (70': 
/\ AG[r;(x) ==} AF(w;(x) 1\ AFr;(y))] 
The corresponding specifications in the NuSMV model are in lines 187-196. 
(P2) Write implies read 
A transaction T; can only have written to x if it has read x, Le. if w;(x) is executed, 
then ri(x) must have executed before. 
(71' = /\ /\ AG[ri(x) ==} AFw;(x)] 
i~l xEDi 
This formula is specified in the NuSMV model in lines 199-211 . 
(P3) Read/write step proposition remains true until the next operation, belonging 
to the same transaction, becomes true 
If a read/write step has taken place, the corresponding proposition remains true 
until the next operation in T; becomes true, Le. r;(x)/wi(X) is true, remains true 
until the next step w;(x)/r;(y), where x <D y, becomes true. 
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a2' = /\ /\ AG[Wi(X) ~ -,ri(X)] 11 
/\ /\ AG[(ri(Y) ~ -'Wi(X)] 
We specify (J2' in lines 214-234 of Appendix B. 
(P 4) At most one step occurs at each successive state 
No two distinct steps can both be false in a state, and then both true in a next 
state. 
(J3' = /\ AG H(-,ri(Xj) 11 -,re(xj')) 11 EX(ri(Xj) Ari'(Xj'))) 
i,i/~l 
l~j,j'~m 
ii:i' or j=jf 
1I-,((-,ri(Xj) 11 -'Wi'(Xj')) 11 EX(ri(xi) 11 Wi'(Xj'))) 
1I-'((-'Wi(Xj) 11 -'Wi'(Xj')) 11 EX(Wi(Xj) 11 Wi'(Xj' )))]. 
The corresponding specifications of a3' in NuSMV are in lines 238-263. 
(P5) A transaction T; accesses each data item x E Di exactly once for both read 
and write operations 
(J4' = (/\ /\ AF-,[ri(x) 11 AF(-,ri(x) 11 EFri(X))]) 11 
(/\ /\ AF-'[Wi(X) 11 AF(-'Wi(X) 11 EFwi(X))]) 
i;:::l XEDi 
(J4' is specified in the NuSMV model in lines 266-290. Next, we encode the seria-
lizability condition of Theorem 4.8. This is defined by as, as follows: 
AF-'[(Wi(X) 11 AF(Wi'(X) 11 EF(we(y) 11 AF(Wi(Y)))) V 
(Wi'(X) 11 AF(Wi(X) 11 EF(Wi(Y) 11 AF(w;«y)))))] 
The serializability condition is specified in the NuSMV model in lines 305-306. 
In the NuSMV model that is discussed in Subsection 5.6.2, we encode the 
histories produced (or generated) by the protocol explicitly, as in (J1O. The reason 
is that we consider the states in a path as instants of time and these instants of 
time represent the set of timestamps that are generated by the system. Therefore, 
we can specify histories produced by the protocol, using LTL operators, regardless 
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of the histories that produced by the model. In other words, the NuSMV model 
that is discussed in Subsection 5.6.2 generates histories satisfying access rules 
1 and 2. But, it does not satisfy access rules 3 and 4. This means that we can 
generate histories that do not satisfy the protocol. But, we can specify the histories 
generated by the protocol, as a subset of the histories generated by the NuSMV 
model. It is these histories that should imply the serializability condition, to prove 
that any history satisfying the access rules of the protocol is serializable. Now, in 
case of the NuSMV model that is discussed in Subsection 5.7.1, we explicitly define 
the timestamps by means of a variable in the model, see line 149, and therefore 
we can directly implement the access rules of the protocol, based on the explicit 
definition of timestamps in the model. This means that the NuSMV model that 
is discussed in Subsection 5.7.1 generates histories conforming to the access rules 
of the protocol. Therefore, there is no need to encode the histories produced by 
the protocol explicitly. All we need is to encode the serializability condition, as 
we do in 0"5', to check if the access rules imply the serializability condition. 
5.7.3 Verification 
As in subsection 5.6.3, we add fairness constraints (see line 307 and lines 179-
181) to make sure that all transactions will participate in any history generated 
by the N uSMV model, to verify that such a history satisfies the serializability 
condition. The CTL specifications are run by NuSMV in order to determine their 
truth or falsity in the finite state machine model. In N uSMV a CTL specification 
is given as a CTL formula introduced by the keyword SPEC (lines 187-306). For 
all specifications, the run of NuSMV model produces true which means that the 
serializability condition is true on the histories produced by the protocol and the 
NuSMV model matches the model that is defined in 5.4. 
5.8 Comparison of LTL and CTL 
In this section, we shall compare CTL and LTL for specifying and verifying such 
protocols based on timestamps. Actually, CTL and LTL have incomparable ex-
pressive power [12J. Many CTL formulas cannot be expressed in LTL, especially 
those containing paths quantified existentially. For example, the following formula 
AG[qI ==? EFcpJ 
can not be expressed in LTL. Also, the following formula in LTL 
GFqI ==? GFcp 
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can not be expressed in CTL. Now, given a transition system M and a linear 
temporal logic formula rP, the model-checking problem for M and rP is to decide 
whether rP holds in all the computations (paths) of M. When rP is a CTL formula, 
the problem is to decide whether it holds in the computation tree of M. As 
mentioned before, given a transition system of size ISI + IRI, where ISI is the 
number of states in the finite state machine, IRI the number of transitions, and If I 
the length of the formula, CTL model-checking algorithms run in time O(lfl' (lSI + 
IRI)), while LTL model-checking algorithms run in time O(ISI + IRI)·20 (lfll. Thus, 
model checking for CTL takes time linear in the size of the specification, and for 
LTL takes time exponential in the size of the specification. This seems to suggest 
that model checking for CTL is more efficient than for LTL. But, we conduct our 
own comparison of the verification of the protocol based on timestamps using LTL 
and CTL, given in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively. The results are in 
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, respectively. The model that uses LTL specifications 
executes in much less time than the model that uses CTL specifications. 
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NuSMV >read_model -i ltl_finite.smv 
NuSMV >go 
NuSMV >pick_state 
NuSMV >time 
elapse: 0.0 seconds, total: 0.0 seconds 
NuSMV >check_ltlspec -0 ltl_finite.txt 
Output to file: ltl_finite.txt 
NuSMV >time 
elapse: 4.6 seconds, total: 4.6 seconds 
NuSMV >print_usage 
BDD statistics 
BDD nodes allocated: 411217 
Statistics on BDD FSM machine. 
BDD nodes representing init set of states: 11 
BDD nodes representing state constraints: 1 
BDD nodes representing input constraints: 1 
Forward Partitioning Schedule BDD cluster size (#nodes): 
cluster 1 size 340 
Backward Partitioning Schedule BDD cluster size (#nodes): 
cluster 1 size 340 
NuSMV > check_fsm 
########################################################## 
The transition relation is total: No deadlock state exists 
########################################################## 
NuSMV > print_reachable_states 
###################################################################t 
system diameter: 26 
reachable states: 700 (2"9.45121) out of 768 (2"9.58496) 
###################################################################~ 
Figure 5.6: Time and space for the model of LTL specifications. 
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NuSMV >read_model -i ctl_finite.smv 
NuSMV >go 
NuSMV >pick_state 
NuSMV >time 
elapse: 0.1 seconds, total: 0.1 seconds 
NuSMV >check_ctlspec -0 ctl_finite.txt 
Output to file: ctl_finite.txt 
NuSMV >time 
elapse: 2538.9 seconds, total: 2538.9 seconds 
NuSMV > print_usage 
BDD statistics 
BDD nodes allocated: 2448420 
Statistics on BDD FSM machine. 
BDD nodes representing init set of states: 75 
BDD nodes representing state constraints: 1 
BOO nodes representing input constraints: 1 
Forward Partitioning Schedule BDD cluster size (#nodes): 
cluster 1 size 1124 
cluster 2 size 1259 
cluster 3 
cluster 4 
cluster 5 
size 1732 
size 1149 
size 65 
Backward Partitioning Schedule BOO cluster size (#nodes): 
cluster 1 size 1124 
cluster 2 size 1259 
cluster 3 
cluster 4 
cluster 5 
size 1732 
size 1149 
size 65 
NuSMV > check_fsm 
########################################################## 
The transition relation is total: No deadlock state exists 
########################################################## 
NuSMV > print_reachable_states 
###################################################################1 
system diameter: 26 
reachable states: 110697 (2"16.7563) out of 1.41991e+020 (2"66.9444) 
#################################################################### 
Figure 5.7: Time and space for the model of CTL specifications. 
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The reason is that the model which uses CTL specifications (with explicit times-
tamps variables) produces a large number of states in comparison with the model 
which uses LTL specifications (without timestamps variables); see Figure 5.7 and 
5.6. The large number of states is due to the explicit definition of the timestamps 
as variables in the model. The large number of variables in the model makes the 
size of the transition system (ISI + IRI) grow and affects the model checking time. 
In our problem, the size of the transition system (ISI + IRi) is much larger than 
the size of the specification If I· This makes the effect of ISI + IRI (the size of 
the transition system) dominant over Ifl (the size of the specification) in the time 
complexity formula for both CTL and LTL. Therefore, we see that LTL verifi-
cation is not particularly inefficient and is even better than CTL verification for 
such problems. Note that, Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show that no deadlock state exists 
in both models. 
Next, we explain how we can modify the model in order to encode transactions 
iterating infinitely many times, see Figure 5.8. 
Figure 5.8: Transaction can iterate infinitely many times. 
In the NuSMV model that uses LTL specifications, we can do this in a simple 
way by adding a statement which says that once a transaction has executed all 
operations then it can iterate again. The NuSMV statement, see lines 14, 25 and 
40 of Appendix C is: 
The above statement asserts that when a transaction which has executed all ope-
rations (Lc=end_l) chooses to execute again, it can take, at the next point in 
time, the value begin_1. This means that the transaction is ready to iterate 
(Lc=begin_l) in the future. All LTL specifications, which are encoded in Section 
5.5, remains unchanged except the specification which represents (P5). The new 
specification for (P5) is as follows 
(/\ /\ G[begin; ==} F-,(r;(x) /\ F(-,r;(x) /\ Fri(x)))Uendi]) /\ 
(/\ /\ G[begin; ==} F-'(Wi(X) /\ F(-,wj(x) /\ FWi(x)))Uendj]) 
i~l XEDi 
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The corresponding specifications in the NuSMV description language are in lines 
312-405 of Appendix C. 
In the NuSMV model that uses CTL specifications, we have to make some 
modifications. Firstly, as we have 11 different operations in all transactions (as 
we discussed in 5.7.1), we define the variable p_c, which represents the system 
timestamps (STS), as a set of consecutive integer numbers between 0 and 11. 
Each number represents a different timestamp. But, in the case when transactions 
iterate infinitely many times, this assumption will not be correct anymore, because 
we do not know how many times each transaction will iterate. Assume that (at 
any point in time) we have 3 (or less) active transactions contending to execute 
under the accessing rule of the protocol. Then, the maximum number of the 
different timestamps.we need is 11. Once p_c reaches 11 (the maximum value), 
it is reset to 1 again and so on, as in line 82 of Appendix D. As in the NuSMV 
model that uses LTL specifications, we add statements which say that once the 
transaction has executed all operations, it can iterate again (lines 21, 39 and 66 
of Appendix D). But, after simulating the corresponding model (Appendix D) for 
our assumptions in the NuSMV model checker, we find that the assumption is not 
correct, as in the following example: 
NuSMV >read_model -i ctl_infinite.smv 
NuSMV >go 
NuSMV >pick_state 
NuSMV >simulate -r 100 
******** Simulation Starting From State 1.1 ******** 
NuSMV >goto_state 1.1 
The current state for new trace is: 
-> State 2.1 <-
_process_selector_ = main 
T1 = begin_l 
T2 = begin_2 
Toth = begin_o 
TSM [1] [1] = 0 
TSM[l] [2] = 0 
TSM[1] [3] = 0 
TSM[1] [4] = 0 
TSM [1] [5] = 0 
TSM[2] [1] = 0 
TSM[2] [2] = 0 
TSM[2] [3] = 0 
TSM[2] [4J = 0 
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TSM[2J [5J = 0 
TSM[3J [lJ = 0 
TSM[3J [2J = 0 
TSM[3J [3] = 0 
TSM[3] [4] = 0 
TSM[3J [5J = 0 
p_c = 0 
NuSMV >goto_state 1.22 
The current state for new trace is: 
-> State 5.22 <-
_process_selector_ = main 
Tl = wlx3 
T2 = begin_2 
Toth = rox5 
TSM [1] [1] = 3 
TSM[l] [2] = 4 
TSM[1] [3] = 7 
TSM[l] [4] = 0 
TSM[l] [5] = 0 
TSM[2J [1] = 0 
TSM[2J [2J = 0 
TSM[2J [3J = 0 
TSM[2J [4J = 0 
TSM[2J [5J = 0 
TSM[3J [1] = 1 
TSM[3J [2] = 2 
TSM[3J [3J = 5 
TSM[3J [4] = 6 
TSM[3J [5J = 8 
p_c = 8 
NuSMV >goto_state 1.23 
The current state for new trace is: 
-> State 6.23 <-
_process_selector_ = main 
Tl = end_l 
T2 = begin_2 
Toth = rox5 
TSM[lJ [1J = 0 
TSM [lJ [2] = 0 
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TSM[l] [3] = 0 
TSM[l] [4] = 0 
TSM[1] [5] = 0 
TSM[2] [1] = 0 
TSM[2] [2] = 0 
TSM[2] [3] = 0 
TSM[2] [4] = 0 
TSM[2] [5] = 0 
TSM[3] [1] = 1 
TSM[3] [2] = 2 
TSM[3] [3] = 5 
TSM[3] [4] = 6 
TSM[3] [5] = 8 
p_c = 8 
NuSMV >goto_state 1.24 
The current state for new trace is: 
-> State 7.24 <-
_process_selector_ = main 
Tl = begin_l 
T2 '" begin_2 
Toth = rox5 
TSM[l] [1] = 0 
TSM[l] [2] = 0 
TSM[1] [3] = 0 
TSM[l] [4] = 0 
TSM [1] [5] = 0 
TSM[2] [1] = 0 
TSM[2] [2] = 0 
TSM[2] [3] = 0 
TSM[2] [4] = 0 
TSM[2] [5] = 0 
TSM[3] [1] = 1 
TSM[3] [2] = 2 
TSM[3] [3] = 5 
TSM[3] [4] = 6 
TSM[3] [5] = 8 
p_c = 8 
NuSMV >goto_state 1.26 
The current state for new trace is: 
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-> State 8.26 <-
_process_selector_ = main 
Tl = rlxl 
T2 = begin_2 
Toth = wox5 
TSM[l] [1] = 9 
TSM[l] [2] = 0 
TSM[1] [3] = 0 
TSM[l] [4] = 0 
TSM[1] [5] = 0 
TSM[2] [1] = 0 
TSM[2] [2] = 0 
TSM[2] [3] = 0 
TSM[2] [4] = 0 
TSM[2] [5] = 0 
TSM [3] [1] = 1 
TSM[3] [2] = 2 
TSM[3] [3] = 5 
TSM[3] [4] = 6 
TSM[3] [5] = 8 
p_c = 9 
NuSMV > goto_state 1.35 
The current state for new trace is: 
-> State 14.35 <-
_process_selector_ = main 
T1 = wlx2 
T2 = w2x3 
Toth = end_o 
TSM[1] [1] = 9 
TSM[l] [2] = 1 
TSM[l] [3] = 0 
TSM[l] [4] = 0 
TSM [1] [5] = 0 
TSM[2] [1] = 0 
TSM[2] [2] = 10 
TSM[2] [3] = 11 
TSM[2] [4] = 0 
TSM[2] [5] = 0 
TSM[3] [1) = 0 
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TSM [3J [2J = 0 
TSM [3J [3J = 0 
TSM[3J [4J = 0 
TSM [3J [5J = 0 
p_c = 1 
We notice from the example above that transaction Ll ends the execution of 
its operations in State 6.23 and L2 has not begun yet. Then, Ll begins the 
execution again (second iteration) in State 8.26 and T _2 has still not begun. 
Meanwhile, T _3 has executed some of its operations and is waiting to resume 
(Toth = wox5) .. In State 14.35 transaction L3 ends its execution and L2 and 
the second iteration of T _1 have executed some of their operations. At the same 
state, the system timestamp (p_c) is reset to 1, because it reaches 11 (the maxi-
mum value) in the previous state. Also, in State 14.35, TSM[1J [2J = 1, which 
represents the timestamp when the second iteration of transaction Ll accesses 
the data item x_2, and TSM [2J [2J = 10. This means that the second iteration of 
Ll executes its operations on x_2 before L2 does. But, we know, from the trace 
above, that this is incorrect. The reason is that the value of system timestam ps 
(p_c) is reset to 1 and there are transactions which have not completed their exe-
cution. These transactions have values of timestamps for their data items greater 
than 1, and the new read operation has the value 1. This means that, according to 
the protocol, the new operation, which has the smallest timestamp, precedes the 
other data items in the history. To solve this proble~, we have to define p_c to be 
infinite in order to keep issuing a new timestamp in order to avoid the previous 
situation. It is impossible in any model checker to define a variable with an infinite 
number of values. 
Therefore, we can say that from the comparison above of the use of CTL and 
LTL in the context of protocols based on timestamps, the tradeoff between CTL 
and LTL is not a simple tradeoff between complexity and expressiveness [13]. It 
is a more complicated matter of suitability for the problem. 
Chapter 6 
Specification and Verification of 
Mobile Multi-step Transactions 
with Priority 
6.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, we introduced a protocol, based on timestamps, to be 
a correctness criterion for multi-step transactions accessing ordered sets of data 
items D. Also, we proved that the protocol satisfies the serializability condition. 
A further observation was that the verification of the LTL specifications was easier 
than the CTL specifications that we gave. In this chapter, we shall modify the 
protocol in order to deal with mobile environments where there are two types 
of multi-step transactions, 'local' and 'mobile' transactions, iterating infinitely 
many times. These two types of transactions (mobile and local) are introduced 
in the context of mobile environments in [17, 16]. We shall specify the modified 
protocol using LTL specifications and verify using the NuSMV model checker to 
show that this modification of the protocol keeps the transactions (mobile and 
local) serializable. We shall also discuss other properties such as starvation. 
6.2 Mobile Transactions 
As in [16], we assume two kinds of transactions executing concurrently on any 
mobile database participating in a MDBC (Mobile Database Community), mobile 
transactions and local transactions. A MD BC is a dynamic collection of distribu-
ted, autonomous, heterogeneous and mobile databases, interconnected through a 
wireless communication infrastructure of a MANET (mobile ad hoc network). A 
local transaction is submitted directly to a mobile database on the same host. In 
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contrast, a mobile transaction (MT), is submitted to one or more different mobile 
databases in different hosts. At any instant in time, a new participant may join this 
community or transiently disconnect from it. The number of mobile transactions 
that may be initiated by participants is unbounded. Most of the mobile compu-
ting environment consists of fixed (FH) and mobile hosts (MH). Mobile hosts may 
comprise PDAs (Personal Digital ASSistants), cellular phones, laptops and other 
mobile-enabled technologies devices. A MH can retain its network connections to 
FHs (wired networks) through base stations (8S) via a wireless channel; see Fi-
gure 6.1. A mobile transaction, in this context, is generated by a MH and can be 
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Figure 6.1: Mobile environment global architecture. 
executed at its generating host and/or some fixed hosts. A local transaction (LT) 
is generated by a host (fixed or mobile) and can be executed on the same host [17]. 
In this chapter, we shall assume that a mobile transaction is a transaction initiated 
(or generated) in a MH and executing at different hosts (fixed or mobile). This 
means that the MH does not have any relevant data or enough server capabilities 
to execute its transactions. In the next section, we shall introduce an application 
that reflects these definitions of MTs and LTs. 
6.3 Application 
Recently, mobile-enabled devices have become common, cheap and widely used. 
The mobile services introduced by different cooperations are developing at an ex-
ponential rate. Moreover, the number of mobile customers that use digital mobile 
networks for voice and data transfer has already exceeded one billion and probably 
will exceed two billions in a few years [18]. The winners, in this context, will be 
those who have built a flexible infrastructure that delivers services easily and cost-
efficiently, as the number of subscribers they serve rapidly grows beyond bounds. 
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As universities are cooperations, many universities and colleges have started to 
invest heavily in gaining maximum benefit from this increased development in 
mobile computing [19]. 
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Figure 6.2: Mobile and local transactions in a registration system. 
For example, universities can introduce mobile services for students, using their 
own mobile-enabled devices, for various needs such as learning, reading course 
content, revising for exams, meeting course deadlines and registering on courses 
[20]. In this chapter, we shall concentrate on MTs which are used to register 
on courses. In Figure 6.2, students can register on courses using either LTs or 
MTs. By LTs, in this context, we mean the transactions that are generated by 
students to register on one or more courses from the available courses, using wired 
communications. For example, students can make use of the existing infrastructure 
of the wired network in university buildings to access the registration system. By 
MTs we mean the transactions that are generated by students to register on one 
or more courses, from the available courses, using wireless communications. For 
example, students can make use ofthe infrastructure ofthe wireless network on the 
university campus to access the registration system. They may also use mobile-
enabled devices off-campus to access the university registration system using the 
the infrastructure of the wireless network of their service provider. This means 
that students can access the website of the registration system of the university 
from their homes. 
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We assume that the set of available courses, for each subject, is a totally ordered 
set as in Definition 4.1. We can interpret the relationship among courses as a total 
order, where each course has a prerequisite course (or courses). Also, some courses 
can be taken at the same time (co-requisites). Therefore, if any student wishes to 
register on a course, they should meet the requirements of a prerequisite course, or 
they can register on the course and the prerequisite course in the same semester. 
For example, let the set of available courses in the computer science department 
be AC={discrete maths, logic design, computer systems, computer 
architecture, .. , graduation project} and AC1, AC2 and AC3 be the sets of 
the intended courses to be registered by students Si, S2 and S3, respectively, as 
follows: 
AC1={logic design, computer systems} 
AC2={discrete math, logic design} 
AC3={logic design, computer systems, computer arChitecture} 
Here, for example, Si wishes to register on logic design and computer systems 
in the same semester as co-requisite courses, and Si took the prerequisite course 
discrete math in the previous semester. Also, if S2 intends to register, for 
example, then the equivalent transaction will be as follows 
Read(discrete math) Write(discrete math) Read(logic design) 
Write(logic design) 
where the data item discrete math represents the number of students who have 
registered on the course. A student can not be registered on any course (write 
operation) without knowing, beforehand, if the number of students who have re-
gistered is less than the maximum number of students allowed to register on that 
course. Also, a student can not register on the logic design course without 
having completed registering on the prerequisite course (discrete math) before-
hand. As mentioned previously, students generate their transactions either using 
the wired infrastructure network of the university (LTs) or using the wireless in-
frastructure network of the university or the service provider (MTs); see Figure 
6.2. In fact, a local transaction scheduler in any mobile or fixed host (which has 
the database system) must decide on-line if it can grant each arriving read and 
write request immediately without violating the serializability correctness criteria. 
We assume that mobile transactions have higher priority than local transactions. 
The reason for our priority assumption is that at any time a mobile transaction 
may transiently disconnect from the network (due to communication disruption 
or to save power), so it is reasonable to give it priority over local transactions in 
the history [21]. This gives the higher priority transactions (MTs) a chance to 
execute their operations as soon as possible to avoid any disconnection that may 
occur. 
I 
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6.4 The modified protocol 
In the timestamp-based protocol, which is defined in Subsection 5.2.1, we assume 
that all transactions have the same priority to execute their operations in the 
scheduler. In this chapter, we give mobile transactions higher priority over local 
transactions. This means that we have to modify the accessing rules of the proto-
col, to new ones that are in line with our assumption. The question is - what do we 
mean by higher priority? The answer is that once a MT comes to the scheduler, 
all LTs are suspended until the MT finishes its execution. Also, if we have more 
than one MT in the schedule, we should schedule MTs together according to the 
accessing rules of the timestamp-based protocol. In other words, if the scheduler 
contains only LTs or only MTs, then we apply the accessing rules ordinarily. But, 
if there is a mixture of LTs and MTs, then the MTs apply the accessing rules 
until they finish their operations. Meanwhile, all LTs are suspended and wait for 
the MTs to finish their operations in order to resume again. For example, assume 
that we have 4 ordered sets of data items: 
Dl, - {X2' X3, X4} 
Dl , - {Xl, X2} 
Dml = {X2' I3, X4, Xs} 
Dm2 {X2' I3} 
accessed by corresponding transactions 71" 71" Tm , and Tm , respectively. Then, 
the transactions will be as follows: 
71, rl (X2)WI (X2)rJ(X3)WI (x3)rl(x4)wl(X4) 
71, - r2(xl)w2h)r2(x2)w2(X2) 
Tm , - r3(x2)w3(x2)r3(x3)w3(x3)r3(x4)w3(X4)rs(XS)W3(X5) 
Tm , r4(X2)w4 (x2)r4 (X3)W4 (X3) 
where 71, and 71, represent local transactions and Tml and Tm2 represent mobile 
transactions. Suppose that 71, precedes T m" T m, precedes T m" and T m, precedes 
71, in arriving at scheduler S. Also, suppose that S makes use of the priority 
assumption above to schedule the incoming transactions. Initially, the TSM will 
be as follows: 
o 0 0 
TS(T,D) = o 0 o 
o 0 0 
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Now, assume that history hand TSM at some point in time are such that: 
o 0 0 
TS(T,D) = 1 0 o 
o 0 0 
and that the transaction T m1 comes to the scheduler to access its first data item X2. 
According to the assumption above, 711 and 712 should suspend until Tm1 finishes 
its execution. This means that, at the next point in time, TSM and h will be such 
that 
o 0 0 
1 0 
TS(T,D)= 0 2 
o 
o 
o 0 0 
Subsequently, assume that the history hand TSM, at point in time, are such that: 
o 0 0 
1 0 0 
TS(T,D) = 0 2 o 
o 0 0 
and that the transaction Tm2 comes to the scheduler to access its first data item 
X2. According to the assumption above and accessing rule 2, Tm2 can access X2. 
Therefore, at the next point in time, the TSM and h will be such that: 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
h = rl,(xl)w12 (xdrm1 (X2)wm .(x2)rm2 (X2), TS(T, D) = 
0 2 0 
0 3 0 
(6.1) 
0 0 0 
Now, assume that the history his: 
the TSM is as in 6.1, and transactions Tm1 and Tm2 try to access data item 
X3. According to accessing rule 3, anyone of them satisfying the conditions of 
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accessing rule 4 can access X3 first. Now, both of them satisfy conditions (a) and 
(c) of rule 4. But, only T m, also satisfies condition (b) because it has the minimum 
timestamp of X2. This means that Tml preceded Tm2 in accessing X2 and it should 
also precede Tm2 in accessing X3. Subsequently, when Tml and Tm2 have finished 
their execution, the history hand TSM will be as follows: 
h = rl2 (Xl)WI2(xl)rml (X2)Wm, (x2)rm2 (X2)Wm2 (x2)r m, (X3)Wml (X3) 
rm2 (x3)Wm2 (x3)rm, (X4)Wml (x4)rml (X5)Wm, (X5) 
o 0 0 
TS(T,D) = I 0 o 
o 0 0 
We notice that the transactions T m, and T m2 timestamps entries are reset to zero. 
This occurs when any transaction finishes its execution on all its data items. Now, 
'Il, and 'Il2 can resume their executions according to the accessing rules of the 
protocol. In the previous chapter, we proved that the scheduler, which makes use 
of the accessing rules of the protocol, generates serializable histories. In the next 
subsections, we shall specify and verify the modified protocol to see whether with 
the new additional assumption that we have added about the transactions (MTs 
have higher priority than LTs), the scheduler still generates serializable histories. 
6.5 Transactions model 
In this section, we shall define properties of the read and write propositions in a 
Kripke structure M. Also, we shall illustrate the correspondence between a path 
in a Kripke structure M and a history h. 
6.5.1 Properties of read and write propositions 
Assume that we have a Kripke structure M, with the following properties (PI-
P6) relating to ri(Xj) and Wi(Xj) propositions, holding for M. We have the same 
meaning as in Section 5.4 for properties (PI-P5): 
(P 1) Read/write alternation 
(P2) Write implies read 
(P3) Read/write step proposition remains true until the next operation, be-
longing to the same transaction, becomes true 
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(P 4) A t most one step occurs at each successive state 
(PS) A transaction T; accesses each data item x E Di exactly once for both 
read and write operations 
(P6) Once a mobile transaction comes to the scheduler then, all local tran-
sactions suspend until there is no mobile transactions in the scheduler. 
For all TI, E TI, where Tl is a set of local transactions, TI, is suspended if 
there is an active mobile transaction Tmj E Tm, where Tm is a set of mobile 
transactions, in the scheduler. 
Property (P6) represents the modification on the protocol for the assumption that 
says that mobile transactions have higher priority than local transactions. 
6.5.2 The correspondence between paths and histories 
In this subsection, we illustrate the correspondence between a path in a Kripke 
structure M and a history h generated by the modified protocol, as follows: 
So 
• 
beginlt 
begin I, 
beginmt 
,/ 
Ss 
• 
• 
rlt (xtJ 
begin/, 
beginmt 
,/ 
Sg 
• 
S2 
• 
WIt(xtJ 
beginl, 
beginmt 
,/ 
• 
Wl, (Xl) WI, (Xl) Tit (X2) 
rl,(xz) WI,(X2) WI,(X2) 
endm, endm, endmt 
,/ ,/ ,/ 
endl, ri, (X4) WI, (X4) 
Sl6 817 Sl8 
• • • 
end1, end1, endlt 
WI,(X3) rl,(X4) WI,(X4) 
endmt endmt endm, 
• 
Wit (xtJ 
begin/, 
Tmt (X2) 
,/ 
811 
• 
• 
Wit (Xl) 
beginl, 
Wmt (X2) 
,/ 
• 
• 
WI, (Xl) 
beginl, 
Tm ,(X3) 
,/ 
• 
Wit (X2) 
WI, (X2) 
endmt 
Wit (X2) WI, (xz) 
ri, (X3) Wl, (X3) 
,/ ,/ 
endl, beginl, 
S19 S20 
• • • 
endlt end1, 
endl, beginl, 
endmt endm, 
• 
wI,(xd 
beginl, 
Wmt (X3) 
,/ ,/ 
S14 
• • 
• 
WI,(Xl) 
beginl, 
endmt 
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In the depiction above, we have: 
Dl, - {XJ,X2,X3} 
Dl2 = {X2, X3, X4} 
Dml = {X2, X3} 
and the corresponding transactions as follow~: 
711 - 7'1 h)W1 (X1)rJ(X2)W1 (x2h (X3)W1 (X3) 
71, - 7'2 (X2)W2 (X2)7'2(X3)W2(X3)7'2(X4)W2(X4) 
Tml - 7'3 (X2)W3(X2)7'3(X3)W3(X3) 
The read and write propositions that are given for each successive state represent 
the propositions that are true in that state. The top of each column displays the 
unique proposition that becomes true in the particular state. This represents the 
read and write operations that have been scheduled by the modified protocol. In 
order to make it easier to follow the structure with a large number of propositions 
which are false, only the values of propositions that are true in the states of the 
trace are shown. The corresponding history his: 
h = 7'1, (X1)WI, (X1)7'ml (X2)Wml (X2)7'ml (X3)Wml (X3)7'I,(X2)WI,(X2)7'11 (X2)WI, (X2)n,(X3) 
Wl, (X3)7'lJ (X3)Wll (X3 )7'12 (X4)WI2 (X4) ... 7't, (X2) ... 7'lJ (Xl) ... 7' ml (X2) ... 
Notice, from the depiction above, that once the mobile transaction T ml starts to 
execute its operations in the scheduler, all local transactions suspend (see states 
S3-87) until the mobile transaction ends, and then they can resume again (see 
states 88-818). Also, notice that each transaction (mobile or local transaction) can 
iterate (or repeat) in the history infinitely many times; see state Sk. In S16 and 819, 
local transactions 71, and 71, end their execution, respectively, and may iterate 
again at any point in time in the future; see state 8k. In state 8k, we denote by '-' 
an arbitrary operation of a local transaction that has executed. This means that 
the local transactions can iterate in the interval between S20 and 8k and once the 
second iteration of a mobile transaction has started (or it could be a new mobile 
transaction), then all local transactions (new or iterated transactions) suspend. 
Furthermore, this means that the mobile transaction Tml may iterates again in 
the future regardless of the progress of the local transactions. The phenomenon 
of iterating transactions, in the context of students registration systems, occurs 
widely. 
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6.6 Encoding into LTL 
In this section, we shall encode the properties of the read and write propositions 
(P1-P6) ofthe structure that has been explained in Subsection 6.5.2, the serializa-
bility condition and some other liveness properties into LTL. Firstly, the properties 
of the read and write propositions (P 1-P 5) are exactly the same properties that 
were explained and encoded in Sections 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. The additional 
property (P6) will be encoded as follows. 
(P6) Once a mobile transaction comes to the scheduler then, all local transactions 
suspend until there are no mobile transactions in the scheduler. 
For all Tl, E Th where Tl is a set of local transactions, Tl, is suspended if there is 
an active mobile transaction Tm; E Tm, where Tm is a set of mobile transactions 
in the scheduler. 
UP6 = 
j;:::l, TjETm 
Dj={Xl, ... ,Xu } 
In UP6, we make use of additional propositions Ci (i ::::: 1, Ti E 7]), each of which 
is true in a state if and only if the local transaction 7] progresses (or 7] does not 
remain on the same operation of the previous state). This can be specified as U e 
as follows 
1\ G[(ri(x) /\ X-,ri(x)) ~ XCi] /\ 
1\ 1\ G[(Wi(X) /\ X -'Wi(X)) ~ X Cd 
i~l, TiETl xeDi 
Next, we encode the serializability condition of Theorem 4.8 as Use as follows 
ase, = 1\ 1\ G[P;j ~ (F(Wi(X) /\ F(wj(x))))U-'P;j] 
id?:.l,ifj xEDinVj, Xl<DX 
O'sc = aSCI 1\ l7SC2 
As in 5.5, aSe, represents the specification to avoid any cycle of length two on 
the same data item between any two transactions (see Figure 5.1(a)) and ase, 
represents the specification to avoid any cycle of length two on different data 
items between any two transactions (see Figures 5.1(b) and 5.1(c)). In ase" we 
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make use of additional propositions Pij (i,j 2: 1, i i' j), each of which is true in a 
state if and only if 7i precedes Tj on the first data item Xl E Di n Dj. Therefore, 
(Jsc, means that if 7i precedes Tj on the first data item Xl E Di n Dj, eventually 
7i will precedes Tj on every data item X E Di n Dj, where X is such that Xl <D X, 
until Tj precedes 7i on the first data item in the future. This means that the 
value of Pij should become false. Because we assume that the transactions may 
iterate infinitely many times, the value of the propositions Pij may also change 
in a path infinitely many times. For example, assume we have two transactions 
7i and T;, where Ti precedes Tj on the first data item Xl E Di n Dj in the first 
iteration. Then, at some point in time in the future, transaction 7i ends and Tj 
has not ended yet. After that, the second iteration of 7i starts its execution and 
Tj has not yet ended the first iteration. This means that Tj precedes the second 
iteration of Ti on the first data item Xl, and P;j should change its value; see the 
depiction below. 
/ / / / / 
Ti(XI) Wi(XI) Tj (Xl) endi Ti(xd 
SI SI+r SI+! s/+u sHp 
• • • • • 
Ti(XI) Wi(XI) Wi(XI) endi Ti(XI) 
Wi(XO) Wi(XO) Tj(XI) Tj(Xu) Tj(Xs) 
The following specifies that the transactions (local or mobile) will keep iterating 
infinitely many times in a given path: 
(Jin! = A G[(begini =} F endi) /\ (endi =} F begini)]' 
i~l 
where (Jin! expresses that whenever a transaction begins it eventually ends, and 
whenever a transaction ends it eventually begins again. The corresponding speci-
fications of the properties PI and P2 ((JPI and (JP2) together with (Jin! make sure 
that the transactions will keep iterating infinitely many times. This means that in 
a path of the scheduler, there must never be a point at which the condition of the 
iteration ((begini =} F endi) /\ (endi =} F begini)) becomes false. Therefore, 
we can consider the concept of 'infinitely many times' as a loop; see Figure 6.3. 
The reason is that we build an infinite path using a finite number of states, so the 
path must contain a loop. 
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---
o ----+- 0 ----+- Os, ----+- 0 .......... ,. OSHn·· .. · .. ,. 
Figure 6.3: 'Infinitely many times' means a loop. 
In LTL, time is linear so that at each moment in time we have only one possible 
future. Figure 6.3 does not represent a case that may happen in a LTL path as 
there are two possible f1.!tures in the state Si+n' But, if the loop is unwound (as 
in Figure 6.4), then we can look at the path as a sequence of states {Si, ... ,Si+n} 
comprising infinitely many iterations. 
Figure 6.4: Set of states iterating infinitely often 
6.7 The corresponding NuSMV model 
In model checking, it is crucial to ensure that the model which has been defined in 
the model checker description language matches the model that has been defined 
by the user, in order to perform correct model checking. Therefore, in this section, 
we shall explain how we can build a NuSMV model that matches the transactions 
model which has been discussed in Section 6.5. 
6.7.1 The model variables 
In this subsection, we explain the NuSMV model variables which are defined in the 
NuSMV description language in Appendix E. Firstly, we define three transactions 
operations Tt, T2 and Tm in lines 77-79 of Appendix E. Tt and T2 represent two 
local transactions operations and Tm represents mobile transaction operations. 
These transactions (local and mobile) are contending to access five data items. 
The reason for defining three transactions is explained in Section 5.5. The reason 
for defining five data items comes from the proposed application in Section 6.3. 
Each available course in the registration system is represented by a data item. 
Typically, students can register on up to five co-requisite courses at the same time 
but not more. If we increase the number of available courses in each semester, the 
possibility that the students transactions intersect (or contend) on the data items 
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(available courses) will reduce. Therefore, we choose a few data items to verify 
the system behaviour·where there is a high probability of transactions intersecting 
on the same data items. The additional propositions, Ci which are introduced in 
Section 6.6, are defined in lines 84 and 85 of Appendix E. Also, the additional 
propositions Pij are defined in lines 81-83. The formal variables of the module move 
(see line 1), Le, TO and Tt receive the variables Tt, T2 and Tm, as in Subsection 
5.6.2. The formal parameter n receives a number between 1-3 (Le. 1 means that 
process (or transaction) Ll is currently executing), exactly as in Subsection 5.6.2. 
Moreover, The formal parameters p12 ,p13 ,p23, el and c2 receive the variables 
p12,p13,p23,cl and c2 respectively. 
6.7.2 Specifications 
The behaviour of the modified protocol is specified as a finite state machine in the 
input language of NuSMV. The transition relation of the finite state machine is 
defined by a relationship between the values of boolean expressions in a state and 
their values in the next state. The FSM of the modified protocol is defined by 
instantiating the module type move three times in the module main, with the names 
Ll, L2 and L3 respectively, see lines 87-89. The module move represents the 
movement of each transaction from one operation to the next one, as we mentioned 
before in Subsection 5.6.2. Now, we explain how we can specify the accessing rules 
of the modified protocol in the NuSMV model. Firstly, the accessing rule 1 is 
specified as follows 
3 next(T_c):=case 
4 T_c=begin_l&Tl=begin_m&n=l&(!(T_c=rlxl)&(!(Tl=rmxl») :rlxl; 
5 T_c=rlxl &Tl=begin_m&n=l :wlxl; 
6 T_c=wlxl &Tl=begin_m&n=1&«!(T_c=rlx2»&(!(TO=r2x2»& 
7 (!(Tl=rmx2») :rlx2; 
8 T_c=rlx2 &Tl=begin_m& n=l :wlx2; 
9 T_c=wlx2 &Tl=begin_m&n=l&«! (T_c=rlx3»&(! (TO=r2x3»& 
10 ( ! (Tl=rmx3») & p12 : rlx3; 
In line 4, the current transaction Lc (or the transaction being executed) can 
not execute or move to the read operation on a data item xl without satisfying 
the conditions: Tl=begin...lll and (! (Lc=rlxl)& (! (Tl=rmxl»»). The condition 
(! (Lc=rlxl)&(! (Tt=rmxl») means that if there does not exist another tran-
saction (Le. Tt) currently executing the read operation on the same data item xl, 
the transaction Lc can execute the read operation on xi. This condition repre-
sents accessing rule 1 of the modified protocol. In line 6, the same idea applies 
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on the data item x2. The condition Tl=beginJll represents our assumption which 
says that mobile transactions have higher priority over local transactions. For 
example, as in line 8, the current transaction Lc can execute the next operation 
(w1x2) if the mobile transaction Tl has not started yet (Tl=beginJll), where Tl is 
the formal parameter of the mobile transaction Tm. Otherwise, assume that the 
mobile transaction Tl is executing an operation on any data item. This means that 
the condition T1=beginJll is not satisfied and therefore the current transaction Lc 
should suspend until the mobile transaction finishes its execution. Further, in lines 
9 and 10 the current transaction Lc, where Lc is the formal parameter of the 
transaction Tl, can execute the next operation (w1x3) if the variable p12 is true. 
This means that the transaction T _c can execute the read operation on the data 
item x3 if Lc has preceded the other transaction in accessing the first data item 
x2, where x2 is the first data item in Dj n D2. Actually, p12 represents accessing 
rule 4 which says that the transaction Tt can execute any data item x, where x is 
such that Xj <Di x and Xj is the, first data item, if Tt is the first transaction acces-
sing Xj among all other transactions that access Xj. The additional propositions 
Pij, which have been introduced in Section 6.6, are given by the model variables 
p12, p13 and p23. For example, the variable p12 is true iftransaction T1 precedes 
T2 on the first data item x2 in Dj n D2. This is specified as follows: 
42 next(p12):=case 
43 (next(T_c)=r1x2! 
44 next(T_c)=end_1) : 1; 
45 (next(T_c)=r2x2! next (T_c)=w2x2 ! next (T_c)=r2x3 ! next(T_c)=w2x3! 
46 next (T_c) =r2x4 ! next(T_c)=w2x4!next(T_c)=end_2) & (TO=begin_1! 
47 TO=r1x1 !TO=w1x1 ) :0; 
48 1 :p12; 
49 esac; 
The initial value of the variable p12 is set to be false (see line 97 of Appendix E). 
As given in line 42 above, the relationship between the value of variable p12 in a 
particular state and its successor state is represented by next (p12). The value of 
the variable p12 equals true (or 1) in the next state (successor state) if the value 
of the transaction Lc (the formal parameter of the transaction Tl) equals one of 
the following values rlx2, w2x2, rlx3, w2x3 or end_l, and the value of TO (the 
formal parameter of the transaction T2) equals begin_2. This means that p12 is 
true if we have a state in the FSM where the transaction T1 is executing one of 
its operations on the data items in Dj n D2 (x2 and x3) and the transaction T2 
has not started yet (TO=begin_2). This specifies that T1 precedes T2 in the first 
data item in Dj n D2. The propositions p13 and p23 are specified in the NuSMV 
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description language (lines 51-55 and lines 57-62 respectively) in the same way as 
p12. 
Next, the read and write properties (P1-P6) of the model, which were intro-
duced in Subsection 6.5.1, are specified as follows: 
(P 1) Read/write alternation 
O'Pl = 1\ 1\ G[(ri(x) '* F(Wi(X) A F(ri(Y)))] 
i;:::1 x,yEDi,x<vY 
The corresponding specifications of the property PI in the NuSMV description 
language are in lines 137-139, 141-143 and 145-154 for transactions Tl, T2 and Tm 
respectively. 
(P2) Write implies read 
O'P2 = 1\ 1\ G[ri(x) '* F(Wi(X))] 
i~l xEDi 
We specify the property P2 in NuSMV in lines 157-159, 162-164 and 166-170 for 
. transactions Tl, T2 and Tm respectively. 
(P3) Read/write step proposition remains true until the next operation, belonging 
to the same transaction, becomes true 
O'P3 = 1\ 1\ G[Wi(X) '* -,ri(x)] A 
1\ 1\ G[ri(Y) '* -'Wi(X)] 
Lines 173-178, 180-185 and 187-196 give the corresponding NuSMV specifications 
of the property P3 for the transactions Tl, T2 and Tm respectively. 
(P4) At most one step occurs at each successive state 
O'P4 = 1\ G H(-,ri(Xj) A -,ri'(xj')) A X(ri(Xj) A ri,(Xj' ))) 
i,i/~l 
l$j,j'$m 
i-=/i' or i:j.j' 
A-,(( -,ri(Xj) A -'Wi'(xj')) A X(ri(xi) A Wi'(Xj' ))) 
A-'((-'Wi(Xj) A -'Wi'(Xj')) A X(Wi(Xj) AWi'(Xj' )))]. 
O'P4 is specified in lines 199-229 of Appendix E. 
(P5) A transaction T; accesses each data item x E Di exactly once for both read 
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and write operations 
CTP5 = (/\ 1\ G[begini =} F-.(ri(x) /\ F(-.r;(x) /\ Fri(x)))UendiJ) /\ 
(/\ 1\ G[begini =} F-.(w;(x) /\ F (-,w; (x) /\ FWi(x)))Uendi]) 
i?:l XEDi 
The property CTP5 is specified in the NuSMV description language in lines 232-278. 
(P6) Once a mobile transaction comes to the scheduler then, all local transactions 
suspend until there is no mobile transactions in the scheduler. 
CTP6 = 1\ 
j?:lJ TjETm 
Dj={Xl, ... ,Xu} 
In (TP6, we make use of additional propositions Ci (i :2: 1, 1'; E 1';), which are 
defined in lines 84 and 85. Proposition Cl E Ci , for example, is true if and only if 
the local transaction Tl progresses. This is specified (for Cl) as follows: 
64 next(c1):=case 
65 n=l & T_c!=next(T_c) :1; 
66 1 : 0; 
67 esac; 
The value of Cl in the initial state is set to be false, as in line 100. At any state 
thereafter, the value of Cl is determined by next(c1), as in line 64 above. This 
value is true if and only if the value of the transaction Lc (the formal parameter 
of T1) is progressing (Lc!=next(Lc)). 'Otherwise' means (Lc=next(Lc)) and 
the transaction T1 (n=l) is not progressing or the current transaction Lc is not 
T1 (n!=l). In order to make sure that the propositions Ci behave in a correct 
manner in the NuSMV model, we specify (Te, of Section 6.6, as follows: 
CTe = 1\ 1\ G[(ri(x) /\X-.ri(x)) =} X Cd /\ 
1\ 1\ G[(Wi(X) /\X-'Wi(X)) =} X Cil 
i?:l, TiETl XEDi 
The corresponding specifications of (Te in the NuSMV are in lines 282-299. Line 
280 represents the corresponding N uSMV specification of the property P6. 
The following serializability condition specifications 
GSCl = 1\ 1\ 
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CfSC2 = /\ 
are specified in NuSMV in lines 302-313 and 315-318 for (TSC! and (Tsc2 respectively. 
The specification that asserts that the transactions (local and mobile) will keep 
iterating infinitely many times 
(Tin! = /\ G[(begini ==> F endi) 1\ (endi ==> F begini)J 
i:;::l 
is specified in the NuSMV description language in lines 320-325 for each transac-
tion: T2, T1 and Tmrespectively. Also, in lines 341-355, we add specifications to 
make sure that (Tin! is equivalent to the following specification 
(Tin!1 = /\ GF[(begini ==> F endi) 1\ (endi ==> F begini)J. 
i~l 
The reason is that the 'infinitely many times' or 'infinitely often' event occurrence 
(called weak fairness), is usually expressed in LTL using the temporal operators 
GF [12J. In our NuSMV model, we assume that both specifications (Tin! and (Tin!l, 
which represent iteration of the transactions infinitely many times in the model, 
are equivalent. Moreover, as in subsection 5.6.3, we add fairness constraints (see 
lines 103-131) to make sure that all operations of the transactions will participate 
in any history generated by the NuSMV model. 
6.8 Verification of the transactions model 
In this section, we verify the truth or falsity of the all specifications that we have 
introduced in the previous section, in the finite state machine which represents 
the model of the modified protocol. This is performed by exploring the state 
space of the state transition system of the modified protocol. If any specification 
is true, this means that the modified protocol satisfies this specification. Other-
wise, NuSMV will produce a counterexample. The run of the NuSMV model is 
documented in Appendix E. It produces the following outputs: 
1- The corresponding specifications of the properties (P1-P6) of the model, 
which were introduced in Subsection 6.5.1, are true. This means that the 
NuSMV model matches the model given in Subsection 6.5.2. Moreover, the 
corresponding specifications of the specifications of the additional proposi-
tions Ci , which are represented in (Te, are also true. This means that Ci's 
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behave in the NuSMV model in the way intended. 
2- The corresponding specifications of the serializability conditions aSet and 
a SC2 are true if the transactions that participate in ascI or a SC2 , are only local 
or only mobile transactions, as in Figure 6.5. But, if the transactions that 
participate in ascI or a SC2 are a mixture of local and mobile transactions, the 
specifications are false; see Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7. 
In Figure 6.6, the counterexample shows that if a local transaction begins its 
execution (Tl = rlxl), it is possible, at the next point in time, that a mobile 
transaction begins its execution (Tm = rmxl). This corresponds to the following 
history h: 
where Ti is a local transaction, T.v is a mobile transaction and DinDi , = {Xl,"" Xp}. 
In h, once the write operation of the transaction T; on the data item Xl (Wi(XI)) 
occurs, we will have a cycle between T; and T;, on the same data item as in Figure 
5.1(a). This makes the history generated by the modified protocol not serializable 
any more. Also, in Figure 6.7, the counterexample shows that if a local transaction 
(L2) precedes a mobile transaction (L3) on a data item at some point in time 
(T2=w2x2 and Tm=beginJD), it is possible for the mobile transaction to precede 
the local transaction on another data item in D2 n D3. This corresponds to the 
following history hI: 
where T; is a local transaction, T;, is a mobile transaction and DinDi, = {X2, ... , xp}. 
In hi, once T; executes the read (or write) operation on the data item X3 (ri(x3) 
or Wi(X3)), we will have a cycle between T; and T;, on the different data items, as 
in Figures 5.1(b) and 5.1(c), and therefore the history generated by the modified 
protocol is not serializable any more. The reason that non-serializable histories 
such as h and hi above are produced, is that our assumption says that once a 
mobile transaction comes to the scheduler, all local transactions should suspend 
until there are no mobile transactions in the scheduler. 
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specification G ! (Tl = r1x2 & T2 = r2x2) is true 
specification G !(T1 = r1x3 & T2 = r2x3) is true 
specification G (p12 -> « F (Tl = wlx3 & F T2 = w2x3» 
U !p12» is true 
-- specification G (!p12 -> « F (T2 = w2x3 & FTl = w1x3) ) 
U p12» is true 
Figure 6.5: (JSCj and (Jsc, hold, if both transactions are of the same type. 
3- The corresponding specifications of (Jinf, specifying iterations of the tran-
sactions infinitely many times, are true. This means that the transactions 
in the model will indeed keep iterating infinitely many times. Moreover, the 
specification which asserts the equivalence of (Jinf and (Jinfl is also true. 
6.9 Verification of starvation freedom 
From the results of the verifications in the previous section, we notice that it 
is possible, according to the modified protocol, to have a situation where local 
transactions execute some read and write operations and then a mobile transaction 
starts its execution while the local transactions wait for the mobile transaction to 
finish. This can be depicted as follows: 
h = ... rij (xJ! ... Wi,(X3) ....... :, .:,\_(X_I_)_ ...... __ W_i;:,.\ (_x~p)" .. Wi, (Xl)'" ri,(X4)." 
Til and Ti2 are suspended 
where T;, T;2 are local transactions and T;\ is a mobile transaction. Also, the 
verifications above show that transactions can iterate infinitely many times in the 
model. Hence, we can conceive of a situation where local t~ansactions execute 
some read and write operations, and then a set of mobile transactions come to the 
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scheduler and keep iterating infinitely many times. This means that the local tran-
sactions cannot proceed an infinite period of time while the mobile transactions 
continue iterating normally in the system infinitely many times. This situation 
can be depicted as follows: 
Ti 1 and Ti2 are suspended 
where Ti, Ti2 are local transactions and 'li; and Ti; are mobile transactions. If this 
situation sometimes occurs in the model, we will have what is called starvation. In 
[2G], starvation may refer to a situation where a process waits for an event that may 
never occur, starvation or indefinite blocking refers to a situation where processes 
wait indefinitely, or starvation refers to a situation where processes continue to 
run indefinitely but fail to make any progress. The definition of starvation in the 
context of transactions processing systems, is that a transaction cannot continue 
for an indefinite amount of time while others proceed normally [22J. We specify (in 
our NuSMV model) that the above situation will not happen in a history produced 
by the modified protocol, to make sure that the protocol is starvation-free. If not, 
the model checker will produce a counterexample where this situation will happen 
eventually, supporting our suspicion that starvation does occur. This is specified 
in Us as follows: 
i~f~l.i=lj,xEDi 
nETI,TjETm. 
G-'[Wi(X) /\ X(GF(((beginj ==? Fendj ) /\ 
(endj ==? Fbeginj)) /\ Wi(X)))J. 
The corresponding specification of Us in NuSMV model is in lines 339 and 340. 
We run the NuSMV model, without imposing fairness constraints, to verify the 
truth or falsity of the specification and the output is in Figure 6.8. Actually, we 
remove the fairness constraints, that are specified in lines 103-118, to make sure 
that the NuSMV model checker will produce a relevant counterexample. Otherwise 
(with fairness constraints imposed), NuSMV will produce a counterexample which 
contains all operations ofthe local transactions Ll and L2. The reason is that the 
fairness constraints restrict attention of the model checker to only those execution 
path,S that every operation in Ll and L2 is true infinitely often. But, we want 
the model checker to consider all possible paths, as one or more of them may 
represent starvation. The counterexample in Figure G.8 shows that the starvation 
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can happen. Also, the counterexample in Figure 6.8 shows a case where the mobile 
transaction (L3) keep iterating in the system (State: 1. 4-State: 1. 27) and the 
local transaction (Ll) is waiting to resume. Note that in the printout of an infinite 
counterexample in NuSMV, the starting point of the loop is marked by -- loop 
starts here [1l]. This results asserts that the modified protocol is not starvation 
free. 
Now, assume that we add new accessing rules to the modified protocol to 
make sure that the produced histories are serializable. For example, let us add 
accessing rules which say that when a mobile transaction comes to the scheduler 
and there is a local transaction which has executed some of its operations on 
data items, and these operations may conflict with the incoming operations of 
the mobile transaction, then the mobile transaction should suspend until the local 
transaction finishes its execution. After that, the mobile transaction starts its 
execution again. Meanwhile, all other local transactions should be suspended. 
This can be explained as follows. Let Dj, D2 and Dm be the sets of data items: 
Dj 
Dz 
Dm 
-
-
= 
{Xj,Xz} 
{X3, X4, X5} 
{Xl> X2, X3} 
accessed by Tb Tz and T m respectively. Suppose that T j and T2 are local transac-
tions and T m is a mobile transaction. Consider the following serializable history 
h which shows the effect of the new accessing rules 
h = ... Wj(xI)r2(x3)wZ(X3h (xz)Wj (xZ)rm(XI)Wm(XI) ... r m(X3)wm(x3)r2(x4) ... 
i r i 
ta, v ,tb,'-____ -.v _____ ,tc 
T m waiting for Tl to finish no local transaction can proceed 
In the above history h, mobile transaction T m comes to the scheduler at time 
ta· Local transaction TI has executed on the data item Xl beforehand. At that 
point in time, assume that we allow the mobile transaction T m to execute its ope-
rations. This will make a cycle of length 2 between Tj and T m when Tj executes 
on the data item Xz. So, we suspend mobile transaction T m until time tb when 
local transaction TI has finished its execution. Meanwhile, between the times ta 
and tb, another local transaction Tz comes to the scheduler and executes its read 
and write operations on the data item X3: At time tb, the mobile transaction Tm 
starts its execution because there is no local transaction that has executed some of 
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its operations on data items and these operations may conflict with its operations. 
Between the times tb and te , no local transaction can proceed. After time t e, local 
transaction T2 resumes again. 
Even if these new accessing rules produce serializable histories, they will not 
make the protocol starvation free. The reason is that the protocol allows mobile 
transactions to keep iterating infinitely many times in the scheduler while local 
transactions are waiting to resume. This reason is the same as the one given in 
Figure 6.S. This means that the new accessing rules do not remove the situation 
which produces the starvation. For example, in the above history h, assume that, 
between timestb and te , more mobile transactions come to the scheduler and keep 
iterating infinitely many times. This means that local transaction T2 should be 
suspended for an indefinite amount of time thereby producing starvation. Finally, 
we notice that the little modification made on the protocol, produces both non-
serializable histories and also causes starvation. 
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-- specification G !(Tm = rmxl & Tl = rlxl) is false 
-- as demonstrated by the following execution sequence 
Trace Description: LTL Counterexample 
Trace Type: Counterexample 
-> State: 1.1 <-
Tl = begin_l 
T2 = begin_2 
Tm = begin_m 
p12 = 0 
p13 = 0 
p23 = 0 
cl = 0 
c2 = 0 
-> Input: 1. 2 <-
_process_selector_ = T_l 
running = 0 
T_3.running = 0 
T_2.running = 0 
T_1.running = 1 
-> State: 1. 2 <-
Tl = rlxl 
p13 = 1 
cl = 1 
-> Input: 1.3 <-
_process_selector_ = T_3 
running = 0 
T_3.running = 1 
T_2.running = 0 
T_1.running = 0 
-> State: 1. 3 <-
Tm = rmxl 
cl = 0 
-> Input: 1.13 <-
_process_selector_ = T_3 
running = 0 
L3.running = 1 
L2.running = 0 
T_1.running = 0 
-> State: 1.13 <-
Tm = wmx5 
Figure 6.6: a,el does not hold. 
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specification G (p23 -> « F (T2 = w2x3 & F Tm = wmx3)) 
U !p23)) is false 
as demonstrated by the following execution sequence 
Trace Description: LTL Counterexample 
Trace Type: Counterexample 
-> State: 2.1 <-
Tl = begin_1 
T2 = begin_2 
Tm = begin_m 
p12 = 0 
p13 = 0 
p23 = 0 
cl = 0 
c2 = 0 
-> Input: 2.16 <-
_process_selector_ = T_2 
-> State: 2.16 <-
T2 = w2x2 
c2 = 1 
-> Input: 2.32 <-
_process_selector_ = T_3 
-> State: 2.32 <-
Tm = rmxl 
cl = 0 
-> Input: 2.42 <-
_process_selector_ = T_3 
-> State: 2.42 <-
Tm = end_m 
-> Input: 2.53 <-
_process_selector_ = T_2 
-> State: 2.53 <-
T2 = w2x3 
Figure 6.7: uSe2 does not hold. 
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-- specification G !(Tl = wlxl & X ( G ( F «(Tm = begin_m -> 
F Tm = end_m) & (Tm = end_m -> F Tm = begin_m)) & Tl = wlxl)))) 
is false 
-- as demonstrated by the following execution sequence 
Trace Type: Counterexample 
-> State: 1. 1 <-
Tl = begin_l 
T2 = begin_2 
Tm = begin_m 
p12 = 0 
p13 = 0 
p23 = 0 
cl = 0 
c2 = 0 
-> Input: 1.2 <-
_process_selector_ = T_l 
-> State: 1. 2 <-
T1 = rlxl 
-> Input: 1.3 <-
_process_selector_ = T 1 
-> State: 1.3 <-
T1 = wlxl 
-> Input: 1. 4 <-
-- Loop starts here 
_process_selector_ = T_3 
-> State: 1.4 <-
Tm = rmx1 
_process_selector_ = T_3 
-> State: 1.16 <-
_process_selector_ = T_3 
Tm = begin_m 
-> Input: 1.18 <-
_process_selector_ = T_3 
-- Loop starts here 
-> State: 1.18 <-
Tm = wmxl 
-> State: 1.26 <-
Tm = wmx5 
-> Input: 1.27 <-
_process_selector_ = T_3 
-> State: 1.27 <-
Tm = end_m 
Figure 6.8: (Js does not hold. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
Most database concurrency control techniques deal with a finite number of tran-
sactions executing concurrently in schedulers. Recent advances in portable devices 
and wireless communications (mobile computing) allow for unlimited numbers of 
concurrent users executing transactions. The verification techniques used to de-
termine the correctness of such traditional database systems are mathematical 
proofs. These have several disadvantages such as the possibility of human error, 
they may not cover all system behaviours in a mobile setting, and require spe-
cial expertise in mathematics. An automatic verification approach such as ours, 
overcomes these disadvantages. Our approach models an unlimited number of 
transactions incoming and outgoing from a system. We use a model checking ap-
proach that is based on temporal logic. This approach allows for the systems and 
their properties to be specified using temporal logics. The verification part is per-
formed by checking exhaustively the state space of the system behaviours against 
the specifications. If the system does not satisfy its properties, counterexamples 
to pinpoint the errors are produced. 
In this thesis, we assume serializability to be the correctness condition for 
concurrent transactions executing in a transactions processing system. We prove 
that the acyciicity of conflict graphs correspond to serializability in the case of 
an infinite number of transactions accessing data items in some finite set. We 
give a simpler correspondence in the case where transactions access the same set 
of data items. We define and prove conditions for multi-step transactions, that 
iterate infinitely many times in a system and access the same set of data items in 
possibly different orders, to ensure serializability. We find that serializability holds 
for a schedule of such multi-step transactions, if and only if any two transactions, 
participating in the schedule, satisfy the serializability conditions. The significance 
of this is that we can specify and verify serializability conditions in CTL or LTL 
in an easy and efficient way. The process is one of specifying a scheduler by a 
transition system and the serializability condition by temporal logic. Then, an 
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automatic verification is performed using a model checker, to see whether the 
scheduler satisfies the serializability condition. 
We consider a new case of multi-step transactions accessing different sets of 
data items, where each transaction accesses a contiguous subset of data items of 
an ordered set of all data items. We prove that if the corresponding conflict graph 
of a schedule has a cycle, there is a cycle of length two. We make use of this result 
to prove that serializability for a schedule of such multi-step transactions can be 
achieved, if and only if any two transactions, participating in the schedule, satisfy 
a serializability condition. 
In order to apply the aforementioned ideas, we give a protocol, based on times-
tamps, to be a concurrency control criterion suitable for multi-step transactions 
accessing ordered sets of data items. The behaviour of the protocol is specified as 
a finite state machine in the input language of the NuSMV model checker. Then, 
we use LTL to encode the serializability condition for the multi-step transactions. 
We find that LTL is a good choice to specify a protocol based on timestamps 
because any state in LTL path could implicitly represent a timestamp. Actually, 
we encode the behaviour of the protocol in terms of three transactions. Two of 
them represent any two transactions satisfying the accessing rules of the protocol, 
and the remaining one represents any other transaction in the schedule. We find 
that the proposed protocol satisfies the serializability condition. This means that 
we prove that the schedules, produced by the protocol, are serializable. 
Furthermore, we encode the specifications for the protocol and serializability 
condition of the multi-step transactions into CTL in order to compare between 
LTL and CTL in terms of suitability for such protocols. Because CTL considers 
time to be branching, at each moment there are several different possible futures. 
Therefore, we have to define timestamps explicitly for each active transaction and 
data item. We find that LTL verification is more efficient for the proposed protocol. 
The reason is that the explicit timestamps defined in CTL, greatly increase the 
number of states in the state space and this affects model checking efficiency. 
We extend the LTL and CTL models to include transactions iterating infinitely 
many times to represent a real situation. We find that the LTL model needs a 
simple modification to achieve this. The CTL model needs much effort to achieve 
the same. Moreover, we find that CTL verification does not achieve our goal of 
modelling transactions iterating infinitely many times. The reason is that we define 
timestamps as finite and the real situation requires timestamps to be infinite and 
it is impossible in any model checker to define a variable with an infinite number 
of values. The comparison between specifications and verifications using CTL and 
LTL, in the context of protocols based on timestamps, is not a simple tradeoff 
between complexity and expressiveness. It is a more complex matter of suitability 
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for the problem. 
In the culminating study of this thesis, we modify the proposed protocol to 
satisfy real-world requirements which occur in mobile computing environments. 
The modified protocol considers two types of transactions mobile and local tran-
sactions, and gives mobile transactions higher priority than for local transactions. 
This modification is justified in that mobile transactions may transiently discon-
nect from the network due to communication disruption or to save power. We 
build a model for the modified protocol and transactions using the NuSMV in-
put language. Also, we encode the serializability condition and the properties of 
the model into LTL. We find, after performing the verification, that the modified 
protocol is not serializable. The counterexamples, that are produced by model 
checkers, show that giving mobile transactions higher priority over local transac-
tions makes the histories produced by the protocol not serializable and may also 
lead to starvation in the local transactions. 
The main contributions to knowledge: 
1. We prove that acyclicity of conflict graphs correspond to serializability in the 
case of an infinite number of multi-step transactions accessing data items in 
some finite set. 
2. We prove a simpler correspondence, in the case where transactions access 
the same set of data items, such that if the corresponding conflict graph of 
a schedule has a cycle, there is a cycle of length two. 
3. We make use of the previous results to define and prove the main result 
which gives the conditions for serializability that will form the basis of the 
specification in CTL or LTL. This result is very useful for improving the per-
formance of model checking Le. we reduce the time complexity of checking 
n transactions (O(n!)) to two transactions (O(n2)). Moreover, encoding the 
serializability conditions using two transactions make the length of the speci-
fication formula If I much less than encoding serializability conditions using 
n transactions. This means that the model checker needs much less time 
to verify the specification formula for two transactions than to verify the 
specification formula for n transactions. 
4. We consider a new case of multi-step transactions accessing different sets 
of data items, where each transaction accesses a contiguous subset of data 
items of an ordered set of all data items. We prove that it is sufficient to 
check the serializability condition for every two transactions, participating 
in a schedule, to make sure that the schedule is serializable. 
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5. We give a protocol, based on timestamps, to be a concurrency control crite-
rion suitable for multi-step transactions accessing ordered sets of data items. 
6. We compare the suitability of LTL and CTL for specifying and verifying 
such protocols. 
7. We modify the proposed protocol to satisfy real-world requirements which 
occur in mobile computing environments. 
8. We consider the specification and verification of (the absence of) starvation 
for this kind of problem. 
7.1 Future work 
Further work will look into other different assumptions on transactions that have 
wide applicability in the real-world. Moreover, we look to specify and verify a 
broader range of conditions based on serializability, for example cases where non-
serializability can be tolerated in certain states in order to improve the performance 
of transactions in mobile environments. 
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Appendix A 
NuSMV model for multi-step 
transactions with LTL 
specification 
1 MODULE move(T_c,n,TO,Tl) 
2 ASSIGN 
3 next(T_c):=case 
4 T_c=begin_l &n=l&( !(T_c=rlxl) & (!(Tl=roxl») rlxl; 
5 T_c=rlxl &n=l 
6 T_c=wlxl &n=l&( 
7 
8 T_c=rlx2 &n=l 
9 T_c=wlx2 &n=l&( 
10 
11 T_c=rlx3 &n=l 
(! (T_c=rlx2» & ( ! (TO=r2x2) ) 
&(! (Tl=rox2») 
( !(T_c=rlx3»&(!(TO=r2x3» 
&(! (T1=rox3») 
wlxl; 
rlx2; 
wlx2; 
rlx3; 
wlx3; 
12 T_c=wlx3 &n=l end_l; 
13 T_c=begin_2 &n=2&( (!(TO=rlx2» &(!(T_c=r2x2» 
14 &(!(Tl=rox2») r2x2; 
15 T_c=r2x2 &n=2 
16 T_c=w2x2 &n=2&( 
17 
18 T_c=r2x3 &n=2 
19 T_c=w2x3 &n=2&( 
20 T_c=r2x4 &n=2 
21 T_c=w2x4 &n=2 
(!(TO=rlx3» &(! (T_c=r2x3» 
&(! (Tl=rox3») 
(! (T_c=r2x4»&(! (Tl=rox4») 
w2x2; 
r2x3; 
w2x3; 
r2x4; 
w2x4; 
end_2; 
22 T_c=begin_o &n=3&( (!(TO=rlxl»&(!(T_c=roxl») :roxl; 
23 T_c=roxl &n=3 : woxl; 
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24 T_c=woxl &n=3&( (!(TO=r1x2» & (! (T1=r2x2» 
25 & ( ! (T _ c=rox2) ) ) : rox2; 
26 T_c=rox2 &n=3 wox2; 
27 T_c=wox2 &n=3&( (!(TO=r1x3» &(! (T1=r2x3» 
28 &(! (T_c=rox3») : rox3; 
29 T_c=rox3 &n=3 wox3; 
30 T_c=wox3 &n=3&( (!(T1=r2x4» &(! (T_c=rox4») rox4; 
31 T_c=rox4 &n=3 wox4; 
32 T_c=wox4 &n=3&(!(T_c=rox5» rox5; 
33 Lc=rox5 &n=3 wox5; 
34 T_c=wox5 &n=3 end_o; 
35 1 T_c; 
36 esac; 
37 MODULE main 
38 VAR 
39 T1 {begin_l,r1xl,w1x1,r1x2,w1x2,rlx3,wlx3,end_l}; 
40 T2 {begin_2,r2x2,w2x2,r2x3,w2x3,r2x4,w2x4,end_2}; 
41 Toth: {begin_o,rox1,wox1,rox2,wox2,rox3,wox3,rox4,wox4, 
42 rox5,wox5,end_o}; 
43 T_1 process move(T1,1,T2,Toth); 
46 ASSIGN 
process move(T2,2,T1,Toth); 
process move(Toth,3,T1,T2); 
47 init(T1) :=begin_1; 
48 init(T2) :=begin_2; 
49 init(Toth) :=begin_o; 
50 ----------------------------------------------
51 FAIRNESS (T1=end_1) 
52 FAIRNESS (T2=end_2) 
53 FAIRNESS (Toth=end_o) 
54 --SPECIFICATIONS 
55 ------read/write alternation -------
56 --For T1 
57 LTLSPEC G «(T1=r1x2) & O(Tl=r1x1» -) O(T1=w1x1» 
58 LTLSPEC G «(Tl=r1x3) & O(Tl=rlx1» -) O(Tl=wlxl» 
59 LTLSPEC G «(T1=r1x3) & O(T1=r1x2» -) O(T1=w1x2» 
60 --For T2 
61 LTLSPEC G «(T2=r2x3) & O(T2=r2x2» -) O(T2=w2x2» 
62 LTLSPEC G «(T2=r2x4) & O(T2=r2x2» -) O(T2=w2x2» 
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63 LTLSPEC G «(T2=r2x4) & O(T2=r2x3» -> O(T2=w2x3» 
64 --For Toth 
65 LTLSPEC G «(Toth=rox2) & O(Toth=roxl» -> O(Toth=woxl» 
66 LTLSPEC G «(Toth=rox3) & O(Toth=roxl» -> o (Toth=woxl) ) 
67 LTLSPEC G «(Toth=rox4) & 0 (Toth=rox1) -> O(Toth=woxl» 
68 LTLSPEC G « (Toth=rox5) & O(Toth=roxl» -> O(Toth=woxl» 
69 LTLSPEC G « (Toth=rox3) & 0 (Toth=rox2» -> O(Toth=wox2» 
70 LTLSPEC G «(Toth=rox4) & O(Toth=rox2» -> O(Toth=wox2» 
71 LTLSPEC G «(Toth=rox5) & O(Toth=rox2» -> O(Toth=wox2» 
72 LTLSPEC G «(Toth=rox4) & 0 (Toth=rox3» -> O(Toth=wox3» 
73 LTLSPEC G «(Toth=rox5) & O(Toth=rox3» -> O(Toth=wox3» 
74 LTLSPEC G «(Toth=rox5) & O(Toth=rox4» -> O(Toth=wox4» 
75 ------read!write alternation in future -------
76 --For Tl 
77 LTLSPEC G (T1=rlxl -> (F (Tl=wlxl & F (Tl=rlx2»» 
78 LTLSPEC G (Tl=rlx2 -> (F (Tl=wlx2 & F (T1=rlx3»» 
79 LTLSPEC G (Tl=rlxl -> (F (T1=wlx1 & F (Tl=rlx3»» 
80 --For T2 
81 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x2 -> (F (T2=w2x2 & F (T2=r2x3»» 
82 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x3 -> (F (T2=w2x3 & F (T2=r2x4»» 
83 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x2 -> (F (T2=w2x2 & F (T2=r2x4»» 
84 --For Toth 
85 LTLSPEC G (Toth=roxl ->(F (Toth=woxl & F '(Toth=rox2»» 
86 LTLSPEC G (Toth=roxl ->(F (Toth=woxl & F (Toth=rox3»» 
87 LTLSPEC G (Toth=roxl -> (F (Toth=woxl & F (Toth=rox4»» 
88 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox1 ->(F (Toth=wox1 & F (Toth=rox5»» 
89 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox2 ->(F (Toth=wox2 & F (Toth=rox3»» 
90 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox2 -> (F (Toth=wox2 & F (Toth=rox4»» 
91 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox2 ->(F (Toth=wox2 & F (Toth=rox5»» 
92 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox3 ->(F (Toth=wox3 & F (Toth=rox4»» 
93 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox3 ->(F (Toth=wox3 & F (Toth=rox5»» 
94 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox4 ->(F (Toth=wox4 & F (Toth=rox5»» 
95 ------write implies Read ------------
96 --For T1 
97 LTLSPEC 
98 LTLSPEC 
99 LTLSPEC 
100 --For T2 
101 LTLSPEC 
G «T1=w1xl) -> O(T1=rlxl» 
G «Tl=wlx2) -> O(T1=rlx2» 
G «Tl=wlx3) -> O(Tl=rlx3» 
G «T2=w2x2), -> 0 (T2=r2x2» 
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102 LTLSPEC 
103 LTLSPEC 
104 --For Toth 
G «T2=w2x3) -> O(T2=r2x3» 
G «T2=w2x4) -> O(T2=r2x4» 
105 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox1) -> O(Toth=roxl» 
106 LTLSPEC G· «Toth=wox2) -> O(Toth=rox2» 
107 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox3) -> O(Toth=rox3» 
108 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox4) -> O(Toth=rox4» 
109 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox5) -> O(Toth=rox5» 
110 ------write implies Read future ------------
111 --For T1 
112 LTLSPEC G (Tl=r1xl -> (F (Tl=wlxl ») 
113 LTLSPEC G (T1=rlx2 -> (F (T1=wlx2 ») 
114 LTLSPEC G (T1=rlx3 -> (F (T1=wlx3 ») 
115 --For T2 
116 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x2 -> (F (T2=w2x2 ») 
117 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x3 -> (F (T2=w2x3 ») 
118 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x4 -> (F (T2=w2x4 ») 
119 --For Toth 
120 LTLSPEC G (Toth=roxl -> (F (Toth=woxl » ) 
121 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox2 -> (F (Toth=wox2 ») 
122 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox3 -> (F (Toth=wox3 ») 
123 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox4 -> (F (Toth=wox4 ») 
124 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox5 -> (F (Toth=wox5 ») 
125 --proposition remains true until the next operation 
126 --For T1 
127 LTLSPEC G «Tl=w1xl)-> O«T1=rlx1) U (T1=wlx1») 
128 LTLSPEC G «Tl=w1x2)-> O«T1=rlx2) U (T1=wlx2») 
129 LTLSPEC G «Tl=w1x3)-> O«Tl=rlx3) U (T1=wlx3») 
130 --
131 LTLSPEC G «Tl=rix2)-> O«T1=w1x1) U (T1=rix2») 
132 LTLSPEC G «T1=rix3)-> O«T1=wlx2) U (Tl=rlx3») 
133 --For T2 
134 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x2)-> O«T2=r2x2) U (T2=w2x2») 
135 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x3)-> O«T2=r2x3) U (T2=w2x3») 
136 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x4)-> O«T2=r2x4) U (T2=w2x4») 
137 --
138 LTLSPEC G «T2=r2x3)-> O«T2=w2x2) U (T2=r2x3») 
139 LTLSPEC G «T2=r2x4)-> O«T2=w2x3) U (T2=r2x4» ) 
140 --For Toth 
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141 LTLSPEC G «Toth~wox1)-> O«Toth=rox1) U (Toth=woxl») 
142 LTLSPEC G «Toth~wox2)-> O«Toth=rox2) U (Toth=wox2» ) 
143 LTLSPEC G «Toth~wox3)-> O«Toth=rox3) U (Toth=wox3» ) 
144 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox4)-> O«Toth=rox4) U (Toth=wox4» ) 
145 LTLSPEC G «Toth~wox5)-> O«Toth=rox5) U (Toth=wox5» ) 
146 --
147 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox2)-> O«Toth=woxl) U (Toth=rox2» ) 
148 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox3)-> O«Toth=wox2) U (Toth=rox3») 
149 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox4)-> O«Toth=wox3) U (Toth=rox4» ) 
150 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox5)-> O«Toth=wox4) U (Toth=rox5» ) 
151 --proposition remains true until the next operation 
152 --For T1 
153 LTLSPEC G «T1=w1x1)->!(Tl=r1xl» 
154 LTLSPEC G «T1=w1x2)->!(Tl=rlx2» 
155 LTLSPEC G «T1=w1x3)->!(Tl=rlx3» 
156 --
157 LTLSPEC G «T1=r1x2)->!(T1=w1xl» 
158 LTLSPEC G «T1=r1x3)->!(Tl=w1x2» 
159 --For T2 
160 LTLSPEC G .«T2=w2x2)->!(T2=r2x2» 
161 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x3)->!(T2=r2x3» 
162 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x4)->!(T2=r2x4» 
163 --
164 LTLSPEC G «T2=r2x3)->!(T2=w2x2» 
165 LTLSPEC G «T2=r2x4)->!(T2=w2x3» 
166 --For Toth 
167 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox1)->!(Toth~rox1» 
168 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox2)->!(Toth=rox2» 
169 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox3)->!(Toth=rox3» 
170 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox4)->!(Toth=rox4» 
171 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox5)->!(Toth=rox5» 
172 --
173 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox2)->!(Toth=wox1» 
174 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox3)->!(Toth=wox2» 
175 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox4)->!(Toth=wox3» 
176 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox5)->!(Toth=wox4» 
177 --At most one step occurs at each successive state 
178 --Tl and T2 
179 LTLSPEC G (!«!(T1~rlx2)&!(T2=r2x2»& X«Tl=rlx2)&(T2=r2x2»)& 
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180 
181 
!«!(Tl=rlx2)&!(T2=w2x2»& X«Tl=rlx2)&(T2=w2x2»)& 
!«!(Tl=wlx2)&!(T2=w2x2»& X«Tl=wlx2)&(T2=w2x2»» 
182 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Tl=rlx3)&!(T2=r2x3»& X«Tl=rlx3)&(T2=r2x3»)& 
183 !«!(Tl=rlx3)&!(T2=w2x3»& X«Tl=rlx3)&(T2=w2x3»)& 
184 !«!(Tl=wlx3)&!(T2=w2x3»& X«Tl=wlx3)&(T2=w2x3»» 
185 --Tl and Toth 
186 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Tl=rlxl)&!(Toth=roxl»& 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
X«Tl=rlxl)&(Toth=roxl»)& 
!«!(Tl=rlxl)&!(Toth=woxl»& 
X«Tl=rlxl)&(Toth=woxl»)& 
!«!(Tl=wlxl)&!(Toth=woxl»& 
X«Tl=wlxl)&(Toth=woxl»» 
192 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Tl=rlx2)&!(Toth=rox2»& 
193 X«Tl=rlx2)&(Toth=rox2»)& 
194 
195 
196 
197 
!«!(Tl=rlx2)&!(Toth=wox2»& 
X«T1=rlx2)&(Toth=wox2»)& 
!«!(Tl=wlx2)&!(Toth=wox2»& 
X«T1=wlx2)&(Toth=wox2»» 
198 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Tl=rlx3)&!(Toth=rox3»& 
199 X«T1=rlx3)&(Toth=rox3»)& 
200 
201 
202 
203 
!«!(T1=rlx3)&!(Toth=wox3»& 
X«Tl=rlx3)&(Toth=wox3»)& 
!«!(T1=wlx3)&!(Toth=wox3»& 
X«T1=wlx3)&(Toth=wox3»» 
204 --Toth and T2 
205 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Toth=rox2)&!(T2=r2x2»& 
206 X«Tl=rox2)&(T2=r2x2»)& 
207 !«!(Toth=rox2)&!(T2=w2x2»& 
208 X«Tl=rox2)&(T2=w2x2»)& 
209 
210 
!«!(Toth=wox2)&!(T2=w2x2»& 
X«T1=wox2)&(T2=w2x2»» 
211 LTLSPEC G (! «!(Toth=rox3)&! (T2=r2x3»& 
212 X«Tl=rox3)&(T2=r2x3»)& 
213 
214 
215 
216 
!«!(Toth=rox3)&!(T2=w2x3»& 
X «Tl=rox3)&(T2=w2x3»)& 
!«!(Toth=wox3)&!(T2=w2x3»& 
X «Tl=wox3)&(T2=w2x3»» 
217 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Toth=rox4)&!(T2=r2x4»& 
218 X «T1=rox4)&(T2=r2x4»)& 
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219 
220 
221 
222 
!«!(Toth=rox4)&!(T2=w2x4))& 
X «Tl=rox4)&(T2=w2x4)))& 
!«! (Toth=wox4)&! (T2=w2x4))& 
X «T1=wox4)&(T2=w2x4)))) 
223 --At most one step occurs at each successive state(past)--
224 --T1 and T2 
225 LTLSPEC G (!«(T1=r1x2)& (T2=r2x2))& 
226 Y (! (T1=r1x2)&! (T2=r2x2)))& 
227 !«(T1=r1x2)& (T2=w2x2))& 
228 Y (! (T1=r1x2)&! (T2=w2x2)))& 
229 !«(T1=w1x2)& (T2=w2x2))& 
230 Y (! (T1=w1x2)&! (T2=w2x2)))) 
231 LTLSPEC G (!«(T1=r1x3)& (T2=r2x3))& 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
Y (!(T1=r1x3)&!(T2=r2x3)))& 
!«(T1=r1x3)& (T2=w2x3))& 
Y (! (T1=r1x3)&! (T2=w2x3)))& 
!«(Tl=w1x3)& (T2=w2x3))& 
Y (!(T1=w1x3)&!(T2=w2x3)))) 
237 --T1 and Toth 
238 LTLSPEC G (!«(Tl=r1x1)&(Toth=rox1))& 
239 
240 
241 
Y(! (T1=r1x1)&! (Toth=rox1)))& 
!«(T1=r1xl)&(Toth=woxl))& 
Y(! (T1=r1x1)&! (Toth=wox1»)& 
242 !«(Tl=w1x1)&(Toth=woxl))& 
243 Y(!(Tl=w1x1)&!(Toth=wox1)))) 
244 LTLSPEC G (!«(Tl=rlx2)&(Toth=r2x2))& 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
Y(!(T1=r1x2)&!(Toth=rox2)))& 
!«(Tl=rlx2)&(Toth=w2x2»& 
Y(!(T1=rlx2)&!(Toth=wox2)))& 
!«(Tl=wlx2)&(Toth=w2x2»& 
Y(!(Tl=wlx2)&!(Toth=wox2»))) 
250 LTLSPEC G (!«(Tl=rlx3)&(Toth=rox3))& 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
Y(! (T1=rlx3)&! (Toth=rox3)))& 
. !«(Tl=rlx3)&(Toth=wox3))& 
Y(! (Tl=r1x3)&! (Toth=wox3))& 
!«(Tl=wlx3)&(Toth=wox3))& 
Y(! (T1=w1x3)&! (Toth=wox3)))) 
256 --Toth and T2 
257 LTLSPEC G (!«(T2=r2x2)&(Toth=rox2))& 
I 
I 
I 
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258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
Y(! (T2=r2x2)&! (Toth=rox2)))& 
!«(T2=r2x2)&(Toth=wox2))& 
Y(! (T2=r2x2)&! (Toth=wox2)))& 
!«(T2=w2x2)&(Toth=wox2))& 
Y(!(T2=w2x2)&!(Toth=wox2)))) 
263 LTLSPEC G (!«(T2=r2x3)&(Toth=rox3)& 
264 Y(!(T2=r2x3)&!(Toth=rox3)))& 
265 
266 
267 
268 
!«(T2=r2x3)&(Toth=wox3))& 
Y(!(T2=r2x3)&!(Toth=wox3»)& 
!«(T2=w2x3)&(Toth=wox3))& 
Y(! (T2=w2x3)&! (Toth=wox3)))) 
269 LTLSPEC G (!«(T2=r2x4)&(Toth=rox4»)& 
270 Y(!(T2=r2x4)&!(Toth=rox4»)& 
271 
272 
273 
274 
!«(T2=r2x4)&(Toth=wox4)& 
Y(! (T2=r2x4)&! (Toth=wox4)))& 
!«(T2=w2x4)&(Toth=wox4))& 
Y(!(T2=w2x4)&!(Toth=wox4)))) 
275 --A transaction Ti accesses x in Di exactly once 
276 --For T1 
277 LTLSPEC G !(T1=r1x1 & F (T1!=r1x1 & F T1=r1xl)) 
278 LTLSPEC G !(T1=wlx1 & F (Tl!=w1xl & F T1=wlx1) 
279 LTLSPEC G !(T1=rlx2 & F (T1!=rlx2 & F T1=rlx2)) 
280 LTLSPEC G !(T1=w1x2 & F (Tl!=wlx2 & F T1=w1x2) 
281 LTLSPEC G !(T1=rlx3 & F (Tl!=r1x3 & F T1=rlx3) 
282 LTLSPEC G !(T1=wlx3 & F (Tl!=w1x3 & F Tl=w1x3)) 
283 --past--
284 LTLSPEC G !(Tl=r1x1 & 0 (Tl!=r1x1 & 0 T1=r1x1)) 
285 LTLSPEC G !(T1=wlx1 & 0 (Tl!=w1xl & 0 T1=w1xl) 
286 LTLSPEC G !(T1=r1x2 & 0 (Tl!=rlx2 & 0 Tl=r1x2)) 
287 LTLSPEC G !(T1=w1x2 & 0 (T1!=w1x2 & 0 T1=w1x2» 
288 LTLSPEC G ! (T1=r1x3 & 0 (Tl!=r1x3 & 0 T1=r1x3)) 
289 LTLSPEC G !(T1=w1x3 & 0 (Tl!=wlx3 & 0 T1=wlx3)) 
290 --For T2 
291 LTLSPEC G !(T2=r2x2 & F (T2!=r2x2 & F T2=r2x2)) 
292 LTLSPEC G !(T2=w2x2 & F (T2!=w2x2 & F T2=w2x2») 
293 LTLSPEC G !(T2=r2x3 & F (T2!=r2x3 & F T2=r2x3)) 
294 LTLSPEC G !(T2=w2x3 & F (T2!=w2x3 & F T2=w2x3) 
295 LTLSPEC G !(T2=r2x4 & F (T2!=r2x4 & F T2=r2x4)) 
296 LTLSPEC G !(T2=w2x4 & F (T2!=w2x4 & F T2=w2x4») 
--------_ .. 
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297 --past--
298 LTLSPEC G !(T2=r2x2 & 0 (T2!=r2x2 & 0 T2=r2x2)) 
299 LTLSPEC G !(T2=w2x2 & 0 (T2!=w2x2 & 0 T2=w2x2)) 
300 LTLSPEC G !(T2=r2x3 & 0 (T2!=r2x3 & 0 T2=r2x3)) 
301 LTLSPEC G !(T2=w2x3 & 0 (T2!=w2x3 & 0 T2=w2x3)) 
302 LTLSPEC G !(T2=r2x4 & 0 (T2!=r2x4 & 0 T2=r2x4)) 
303 LTLSPEC G !(T2=w2x4 & 0 (T2!=w2x4 & 0 T2=w2x4)) 
304 --For Toth 
305 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox1& F (Toth!=rox1& F Toth=rox1)) 
306 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=wox1& F (Toth!=wox1& F Toth=wox1)) 
307 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox2& F (Toth!=rox2& F Toth=rox2)) 
308 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=wox2& F (Toth!=wox2& F Toth=wox2)) 
309 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox3& F (Toth!=rox3& F Toth=rox3)) 
310 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=wox3& F (Toth!=wox3& F Toth=wox3)) 
311 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox4& F (Toth!=rox4& F Toth=rox4)) 
312 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=wox4& F (Toth!=wox4& F Toth=wox4)) 
313 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox5& F (Toth!=rox5& F Toth=rox5)) 
314 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=wox5& F (Toth!=wox5& F Toth=wox5)) 
315 --past--
316 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox1& 0 (Toth!=rox1& 0 Toth=rox1)) 
317 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=woxl& 0 (Toth!=wox1& 0 Toth=wox1)) 
318 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox2& 0 (Toth!=rox2& 0 Toth=rox2)) 
319 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=wox2& 0 (Toth!=wox2& 0 Toth=wox2)) 
320 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox3& 0 (Toth!=rox3& 0 Toth=rox3)) 
321 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=wox3& 0 (Toth!=wox3& 0 Toth=wox3)) 
322 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox4& 0 (Toth!=rox4& 0 Toth=rox4)) 
323 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=wox4& 0 (Toth!=wox4& 0 Toth=wox4)) 
324 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox5& 0 (Toth!=rox5& 0 Toth=rox5)) 
325 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=wox5& 0 (Toth!=wox5& 0 Toth=wox5)) 
326 ---------------------------------------------
327 ----no rl and r2 on x without write for one of them--
328 --T1 and Toth 
329 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox1 & T1=r1x1) 
330 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox2 & T1=r1x2) 
331 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox3 & T1=r1x3) 
332 --Tl and T2 
333 LTLSPEC G !(T1=r1x2 & T2=r2x2) 
334 LTLSPEC G !(T1=r1x3 & T2=r2x3) 
335 --T2 and Toth 
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336 LTLSPEC G! (Toth=rox2 & T2=r2x2) 
337 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox3 & T2=r2x3) 
338 LTLSPEC 'G !(Toth=rox4 & T2=r2x4) 
339 ---------------------------------------------
340 --protocol 
341 ---------------------------------------------
342 --T1 precedes T2 
343 LTLSPEC G ««Toth=wox3 & O(T2=w2x3 & O(T1=w1x3)))& 
344 (Toth=wox2 & O(T2=w2x2 & O(T1=w1x2)))) 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 -> 
«T2=w2x3 & O(Toth=wox3 & O(T1=w1x3)))& 
(T2=w2x2 & O(Toth=wox2 & O(T1=w1x2)))) 
«T2=w2x3 & O(T1=w1x3 & O(Toth=wox3)))& 
(T2=w2x2 & O(T1=w1x2 & O(Toth=wox3))))) 
352 !«T1=w1x3 & O(T2=w2x3 & O(T2=w2x2 & 0 (T1=w1x2))))I 
353 (T2=w2x3 & O(T1=w1x3 & O(T1=w1x2 & 0 (T2=w2x2)))))) 
354 --T2 precedes T1 
355 LTLSPEC G ««Toth=wox3 & O(T1=w1x3 & O(T2=w2x3)))& 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 -> 
(Toth=wox2 & O(T1=w1x2 & O(T2=w2x2)))) 
«T1=w1x3 & O(Toth=wox3 & O(T2=w2x3)))& 
(T1=w1x2 & O(Toth=wox2 & O(T2=w2x2)))) 
«T1=w1x3 & O(T2=w2x3 & O(Toth=wox3)))& 
(T1=w1x2 & O(T2=w2x2 & O(Toth=wox3))))) 
364 !«T1=w1x3 & O(T2=w2x3 & O(T2=w2x2 & 0 (T1=w1x2))))I 
365 (T2=w2x3 & O(T1=w1x3 & O(T1=w1x2 & 0 (T2=w2x2)))))) 
366 ------------Future----------------------------------
367 --T1 precedes T2 
368 LTLSPEC G ««T1=w1x3 & F(T2=w2x3 & F(Toth=wox3)))& 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
(T1=w1x2 & F(T2=w2x2 & F(Toth=wox2)))) 
«T1=w1x3 & F(Toth=wox3 & F(T2=w2x3)))& 
(T1=w1x2 & F(Toth=wox2 & F(T2=w2x2)))) 
«Toth=wox3 & F(T1=w1x3 & F(T2=w2x3)))& 
J 
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375 
376 -> 
(Toth=wox2 & F(T1=w1x2 & F(T2=w2x2))))) 
377 !( (T1=w1x2 & F(T2=w2x2 & F(T2=w2x3 & F (T1=w1x3))))I 
378 (T2=w2x2 & F(T1=w1x2 & F(T1=w1x3 & F (T2=w2x3)))))) 
379 --T2 precedes T1 
380 LTLSPEC G ««T2=w2x3 & F(T1=w1x3 & F(Toth=wox3)))& 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
(T2=w2x2 & F(T1=w1x2 & F(Toth=wox2)))) 
«T2=w2x3 & F(Toth=wox3 & F(T1=w1x3)))& 
(T2=w2x2 & F(Toth=wox2 & F(T1=w1x2)))) 
386 «Toth=wox3 & F(T2=w2x3 & F(T1=w1x3)))& 
387 (Toth=wox2 & F(T2=w2x2 & F(T1=w1x2))))) 
388 -> 
389 !( (T1=w1x2 & F(T2=w2x2 & F(T2=w2x3 & F (T1=w1x3)))) I 
390 (T2=w2x2 & F(T1=w1x2 & F(T1=w1x3 & F (T2=w2x3)))))) 
391 FAIRNESS running 
Appendix B 
N uSMV model for multi-step 
transactions with CTL 
specification 
1 MODULE move(T_c,n,TO,Tl,TSM,p_c) 
2 ASSIGN 
3 next(T_c):=case 
4 T_c=begin_l &n~l&«(TSM[l] [l]=O)/(TSM[l] [1] !=O&!(T_c=rlxl))) 
5 &(TSM[2] [1]=0) 
6 
7 T_c=rlxl 
8 T_c=wlxl 
9 
&«TSM[3] [1]=0)/(TSM[3] [1] !=O&!(Tl=roxl)))):rlxl; 
&n=l :wlxl; 
&n=l&«(TSM[l] [2]=0)/(TSM[1] [2] !=0&!(T_c=rlx2))) 
&«TSM[2] [2]=0)/(TSM[2] [2] !=0&!(TO=r2x2))) 
10 &«TSM[3] [2]=0)/(TSM[3] [2] !=0&!(Tl=rox2))))& 
11 (! TSM [3] [1] >0& TSM [3] [1] <TSM [1] [1] & TSM [3] [2] =0 )) : rlx2; 
12 T_c=rlx2 
13 T_c=wlx2 
14 
&n=l :wlx2; 
&n=l&«(TSM[l] [3]=0)/(TSM[1] [3] !=O& !(T_c=rlx3))) 
&«TSM[2] [3]=0)/(TSM[2] [3] !=0&!(TO=r2x3))) 
15 &«TSM[3] [3]=0)/(TSM[3] [3] !=0&!(Tl=rox3))))& 
16 (!(TSM[2] [2]>0 & TSM[2] [2] <TSM[l] [2] & TSM[2] [3]=0 )& 
17 ! (TSM [3] [2] >0 & TSM [3] [2] <TSM [1] [2] & TSM [3] [3] =0 )): rlx3; 
18 T_c=rlx3 
19 T_c=wlx3 
20 T_c=begin_2 
21 
22 
23 Lc=r2x2 
&n=l :wlx3; 
&n=l :end_l; 
&n=2&«(TSM[1] [2]=0) /(TSM[l] [2] !=O&! (TO=rlx2))) 
&«TSM[2] [2]=0)/(TSM[2] [2] !=0&!(T_c=r2x2))) 
&«TSM[3] [2]=0)/(TSM[3] [2] !=0&!(Tl=rox2)))):r2x2; 
&n=2 :w2x2; 
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24 T_c=w2x2 &n=2&«(TSM[1] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [3] !=O & !(TO=rlx3») 
25 &«TSM[2] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [3] !=O &!(T_c=r2x3») 
26 &«TSM[3] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [3] !=O &! (Tl=rox3»»& 
27 ( ! (TSM [1] [2] >0 & TSM [1] [2] <TSM [2] [2] & TSM [1] [3] =0 .) & 
28 !(TSM[3] [2]>0 & TSM[3] [2] <TSM[2] [2] & TSM[3] [3]=0 »:r2x3; 
29 T_c=r2x3 
30 T_c=w2x3 
31 
32 
& n=2 :w2x3; 
& n=2&«TSM[1] [4]=0)--does not execute x4 
&«TSM[2] [4]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [4] !=0&!(T_c=r2x4») 
&«TSM[3] [4]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [4] !=0&!(Tl=rox4»»& 
33 (!(TSM[3] [3]>0 & TSM[3] [3] <TSM[2] [3] & TSM[3] [4]=0 »:r2x4; 
34 T_c=r2x4 
35 T_c=w2x4 
36 T_c=begin_o 
37 
. 38 
& n=2 
& n=2 
:w2x4; 
:end_2; 
& n=3&«(TSM[1] [1]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [1] !=O&!(TO=rlxl») 
&(TSM [2] [1] =0) 
&«TSM[3] [1]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [1] !=O &!(T_c=roxl»»& 
39 ( ! (TSM [1] [1] >0 & TSM [1] [1] <TSM [3] [1] & TSM [1] [2] =0 »: roxl; 
40 T_c=roxl 
41 T_c=woxl 
42 
43 
44 T_c=rox2 
45 T_c=wox2 
& n=3 :woxl; 
& n=3&«(TSM[1] [2]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [2] !=0&!(TO=rlx2») 
&«TSM[2] [2]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [2] !=0&!(Tl=r2x2») 
&«TSM[3] [2]=0)1 (TSM[3] [2] !=0&!(T_c=rox2»»:rox2; 
& n=3 :wox2; 
& n=3&«(TSM[1] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [3] !=0&!(TO=rlx3») 
46 &«TSM[2] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [3] !=0&!(Tl=r2x3) » 
47 &«TSM[3] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [3] !=0&!(T_c=rox3»»& 
48 ( ! (TSM[l] [2] >0 & TSM [1] [2] <TSM [3] [2] & TSM [1] [3] =0 ) & 
49 !(TSM[2] [2]>0 & TSM[2] [2] <TSM[3] [2] & TSM[2] [3]=0 »:rox3; 
50 T_c=rox3 
51 T_c=wox3 
52 
53 
& n=3 :wox3; 
& n=3&«TSM[1] [4]=0)--does not execute x4 
&«TSM[2] [4]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [4] !=O & !(Tl=r2x4») 
&«TSM[3] [4]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [4] !=O & !(T_c=rox4»»& 
54 (!(TSM[2] [3]>0 & TSM[2] [3] <TSM[3] [3] & TSM[2] [4]=0 »:rox4; 
55 T_c=rox4 
56 T_c=wox4 
57 
58 
59 T_c=rox5 
60 T_c=wox5 
61 1 
62 esac; 
& n=3 :wox4; 
& n=3&( (TSM[l] [5]=0)--does not execute x5 
&(TSM[2] [5] =0) 
&«TSM[3] [5]=0)1 (TSM[3] [5] !=0&!(T_c=rox5»» :rox5; 
& n=3 :wox5; 
& n=3 :end_o; 
:T_c; 
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63 ---------------------------------------------
64 next(p_c):=case 
65 p_c>=O & p_c<ll&((T_c=begin_l & next(T_c)=rlxl) 
66 I (T_c=wlxl & next(T_c)=rlx2) 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 1 
77 esac; 
(T_c=wlx2 & next(T_c)=rlx3) 
(T_c=begin_2 & next(T_c)=r2x2) 
(T_c=w2x2 & next(T_c)=r2x3) 
(T_c=w2x3 & next(T_c)=r2x4) 
(T_c=begin_o & next(T_c)=roxl) 
(T_c=woxl & next(T_c)=rox2) 
(T_c=wox2 & next(T_c)=rox3) 
(T_c=wox3 & next(T_c)=rox4) 
(T_c=wox4 & next(T_c)=rox5»:p_c+l; 
78 ----------------------------------------------
79 next (TSM[l] [1]):= case 
80 T_c!= rlxl & next(T_c)=rlxl & n=l:next(p_c); 
81 next(T_c)= end_l :0; 
82 1 :TSM[1] [1] ; 
83 esac; 
84 next (TSM[l] [2]):= case 
85 T_c!= rlx2 & next(T_c)=rlx2 & n=l:next(p_c); 
86 next(T_c)= end_l :0; 
87 1 : TSM [1] [2] ; 
88 esac; 
89 next (TSM[l] [3]):= case 
90 T_c!= rlx3 & next(T_c)=rlx3 & n=l:next(p_c) 
91 next(T_c)= end_l 
92 1 
93 esac; 
94 next (TSM[l] [4]):=0; 
95 next(TSM[l] [5]):=0; 
:0; 
: TSM [1] [3] ; 
96 ----------------------------------------------
97 next (TSM [2] [1]) : =0 ; 
98 next(TSM[2] [2]):= case 
99 T_c!= r2x2 & next(T_c)=r2x2 & n=2:next(p_c); 
100 next(T_c)= end_2 
101 1 
:0; 
: TSM [2] [2] ; 
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102 esac; 
103 next (TSM[2] [3J):= case 
104 T_c!= r2x3 & next(T_c)=r2x3 & n=2:next(p_c); 
105 next(T_c)= end_2 :0; 
106 1 : TSM [2] [3J ; 
107 esac; 
108 next (TSM [2J [4]):= case 
109 T_c!= r2x4 & next(T_c)=r2x4 & n=2:next(p_c); 
110 next(T_c)= end_2 :0; 
111 1 :TSM[2J [4J; 
112 esac; 
113 next (TSM [2J [5J):=0; 
114 ----------------------------------------------
115 next (TSM[3J [lJ):= case 
116 T_c!= roxl & next(T_c)=roxl & n=3:next(p_c); 
117. next (T_c)= end_o 
118 1 
119 esac; 
120 next (TSM [3J [2J):= case 
: 0; 
: TSM [3J [1J ; 
121 T_c!= rox2 & next(T_c)=rox2 & n=3:next(p_c); 
122 next(T_c)= end_o 
123 1 
124 esac; 
125 next(TSM[3J [3J):= case 
:0; 
: TSM [3J [2J ; 
126 T_c!= rox3 & next(T_c)=rox3 & n=3:next(p_c); 
127 next(T_c)= end_o 
128 1 
129 esac; 
130 next (TSM [3J [4]):= case 
:0; 
: TSM [3J [3J ; 
131 T_c!= rox4 & next(T_c)=rox4& n=3 :next(p_c); 
132 next(T_c)= end_o :0; 
133 1 : TSM[3J [4J; 
134 esac; 
135 next(TSM[3J [5]):= case 
136 T_c!= rox5 & next(T_c)=rox5& n=3 :next(p_c); 
137 next(T_c)= end_o 
138 1 
139 esac; 
:0; 
: TSM [3] [5] ; 
140 ----------------------------------------------
----- - - --------~~~---- - ---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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141 MODULE main 
142 ----------------------------------------------
143 VAR 
144 Tl {begin_l,r1x1,wlxl,rlx2,wlx2,rlx3,wlx3,end_l}; 
145 T2 {begin_2,r2x2,w2x2,r2x3,w2x3,r2x4.w2x4,end_2}; 
146 Toth {begin_o,roxl,woxl,rox2,wox2,rox3,wox3,rox4, 
147 wox4,rox5,wox5,end_o}; 
148 ----------------------------------------------
149 TSM : array 1 .. 3 of array 1 .. 5 of O .. 11; 
150 ----------------------------------------------
151 p_c:O .. 11; -- System Timestamps 
152 ----------------------------------------------
153 T_l process move(T1,l,T2,Toth,TSM,p_c); 
154 T_2 process move(T2,2,Tl,Toth,TSM,p_c); 
155 T_3 process move(Toth,3,Tl,T2,TSM,p_c); 
156 ----------------------------------------------
157 ASSIGN 
158 init(Tl) :=begin_l; 
159 init(T2) :=begin_2; 
160 init(Toth) :=begin_o; 
161 init(p_c):=O; 
162 ----------------------------------------------
163 in it (TSM[l] [1]):= 0; 
164 init(TSM[l] [2]):= 0; 
165 init(TSM[l] [3]):= 0; 
166 init(TSM[l] [4]):= 0; 
167 init(TSM[l] [5]):= 0; 
168 init(TSM[2] [1]):= 0; 
169 init(TSM[2] [2]):= 0; 
170 in it (TSM [2] [3]):= 0; 
171 init(TSM[2] [4]):= 0; 
172 init (TSM [2] [5]):= 0; 
173 init(TSM[3] [1]):= 0; 
174 init(TSM[3] [2]):= 0; 
175 in it (TSM[3] [3]):= 0; 
176 init(TSM[3] [4]):= 0; 
177 init(TSM[3] [5]):= 0; 
178 ----------------------------------------------
179 FAIRNESS (Tl=end_l) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------- - - - - -- -
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180 FAIRNESS (T2=end_2) 
181 FAIRNESS (Toth=end_o) 
182 ----------------------------------------------
183 --SPECIFICATIONS 
184 ----------------------------------------------
185 ------read/write alternation --------
186 --Tl 
187 SPEC AG «Tl=rlxl) -> AF «Tl=w1xl) & AF (Tl=rlx2))) 
188 SPEC AG «T1=rlx2) -> AF ( (Tl=w1x2) & AF (Tl=rlx3))) 
189 --T2 
190 SPEC AG ( (T2=r2x2) -> AF ( (T2=w2x2) & AF (T2=r2x3))) 
191 SPEC AG «T2=r2x3) -> AF «T2=w2x3) & AF (T2=r2x4) ) ) 
192 --Toth 
193 SPEC AG ( (Toth=roxl) -> AF ( (Toth=woxl) & AF (Toth=rox2))) 
194 SPEC AG ( (Toth=rox2) -> AF ( (Toth=wox2) & AF (Toth=rox3))) 
195 SPEC AG ( (Toth=rox3) -> AF «Toth=wox3) & AF (Toth=rox4))) 
196 SPEC AG ( (Toth=rox4) -> AF ( (Toth=wox4) & AF (Toth=rox5))) 
197 ------write implies read------------
198 --Tl 
199 SPEC AG «T1=r1x1) -> AF(T1=w1x1)) 
200 SPEC AG «Tl=rlx2) -> AF(Tl=wlx2)) 
201 SPEC AG «Tl=rlx3) -> AF(Tl=w1x3)) 
202 --T2 
203 SPEC AG «T2=r2x2) -> AF(T2=w2x2)) 
204 SPEC AG «T2=r2x3) -> AF(T2=w2x3)) 
205 SPEC AG «T2=r2x4) -> AF(T2=w2x4)) 
206 --Toth 
207 SPEC AG «Toth=roxl) -> AF(Toth=woxl)) 
208 SPEC AG «Toth=rox2) -> AF(Toth=wox2)) 
209 SPEC AG «Toth=rox3) -> AF(Toth=wox3)) 
210 SPEC AG «Toth=rox4) -> AF(Toth=wox4)) 
211 SPEC AG «Toth=rox5) -> AF(Toth=wox5)) 
212 --p3-----------------------------------------
213 --T1 
214 SPEC AG «T1=wlxl) -> !(T1=rlxl)) 
215 SPEC AG «T1=rlx2) -> !(Tl=wlxl)) 
216 SPEC AG «Tl=wlx2) -> ! (T1=rlx2)) 
217 SPEC AG «Tl=rlx3) -> !(T1=wlx2)) 
218 SPEC AG «Tl=wlx3) -> !(Tl=rlx3)) 
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219 --T2 
220 SPEC AG ( (T2=w2x2) -> !(T2=r2x2» 
221 SPEC AG «T2=r2x3) -> !(T2=w2x2» 
222 SPEC AG ( (T2=w2x3) -> !(T2=r2x3» 
223 SPEC AG «T2=r2x4) -> ! (T2=w2x3» 
224 SPEC AG «T2=w2x4) -> !(T2=r2x4» 
225 --Toth 
226 SPEC AG ( (Toth=wox1) -> ! (Toth=roxi) 
227 SPEC AG ( (Toth=rox2) -> ! (Toth=wox1» 
228 SPEC AG «Toth=wox2) -> !(Toth=rox2» 
229 SPEC AG ( (Toth=rox3) -> !(Toth=wox2» 
230 SPEC AG ( (Toth=wox3) -> !(Toth=rox3» 
231 SPEC AG «Toth=rox4) -> !(Toth=wox3» 
232 SPEC AG ( (Toth=wox4) -> !(Toth=rox4» 
233 SPEC AG ( (Toth=rox5) -> !(Toth=wox4» 
234 SPEC AG «Toth=wox5) -> !(Toth=rox5» 
235 ---------------------------------------------
236 --At most one step occurs at each successive state 
237 --T1 and T2 
238 SPEC AG (!«! (T1=r1x2)&!(T2=r2x2»&EX«T1=r1x2)&(T2=r2x2»)& 
239 ! «! (T1=r1x2)&!(T2=w2x2»&EX«T1=r1x2)&(T2=w2x2») & 
240 !«!(T1=w1x2)&!(T2=w2x2»&EX«T1=w1x2)&(T2=w2x2»» 
241 SPEC AG (!«! (T1=r1x3)&!(T2=r2x3»&EX«T1=r1x3)&(T2=r2x3») & 
242 
243 
!«!(T1=r1x3)&!(T2=w2x3»&EX«T1=r1x3)&(T2=w2x3») & 
!«!(T1=w1x3)&!(T2=w2x3»&EX«T1=w1x3)&(T2=w2x3») ) 
244 --T1 and Toth 
245 SPEC AG (!«!(T1=r1x1)&!(Toth=rox1»&EX«T1=r1x1)&(Toth=rox1»)& 
246 !«!(T1=r1x1)&! (Toth=wox1»&EX«T1=r1x1)&(Toth=wox1»)& 
247 ! «!(T1=w1x1)&! (Toth=wox1»&EX«T1=w1x1)&(Toth=wox1»» 
248 SPEC AG (! «! (T1=r1x2)&! (Toth=rox2»&EX«T1=r1x2)&(Toth=rox2»)& 
249 
250 
!«! (T1=r1x2)&!(Toth=wox2»&EX«T1=r1x2)&(Toth=wox2»)& 
!«!(T1=w1x2)&!(Toth=wox2»&EX«T1=w1x2)&(Toth=wox2»)) 
251 SPEC AG (!«!(T1=r1x3)&!(Toth=rox3»&EX«T1=r1x3)&(Toth=rox3»)& 
252 !«!(T1=r1x3)&!(Toth=wox3»&EX«T1=r1x3)&(Toth=wox3»)& 
253 !«!(T1=w1x3)&!(Toth=wox3»&EX«T1=w1x3)&(Toth=wox3»)) 
254 --Toth and T2 
255 SPEC AG (!«!(Toth=rox2)&!(T2=r2x2»&EX«T1=rox2)&(T2=r2x2»)& 
256 !«!(Toth=rox2)&!(T2=w2x2»&EX«T1=rox2)&(T2=w2x2»)& 
257 ! «! (Toth=wox2)&! (T2=w2x2»&EX«T1=wox2)&(T2=w2x2»» 
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258 SPEC AG (!«!(Toth=rox3)&!(T2=r2x3»&EX«Tl=rox3)&(T2=r2x3»)& 
259 !«!(Toth=rox3)&!(T2=w2x3»&EX«T1=rox3)&(T2=w2x3»)& 
260 !«!(Toth=wox3)&!(T2=w2x3»&EX«T1=wox3)&(T2=w2x3»» 
261 SPEC AG (!«!(Toth=rox4)&!(T2=r2x4»&EX«T1=rox4)&(T2=r2x4»)& 
262 !«!(Toth=rox4)&!(T2=w2x4»&EX«Tl=rox4)&(T2=w2x4»)& 
263 !«!(Toth=wox4)&!(T2=w2x4»&EX«T1=wox4)&(T2=w2x4»» 
264 --p5-------------------------
265 --Ti 
266 SPEC AF !«Tl=r1xl) & AF (!(T1=r1x1) & EF(T1=r1x1») 
267 SPEC AF !«T1=w1x1) & AF (!(Tl=w1x1) & EF(T1=w1x1») 
268 SPEC AF !«T1=r1x2) & AF (!(T1=rlx2) & EF(Tl=rlx2») 
269 SPEC AF !«Tl=w1x2) & AF (!(T1=wlx2) & EF(Tl=wlx2») 
270 SPEC AF !«T1=rlx3) & AF (!(T1=r1x3) & EF(Tl=rlx3») 
271 SPEC AF !«Tl=w1x3) & AF (!(Tl=wlx3) & EF(Tl=wlx3») 
272 --T2 
273 SPEC AF !«T2=r2x2) & AF (! (T2=r2x2) & EF (T2=r2x2») 
274 SPEC AF !«T2=w2x2) & AF «( (T2=w2x2) & EF (T2=w2x2») 
275 SPEC AF !«T2=r2x3) & AF (!(T2=r2x3) & EF (T2=r2x3») 
276 SPEC AF !«T2=w2x3) & AF ( ! (T2=w2x3) & EF (T2=w2x3») 
277 SPEC AF !«T2=r2x4) & AF ( ! (T2=r2x4) & EF (T2=r2x4») 
278 SPEC AF !«T2=w2x4) & AF (!(T2=w2x4) & EF (T2=w2x4») 
279 --Toth 
280 SPEC AF ! «Toth=rox1) & AF (! (Toth=rox1) & EF(Toth=rox1») 
281 SPEC AF ! «Toth=woxl) & AF (! (Toth=woxl) & EF(Toth=woxl») 
282 SPEC AF !«Toth=rox2) & AF ( ! (Toth=rox2) & EF(Toth=rox2») 
283 SPEC AF ! «Toth=wox2) & AF (!(Toth=wox2) & EF(Toth=wox2») 
284 SPEC AF !«Toth=rox3) & AF (! (Toth=rox3) & EF(Toth=rox3») 
285 SPEC AF !«Toth=wox3) & AF (!(Toth=wox3) & EF(Toth=wox3») 
286 SPEC AF !«Toth=rox4) & AF (!(Toth=rox4) & EF (Toth=rox4») 
287 SPEC AF ! «Toth=wox4) & AF (!(Toth=wox4) & EF (Toth=wox4» ) 
288 SPEC AF !«Toth=rox5) & AF (!(Toth=rox5) & EF (Toth=rox5» ) 
289 SPEC AF !«Toth=wox5) & AF (!(Toth=wox5) & EF (Toth=wox5») 
290 ---------------------------------------------
291 ----no rl and r2 on x without write for one of them 
292 --T1 and Toth 
293 SPEC AG !(Toth=rox1 & T1=r1x1) 
294 SPEC AG !(Toth=rox2 & T1=r1x2) 
295 SPEC AG !(Toth=rox3 & T1=r1x3) 
296 --Ti and T2 
--- -- ---------------
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297 SPEC AG !(Tl=rlx2 & T2=r2x2) 
298 SPEC AG !(Tl=rlx3 & T2=r2x3) 
299 --T2 and Toth 
300 SPEC AG !(Toth=rox2 & T2=r2x2) 
301 SPEC AG !(Toth=rox3 & T2=r2x3) 
302 SPEC AG !(Toth=rox4 & T2=r2x4) 
303 ---------------------------------------------
304 --protocol--the correct----------------------
305 SPEC AF!«Tl=wlx2& AF(T2=w2x2&EF(T2=w2x3& AF(Tl=wlx3»» I 
306 (T2=w2x2& AF(Tl=wlx2&EF(Tl=wlx3& AF(T2=w2x3»») 
307 FAIRNESS running 
Appendix C 
N uSMV model for iterated 
transactions with LTL 
specification 
1 MODULE move(T_c,n,TO,Tl) 
2 ASSIGN 
3 next(T_c):=case 
4 T_c=begin_l& n=l&( ! (T_c=rlxl)&(! (T1=roxl)) ) 
5 T_c=rlxl & n=l 
6 T_c=wlxl & n=l&( (! (T_c=rlx2))&(! (TO=r2x2)) 
7 &(! (Tl=rox2))) 
8 T_c=rlx2 & n=l 
9 T_c=wlx2 & n=l&( (! (T_c=rlx3))&(! (TO=r2x3)) 
10 &(! (T1=rox3))) 
11 T_c=rlx3 & n=l 
12 T_c=wlx3 & n=l 
13 -- this to keep transaction 1 repeats 
14 T_c=end_l & n=l 
15 T_c=begin_2& n=2&( (!(TO=rlx2))&(!(T_c=r2x2)) 
16 &(!(Tl=rox2))) 
17 T_c=r2x2 
18 T_c=w2x2 
19 
20 T_c=r2x3 
21 T_c=w2x3 
22 T_c=r2x4 
23 T_c=w2x4 
& n=2 
& n=2&( (!(TO=rlx3))&(!(T_c=r2x3)) 
&(! (Tl=rox3))) 
& n=2 
& n=2&«!(T_c=r2x4))&(!(Tl=rox4))) 
& n=2 
& n=2 
154 
:rlxl; 
:wlxl; 
:rlx2; 
:wlx2; 
:rlx3; 
:wlx3; 
: end_l; 
:r2x2; 
:w2x2; 
:r2x3; 
:w2x3; 
:r2x4; 
:w2x4; 
:end_2; 
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24 -- this to keep transaction 2 repeats 
25 T_c=end_2 & n=2 
26 T_c=begin_o& n=3&( (!(TO=rlxl))&(!(T_c=roxl) ) ) 
27 T_c=roxl & n=3 
28 T_c=woxl & n=3&( (!(TO=rlx2)) &(!(Tl=r2x2)) 
:begin_2; 
:rox1; 
:woxl; 
29 &(!(T_c=rox2))):rox2; 
30 T_c=rox2 & n=3 
31 T_c=wox2 & n=3&( (!(TO=rlx3))&(!(Tl=r2x3)) 
32 &(!(T_c=rox3))) 
33 T_c=rox3 & n=3 
34 T_c=wox3 & n=3&( (!(Tl=r2x4))&(!(T_c=rox4))) 
35 T_c=rox4 & n=3 
36 T_c=wox4 & n=3&(!(T_c=rox5)) 
37 T_c=rox5 & n=3 
38 T_c=wox5 & n=3 
39 -- this to keep transaction 2 repeats 
40 T_c=end 0 & n=3 
41 1 
42 esac; 
43 MODULE main 
44 VAR 
45 Tl : {begin_l,rlxl,wlxl,rlx2,wlx2,rlx3,wlx3,end_l}; 
46 T2 : {begin_2,r2x2,w2x2,r2x3,w2x3,r2x4,w2x4,end_2}; 
47 Toth : {begin_o,roxl,woxl,rox2,wox2,rox3,wox3,rox4, 
48 
49 T_l 
50 T_2 
51 T_3 
wox4,rox5,wox5,end_o}; 
process move(Tl,1,T2,Toth); 
process move(T2,2,Tl,Toth); 
process move(Toth,3,Tl,T2); 
52 ASSIGN 
53 init(Tl) :=begin_l; 
54 init(T2) :=begin_2; 
55 init(Toth) :=begin_o; 
56 ----------------------------------------------
57 FAIRNESS !(Tl=begin_l) 
58 FAIRNESS !(Tl=rlxl) 
59 FAIRNESS ! (T1=wlxi) 
60 FAIRNESS !(Tl=rlx2) 
61 FAIRNESS !(T1=wlx2) 
62 FAIRNESS !(T1=rlx3) 
:wox2; 
:rox3; 
:wox3; 
:rox4; 
:wox4; 
:rox5; 
:wox5; 
end_o; 
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63 FAIRNESS !(Tl=wlx3) 
64 FAIRNESS ! (T1=end_l) 
65 FAIRNESS !(T2=begin_2) 
66 FAIRNESS !(T2=r2x2) 
67 FAIRNESS !(T2=w2x2) 
68 FAIRNESS !(T2=r2x3) 
69 FAIRNESS !(T2=w2x3) 
70 FAIRNESS !(T2=r2x4) 
71 FAIRNESS ! (T2=w2x4) 
72 FAIRNESS !(T2=end_2) 
73 FAIRNESS ! (Toth=begin_o) 
74 FAIRNESS ! (Toth=rox1) 
75 FAIRNESS ! (Toth=woxl) 
76 FAIRNESS !(Toth=rox2) 
77 FAIRNESS ! (Toth=wox2) 
78 FAIRNESS !(Toth=rox3) 
79 FAIRNESS !(Toth=wox3) 
80 FAIRNESS ! (Toth=rox4) 
81 FAIRNESS !(Toth=wox4) 
82 FAIRNESS !(Toth=rox5) 
83 FAIRNESS !(Toth=wox5) 
84 FAIRNESS !(Toth=end_o) 
85 ----------------------------------------------
86 --SPECIFICATIONS 
87 ----------------------------------------------
88 ------read/write alternation -------
89 --For Tl 
90 LTLSPEC G ( «Tl=rlx2) & O(Tl=rlxl)) -> 0 (Tl=wlxl) 
91 LTLSPEC G ( «Tl=rlx3) & O(T1=rlxl)) -> O(Tl=wlx1) 
92 LTLSPEC G ( ( (T1=r1x3) & O(T1=rlx2)) -> O(Tl=wlx2) 
93 --For T2 
94 LTLSPEC G ( «T2=r2x3) & O(T2=r2x2)) -> O(T2=w2x2) 
95 LTLSPEC G ( «T2=r2x4) & O(T2=r2x2)) -> O(T2=w2x2) 
96 LTLSPEC G ( «T2=r2x4) & O(T2=r2x3)) -> O(T2=w2x3) 
97 --For Toth 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
98 LTLSPEC G ( «Toth=rox2) & O(Toth=rox1)) -> O(Toth=wox1) ) 
99 LTLSPEC G ( «Toth=rox3) & O(Toth=rox1)) -> O(Toth=wox1) ) 
100 LTLSPEC G ( «Toth=rox4) & O(Toth=roxl)) -> a(Toth=wox1) ) 
101 LTLSPEC G ( «Toth=rox5) & O(Toth=rox1)) -> O(Toth=wox1) ) 
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102 LTLSPEC G ( ( (Toth=rox3) & O(Toth=rox2» -> O(Toth=wox2) ) 
103 LTLSPEC G ( ( (Toth=rox4) & 0 (Toth=rox2» -> O(Toth=wox2) ) 
104 LTLSPEC G ( «Toth=rox5) & 0 (Toth=rox2) ) -> O(Toth=wox2) ) 
105 LTLSPEC G ( ( (Toth=rox4) & O(Toth=rox3» -> O(Toth=wox3) ) 
106 LTLSPEC G ( ( (Toth=rox5) & 0 (Toth=rox3» -> O(Toth=wox3) ) 
107 LTLSPEC G ( «Toth=rox5) & 0 (Toth=rox4» -> O(Toth=wox4) ) 
108 ------read/write alternation in future -------
109 --For Tl 
110 LTLSPEC G (Tl=rlxl -> (F (T1=wlxl & F (Tl=rlx2»» 
111 LTLSPEC G (T1=rlx2 -> (F (Tl=wlx2 & F (Tl=rlx3»» 
112 LTLSPEC G (Tl=rlxl -> (F (T1=wlxl & F (Tl=rlx3»» 
113 --For T2 
114 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x2 -> (F (T2=w2x2 & F (T2=r2x3»» 
115 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x3 -> (F (T2=w2x3 & F (T2=r2x4»» 
116 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x2 -> (F (T2=w2x2 & F (T2=r2x4»» 
117 --For Toth 
118 LTLSPEC G (Toth=roxl -> (F (Toth=woxl & F (Toth=rox2»» 
119 LTLSPEC G (Toth=roxl -> (F (Toth=woxl & F (Toth=rox3»» 
120 LTLSPEC G (Toth=roxl -> (F (Toth=woxl & F (Toth=rox4»» 
121 LTLSPEC G (Toth=roxl -> (F (Toth=woxl & F (Toth=rox5»» 
122 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox2 -> (F (Toth=wox2' & F (Toth=rox3»» 
123 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox2 -> (F (Toth=wox2 & F (Toth=rox4»» 
124 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox2 -> (F (Toth=wox2 & F (Toth=rox5»» 
125 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox3 -> (F (Toth=wox3 & F (Toth=rox4»» 
126 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox3 -> (F (Toth=wox3 & F (Toth=rox5»» 
127 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox4 -> (F (Toth=wox4 & F (Toth=rox5»» 
128 ----------------------------------------------
129 ------write implies Read ------------
130 --For T1 
131 LTLSPEC G «Tl=wlxl) -> 0 (T1=rlxl» 
132 LTLSPEC G «Tl=wlx2) -> 0 (T1=rlx2» 
133 LTLSPEC G «Tl=wlx3) -> O(Tl=rlx3» 
134 --For T2 
135 LTLSPEC G ( (T2=w2x2) -> O(T2=r2x2» 
136 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x3) -> O(T2=r2x3» 
137 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x4) -> 0 (T2=r2x4» 
138 --For Toth 
139 LTLSPEC G ( (Toth=woxl) -> O(Toth=roxl» 
140 LTLSPEC G ( (Toth=wox2) -> O(Toth=rox2» 
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141 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox3) -> O(Toth=rox3» 
142 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox4) -> O(Toth=rox4» 
143 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox5) -> O(Toth=rox5» 
144 ------write implies Read future ------------
145 --For T1 
146 LTLSPEC G (T1=r1x1 -> (F (T1=w1x1 ») 
147 LTLSPEC G (T1=r1x2 -> (F (T1=w1x2 ») 
148 LTLSPEC G (T1=r1x3 -> (F (T1=w1x3 ») 
149 --For T2 
150 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x2 -> (F (T2=w2x2 ») 
151 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x3 -> (F (T2=w2x3 ») 
152 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x4 -> (F (T2=w2x4 ») 
153 --For Toth 
154 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox1 -> (F (Toth=wox1 ) ) ) 
155 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox2 -> (F (Toth=wox2 ») 
156 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox3 -> (F (Toth=wox3 ») 
157 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox4 -> (F (Toth=wox4 ») 
158 LTLSPEC G (Toth=rox5 -> (F (Toth=wox5 ») 
159 --proposition remains true until the next operation 
160 --For T1 
161 LTLSPEC G «T1=w1x1)-> O«T1=r1x1) U (T1=w1x1» ) 
162 LTLSPEC G «T1=w1x2)-> O«T1=r1x2) U (T1=w1x2» ) 
163 LTLSPEC G «T1=w1x3)-> O«T1=r1x3) U (T1=w1x3» ) 
164 --
165 LTLSPEC G «T1=r1x2)-> O«T1=w1x1) U (T1=r1x2» ) 
166 LTLSPEC G «T1=r1x3)-> O«T1=w1x2) U (T1=r1x3» ) 
167 --For T2 
168 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x2)-> O«T2=r2x2) U (T2=w2x2) ) ) 
169 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x3)-> O«T2=r2x3) U (T2=w2x3) ) ) 
170 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x4)-> O«T2=r2x4) U (T2=w2x4» ) 
171 --
172 LTLSPEC G «T2=r2x3)-> O«T2=w2x2) U (T2=r2x3» ) 
173 LTLSPEC G «T2=r2x4)-> O«T2=w2x3) U (T2=r2x4» ) 
174 --For Toth 
175 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox1)-> O«Toth=rox1) U (Toth=wox1) ) 
176 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox2)-> O«Toth=rox2) U (Toth=wox2) ) 
177 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox3)-> O«Toth=rox3) U (Toth=wox3) ) 
178 L TLSPEC G «Toth=wox4)-> O«Toth=rox4) U (Toth=wox4» 
179 L TLSPEC G «Toth=wox5)-> O«Toth=rox5) U (Toth=wox5) ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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180 --
181 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox2)-> O«Toth=woxl) U (Toth=rox2» ) 
182 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox3)-> O«Toth=wox2) U (Toth=rox3» ) 
183 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox4)-> O«Toth=wox3) U (Toth=rox4» ) 
184 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox5)-> O«Toth=wox4) U (Toth=rox5) ) ) 
185 --proposition remains true until the next operation(Future) 
186 --For Tl 
187 LTLSPEC G «Tl=wlxl)->'(T1=rlx1» 
188 LTLSPEC G «Tl=w1x2)->'(Tl=rlx2» 
189 LTLSPEC G «Tl=wlx3)->'(Tl=rlx3» 
190 --
191 LTLSPEC G «Tl=rlx2)->'(Tl=wlxl» 
192 LTLSPEC G «Tl=rlx3)->'(Tl=wlx2» 
193 --For T2 
194 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x2)~>'(T2=r2x2» 
195 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x3)->'(T2=r2x3» 
196 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x4)->'(T2=r2x4» 
197 --
198 LTLSPEC G «T2=r2x3)->'(T2=w2x2» 
199 LTLSPEC G «T2=r2x4)->!(T2=w2x3» 
200 --For Toth 
201 LTLSPEC G «Toth=woxl)->'(Toth=rox1» 
202 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox2)->'(Toth=rox2» 
203 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox3)->!(Toth=rox3» 
204 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox4)->'(Toth=rox4» 
205 LTLSPEC G «Toth=wox5)->'(Toth=rox5» 
206 --
207 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox2)->!(Toth=woxl» 
208 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox3)->'(Toth=wox2» 
209 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox4)->'(Toth=wox3» 
210 LTLSPEC G «Toth=rox5)->'(Toth=wox4» 
211 --At most one step occurs at each successive state(Future)--
212 --Tl and T2 
213 LTLSPEC G (,«, (T1=rlx2)&' (T2=r2x2»& X«T1=r1x2)&(T2=r2x2»)& 
214 
215 
, «'(T1=r1x2)&'(T2=w2x2»& X«Tl=r1x2)&(T2=w2x2»)& 
'«'(Tl=wlx2)&!(T2=w2x2»& X«Tl=wlx2)&(T2=w2x2»» 
216 LTLSPEC G (!«'(Tl=r1x3)&!(T2=r2x3»& X«Tl=rlx3)&(T2=r2x3»)& 
217 
218 
!«!(Tl=rlx3)&!(T2=w2x3»& X«Tl=rlx3)&(T2=w2x3»)& 
!«!(Tl=wlx3)&!(T2=w2x3»& X«Tl=wlx3)&(T2=w2x3»» 
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219 --T1 and Toth 
220 LTLSPEC G (!«!(T1=r1x1)&!(Toth=rox1»& 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
X«T1=r1x1)&(Toth=roxl»)& 
!«!(T1=r1x1)&!(Toth=wox1»& 
X«T1=r1x1)&(Toth=wox1»)& 
!«!(T1=w1x1)&!(Toth=wox1»& 
X«T1=w1x1)&(Toth=wox1»» 
226 LTLSPEC G (!«!(T1=r1x2)&!(Toth=rox2»& 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
X«T1=r1x2)&(Toth=rox2»)& 
!«!(T1=r1x2)&!(Toth=wox2»& 
X«Tl=r1x2)&(Toth=wox2»)& 
!«! (T1=w1x2)&! (Toth=wox2»& 
X«T1=w1x2)&(Toth=wox2»» 
232 LTLSPEC G (!«!(T1=r1x3)&!(Toth=rox3»& 
233 X«T1=r1x3)&(Toth=rox3»)& 
234 
235 
236 
237 
!«!(Tl=rlx3)&!(Toth=wox3»& 
X«T1=rlx3)&(Toth=wox3»)& 
!«!(Tl=w1x3)&!(Toth=wox3»& 
X«Tl=wlx3)&(Toth=wox3»» 
238 --Toth and T2 
239 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Toth=rox2)&!(T2=r2x2»& 
240 X«Tl=rox2)&(T2=r2x2»)& 
241 !«!(Toth=rox2)&! (T2=w2x2»& 
242 X«Tl=rox2)&(T2=w2x2»)& 
243 !«!(Toth=wox2)&!(T2=w2x2»& 
244 X«Tl=wox2)&(T2=w2x2»» 
245 LTLSPEC G (!«! (Toth=rox3)&! (T2=r2x3»& 
246 X«Tl=rox3)&(T2=r2x3»)& 
247 !«!(Toth=rox3)&! (T2=w2x3»& 
248 X «T1=rox3)&(T2=w2x3»)& 
249 !«!(Toth=wox3)&!(T2=w2x3»& 
250 X «T1=wox3)&(T2=w2x3»» 
251 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Toth=rox4)&!(T2=r2x4»& 
252 X «Tl=rox4)&(T2=r2x4»)& 
253 !«!(Toth=rox4)&! (T2=w2x4»& 
254 X «T1=rox4)&(T2=w2x4»)& 
255 !«! (Toth=wox4)&! (T2=w2x4»& 
256 X «T1=wox4)&(T2=w2x4»» 
257 --At most one step occurs at each successive 
-- -------------------------------------
state(past)--
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258 --T1 and T2 
259 LTLSPEC G (!«(T1=r1x2)& (T2=r2x2»& 
260 Y (!(T1=r1x2)&!(T2=r2x2»)& 
261 !«(T1=r1x2)& (T2=w2x2»& 
262 
263 
264 
Y (! (T1=r1x2)&!(T2=w2x2»)& 
!«(T1=w1x2)& (T2=w2x2»& 
Y (! (T1=w1x2)&! (T2=w2x2»» 
265 LTLSPEC G (!«(T1=r1x3)& (T2=r2x3»& 
266 Y (! (T1=r1x3)&! (T2=r2x3»)& 
267 
268 
269 
270 
!«(T1=r1x3)& (T2=w2x3»& 
Y (!(Tl=r1x3)&!(T2=w2x3»)& 
!«(T1=w1x3)& (T2=w2x3»& 
Y (!(T1=w1x3)&!(T2=w2x3»» 
271 --T1 and Toth 
272 LTLSPEC G (!«(T1=r1x1)&(Toth=rox1»& 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
ye! (Tl=r1x1)&!(Toth=rox1»)& 
!«(T1=r1x1)&(Toth=wox1»& 
Y(!(T1=r1x1)&!(Toth=wox1»)& 
!«(T1=w1x1)&(Toth=wox1»& 
Y(!(Tl=wlxl)&!(Toth=woxl»» 
278 LTLSPEC G (!«(T1=r1x2)&(Toth=r2x2»& 
279 Y(!(T1=r1x2)&!(Toth=rox2»)& 
280 
281 
282 
283 
!«(T1=r1x2)&(Toth=w2x2»& 
Y(!(T1=r1x2)&!(Toth=wox2»)& 
!«(T1=w1x2)&(Toth=w2x2»& 
Y(!(T1=w1x2)&!(Toth=wox2»» 
284 LTLSPEC G (!«(T1=rlx3)&(Toth=rox3»& 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
Y(! (T1=r1x3)&! (Toth=rox3»)& 
!«(T1=r1x3)&(Toth=wox3»& 
Y(! (T1=r1x3)&! (Toth=wox3»)& 
! «(T1=w1x3)&(Toth=wox3»& 
Y(!(T1=w1x3)&!(Toth=wox3»» 
290 --Toth and T2 
291 LTLSPEC G (!«(T2=r2x2)&(Toth=rox2»& 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
Y(!(T2=r2x2)&!(Toth=rox2»)& 
!«(T2=r2x2)&(Toth=wox2»& 
Y(!(T2=r2x2)&!(Toth=wox2»)& 
!«(T2=w2x2)&(Toth=wox2»& 
Y(!(T2=w2x2)&!(Toth=wox2»» 
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297 LTLSPEC G (!«(T2=r2x3)&(Toth=rox3))& 
298 Y(!(T2=r2x3)&!(Toth=rox3)))& 
299 
300 
301 
302 
!«(T2=r2x3)&(Toth=wox3))& 
Y(!(T2=r2x3)&!(Toth=wox3)))& 
!«(T2=w2x3)&(Toth=wox3))& 
Y(!(T2=w2x3)&!(Toth=wox3)))) 
303 LTLSPEC G (!«(T2=r2x4)&(Toth=rox4))& 
304 Y(!(T2=r2x4)&!(Toth=rox4)))& 
305 
306 
307 
!«(T2=r2x4)&(Toth=wox4))& 
Y(! (T2=r2x4)&! (Toth=wox4)))& 
!«(T2=w2x4)&(Toth=wox4))& 
308 Y(! (T2=w2x4)&! (Toth=wox4)))) 
309 ---------------------------------------------
310 --p5-ini--
311 --Tl 
312 LTLSPEC G( (Tl=begin_l) -> «F!(Tl=rlxl & 
313 F (Tl!=rlxl & F Tl=r1xl))).U (Tl=end_l)) ) 
314 LTLSPEC G( (T1=begin_1) -> «F!(Tl=wlxl & 
315 F (Tl!=wlxl & F T1=w1x1))) U (T1=end_1)) ) 
316 LTLSPEC GC (T1=begin_1) -> C(F!(T1=r1x2 & 
317 F (T1!=rlx2 & F Tl=rlx2))) U (Tl=end_1)) ) 
318 LTLSPEC G( (Tl=begin_1) -> «F!(T1=wlx2 & 
319 F (T1!=w1x2 & F T1=w1x2))) U (Tl=end_1)) ) 
320 LTLSPEC G( (T1=begin_1) -> «F!(Tl=rlx3 & 
321 F (Tl!=rlx3 & F T1=r1x3))) U (T1=end_1)) ) 
322 LTLSPEC G( (T1=begin_1) -> «F!(T1=w1x3 & 
323 F (T1!=w1x3 & F T1=w1x3))) U (T1=end_1)) ) 
324 --T2 
325 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=r2x2 & 
326 F (T2!=r2x2 & F T2=r2x2))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
327 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=w2x2 & 
328 F (T2!=w2x2 & F T2=w2x2))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
329 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=r2x3 & 
330 F (T2!=r2x3 & F T2=r2x3))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
331 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=w2x3 & 
332 F (T2!=w2x3 & F T2=w2x3))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
333 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F! (T2=r2x4 & 
334 F (T2!=r2x4 & F T2=r2x4))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
335 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=w2x4 & 
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336 F (T2!=w2x4 & F T2=w2x4») U (T2=end_2» ) 
337 --Toth 
338 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=begin_o) -) «F!(Toth=rox1 & 
339 F (Toth!=rox1 & F Toth=rox1») U (Toth=end_o» ) 
340 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=begin_o) -) «F!(Toth=wox1 & 
341 F (Toth!=wox1 & F Toth=wox1») U (Toth=end_o» ) 
342 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=begin_o) -) «F!(Toth=rox2 & 
343 F (Toth!=rox2 & F Toth=rox2») U (Toth=end_o» ) 
344 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=begin_o) -) «F!(Toth=wox2 & 
345 F (Toth!=wox2 & F Toth=wox2») U (Toth=end_o» ) 
346 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=begin_o) -) «F!(Toth=rox3 & 
347 F (Toth!=rox3 & F Toth=rox3»)) U (Toth=end_o)) ) 
348 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=begin_o) -) «F!(Toth=wox3 & 
349 F (Toth!=wox3 & F Toth=wox3») U (Toth=end_o» ) 
350 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=begin_o) -) «F!(Toth=rox4 & 
351 F (Toth!=rox4 & F Toth=rox4») U (Toth=end_o» ) 
352 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=begin_o) -) «F!(Toth=wox4 & 
353 F (Toth!=wox4 & F Toth=wox4») U (Toth=end_o» ) 
354 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=begin_o) -) «F!(Toth=rox5 & 
355 F (Toth!=rox5 & F Toth=rox5») U (Toth=end_o» ) 
356 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=begin_o) -) «F!(Toth=wox5 & 
357 F (Toth!=wox5 & F Toth=wox5») U (Toth=end_o» ) 
358 --past--
359 --Ti 
360 LTLSPEC G( (T1=end_1) -) (0!(T1=r1x1 & 
361 0 (T1!=r1x1 & 0 T1=r1x1» S (T1=begin_1» ) 
362 LTLSPEC G( (T1=end_1) -) (O! (T1=w1xl & 
363 0 (T1!=w1x1 & 0 T1=w1x1» S (T1=begin_1» ) 
364 LTLSPEC G( (T1=end_1) -) (0!(T1=r1x2 & 
365 0 (T1!=r1x2 & 0 T1=r1x2» S (T1=begin_1» ) 
366 LTLSPEC G( (T1=end_1) -) (0!(T1=w1x2 & 
367 o (T1!=w1x2 & 0 T1=w1x2» S (T1=begin_1» ) 
368 LTLSPEC G( (T1=end_1) -) (0!(T1=r1x3 & 
369 0 (T1!=r1x3 & 0 T1=r1x3» S (T1=begin_1» ) 
370 LTLSPEC G( (T1=end_1) -) (0!(T1=w1x3 & 
371 0 (T1!=w1x3 & 0 T1=w1x3» S (T1=begin_1» ) 
372 --T2 
373 LTLSPEC G( (T2=end_2) -> (0!(T2=r2x2 & 
374 0 (T2!=r2x2 & 0 T2=r2x2» S (T2=begin_2» ) 
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375 LTLSPEC G( (T2=end_2) -> (0!(T2=w2x2 & 
376 0 (T2!=w2x2 & 0 T2=w2x2)) S (T2=begin_2)) ) 
377 LTLSPEC G( (T2=end_2) -> (0!(T2=r2x3 & 
378 0 (T2!=r2x3 & 0 T2=r2x3)) S (T2=begin_2)) ) 
379 LTLSPEC G( (T2=end_2) -> (0!(T2=w2x3 & 
380 0 (T2!=w2x3 & 0 T2=w2x3)) S (T2=begin_2)) ) 
381 LTLSPEC G( (T2=end_2) -> (0!(T2=r2x4 & 
382 0 (T2!=r2x4 & 0 T2=r2x4)) S (T2=begin_2)) ) 
383 LTLSPEC G( (T2=end_2) -> (0!(T2=w2x4 & 
384 0 (T2!=w2x4 & 0 T2=w2x4)) S (T2=begin_2)) ) 
385 --Toth 
386 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=end_o) -> (O!(Toth=roxl & 
387 0 (Toth!=roxl & 0 Toth=roxl)) S (Toth=begin_o)) ) 
388 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=end_o) -> (O! (Toth=woxl & 
389 0 (Toth!=woxl & 0 Toth=woxl)) S (Toth=begin_o)) ) 
390 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=end_o) -> (O! (Toth=rox2 & 
391 0 (Toth!=rox2 & 0 Toth=rox2)) S (Toth=begin_o)) ) 
392 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=end_o) -> (O! (Toth=wox2 & 
393 0 (Toth!=wox2 & 0 Toth=wox2)) S (Toth=begin_o)) ) 
394 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=end_o) -> (0!(Toth=rox3 & 
395 o (Toth!=rox3 & 0 Toth=rox3)) S (Toth=begin_o)) ) 
396 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=end_o) -> (O! (Toth=wox3 & 
397 0 (Toth!=wox3 & 0 Toth=wox3)) S (Toth=begin_o)) ) 
398 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=end_o) -> (0!(Toth=rox4 & 
399 0 (Toth!=rox4 & 0 Toth=rox4)) S (Toth=begin_o)) ) 
400 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=end_o) -> (0!(Toth=wox4 & 
401 0 (Toth!=wox4 & 0 Toth=wox4)) S (Toth=begin_o)) ) 
402 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=end_o) -> (O! (Toth=rox5 & 
403 0 (Toth!=rox5 & 0 Toth=rox5)) S (Toth=begin_o)) ) 
404 LTLSPEC G( (Toth=end_o) -> (O! (Toth=wox5 & 
405 0 (Toth!=wox5 & 0 Toth=wox5)) S (Toth=begin_o)) ) 
406 ---------------------------------------------
407 ----no rl and r2 on x without write for one of them--
408 --Tl and Toth 
409 LTLSPEC G! (Toth=roxl & Tl=rlxl) 
410 LTLSPEC G! (Toth=rox2 & Tl=rlx2) 
411 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox3 & Tl=rlx3) 
412 --Tl and T2 
413 LTLSPEC G !(Tl=rlx2 & T2=r2x2) 
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414 LTLSPEC G !(T1=r1x3 & T2=r2x3) 
415 --T2 and Toth 
416 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox2 & T2=r2x2) 
417 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox3 & T2=r2x3) 
418 LTLSPEC G !(Toth=rox4 & T2=r2x4) 
419 ---------------------------------------------
420 --protocol 
421 ---------------------------------------------
422 --T1 precedes T2 
423 LTLSPEC G ««Toth=wox3 & O(T2=w2x3 & O(T1=w1x3»)& 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 -> 
(Toth=wox2 & O(T2=w2x2 & O(T1=w1x2»» 
«T2=w2x3 & O(Toth=wox3 & O(T1=w1x3»)& 
, (T2=w2x2 & 0 (Toth=wox2 & 0 (T1=w1x2»» 
«T2=w2x3 & O(T1=w1x3 & O(Toth=wox3»)& 
(T2=w2x2 & O(T1=w1x2 & O(Toth=wox3»») 
432 !«T1=w1x3 & O(T2=w2x3 & O(T2=w2x2 & 0 (T1=w1x2»»I 
433 (T2=w2x3 & O(T1=w1x3 & O(T1=w1x2 & 0 (T2=w2x2»»» 
434 --T2 precedes T1 
435 LTLSPEC G ««Toth=wox3 & O(Tl=w1x3 & O(T2=w2x3»)& 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 -> 
(Toth=wox2 & O(T1=w1x2 & O(T2=w2x2»» 
«T1=w1x3 & O(Toth=wox3 & O(T2=w2x3»)& 
(T1=w1x2 & O(Toth=wox2 & O(T2=w2x2»» 
«T1=w1x3 & O(T2=w2x3 & O(Toth=wox3»)& 
(T1=w1x2 & O(T2=w2x2 & O(Toth=wox3»») 
444 !«T1=w1x3 & O(T2=w2x3 & O(T2=w2x2 & 0 (T1=w1x2»» I 
445 (T2=w2x3 & O(T1=w1x3 & O(T1=w1x2 & 0 (T2=w2x2»»» 
446 ------------Future----------------------------------
447 --T1 precedes T2 
448 LTLSPEC G ««T1=w1x3 & F(T2=w2x3 & F(Toth=wox3»)& 
449 
450 
451 
452 
(T1=wlx2 & F(T2=w2x2 & F(Toth=wox2»» 
«T1=w1x3 & F(Toth=wox3 & F(T2=w2x3»)& 
(T1=w1x2 & F(Toth=wox2 & F(T2=w2x2»» 
,------ --- - ----------- - ------------------
I 
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453 
454 
455 
456 -> 
«Toth=wox3 & F(T1=w1x3 & F(T2=w2x3»)& 
(Toth=wox2 & F(T1=w1x2 & F(T2=w2x2»») 
457 !( (T1=w1x2 & F(T2=w2x2 & F(T2=w2x3 & F (T1=w1x3»»\ 
458 (T2=w2x2 & F(T1=w1x2 & F(Tl=w1x3 & F (T2=w2x3»»» 
459 --T2 precedes T1 
460 LTLSPEC G ««T2=w2x3 & F(T1=w1x3 & F(Toth=wox3»)& 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 -> 
(T2=w2x2 & F(T1=w1x2 & F(Toth=wox2»» 
«T2=w2x3 & F(Toth=wox3 & F(T1=w1x3»)& 
(T2=w2x2 & F(Toth=wox2 & F(T1=w1x2»» 
«Toth=wox3 & F(T2=w2x3 & F(T1=w1x3)))& 
(Toth=wox2 & F(T2=w2x2 & F(T1=w1x2»») 
469 !( (T1=wlx2 & F(T2=w2x2 & F(T2=w2x3 & F (T1=wlx3»))\ 
470 (T2=w2x2 & F(T1=wlx2 & F(Tl=w1x3 & F (T2=w2x3»»» 
470 FAIRNESS running 
Appendix D 
N uSMV model for iterated 
transactions with CTL 
specifications 
1 MODULE move(T_c,n,TO,Tl,TSM,p_c) 
2 ASSIGN 
3 next(T_c):=case 
4 T_c=begin_l &n=l&«(TSM[l] [1]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [1] !=O&!(T_c=rlxl») 
5 &(TSM[2] [1]=0) 
6 &«TSM[3] [1]=0)1 (TSM[3] [1] !=O&!(Tl=roxl»»:rlxl; 
7 T_c=rlxl &n=l :wlxl; 
8 T_c=wlxl &n=l&«(TSM[l] [2]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [2] !=0&!(T_c=rlx2») 
9 &«TSM[2] [2]=0)1 (TSM[2] [2] !=0&!(TO=r2x2») 
10 &«TSM[3] [2]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [2] !=0&!(Tl=rox2»»& 
11 (! (TSM[3] [1]>0 & TSM[3] [1] <TSM[l] [1] & TSM[3] [2]=0» :rlx2; 
12 T_c=rlx2 &n=l :wlx2; 
13 T_c=wlx2 &n=l&«(TSM[l] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [3] !=0&!(T_c=rlx3») 
14 &«TSM[2] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [3] !=0&!(TO=r2x3») 
15 &«TSM[3] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [3] !=0&!(Tl=rox3»»& 
16 (! (TSM [2] [2] >0 & TSM [2] [2] <TSM [1] [2] & TSM [2] [3] =0 ) & 
17 !(TSM[3] [2]>0 & TSM[3] [2] <TSM[l] [2] & TSM[3] [3]=0 »:rlx3; 
18 T_c=rlx3 &n=l 
19 T_c=wlx3 &n=l 
20 -- this to keep transaction 1 repeats 
:wlx3; 
:end_l ; 
21 T_c=end_l &n=l :begin_l; 
22 T_c=begin_2 &n=2&«(TSM[1] [2]=0)1 (TSM[l] [2] !=0&!(TO=rlx2») 
23 &«TSM[2] [2]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [2] !=O&! (T_c=r2x2») 
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24 
25 T_c=r2x2 
26 T_c=w2x2 
&«TSM[3] [2]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [2] !=0&!(Tl=rox2»» :r2x2; 
&n=2 :w2x2; 
&n=2&«(TSM[1] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [3] !=O&! (TO=rlx3») 
27 &«TSM[2] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [3] !=0&!(T_c=r2x3») 
28 &«TSM[3] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [3] !=0&!(Tl=rox3»»& 
29 (! (TSM[l] [2]>0 & TSM[l] [2] <TSM[2] [2] & TSM[l] [3]=0 )& 
30 !(TSM[3] [2]>0 & TSM[3] [2] <TSM[2] [2] & TSM[3] [3]=0 »:r2x3; 
31 T_c=r2x3 
32 T_c=w2x3 
33 
&n=2 :w2x3; 
&n=2&«TSM[1] [4]=0)--does not execute x4 
&«TSM[2] [4]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [4] !=O&! (Lc=r2x4») 
34 &«TSM[3] [4]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [4] !=O&! (Tl=rox4»»& 
35 ( ! (TSM [3] [3] >0 & TSM [3] [3] <TSM [2] [3] & TSM [3] [4] =0 »: r2x4; 
36 T_c=r2x4 
37 T_c=w2x4 
&n=2 
&n=2 
:w2x4; 
:end_2; 
38 --this to keep transaction 2 repeats 
39 T_c=end_2 &n=2 :begin_2; 
40 T_c=begin_o &n=3&«(TSM[1] [1]=0)1 (TSM[l] [1] !=O&! (TO=rlxl») 
41 &(TSM[2] [1]=0) 
42 &«TSM [3][1] =0) 1 (TSM [3] [1] ! =O&! (T_c=roxl»» & 
43 (!(TSM[l] [1]>0 & TSM[l] [1] <TSM[3] [1] & TSM[l] [2]=0 »:roxl; 
44 T_c=roxl 
45 T_c=woxl 
46 
47 
48 T_c=rox2 
49 T_c=wox2 
& n=3 :woxl; 
&n=3&«(TSM[1] [2]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [2] !=O&! (TO=rlx2») 
&«TSM[2] [2]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [2] !=0&!(Tl=r2x2») 
&«TSM[3] [2]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [2] !=0&!(T_c=rox2»»:rox2; 
&n=3 :wox2; 
&n=3&«(TSM[1] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[l] [3] !=0&!(TO=rlx3») 
50 &«TSM[2] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [3] !=0&!(Tl=r2x3») 
51 &«TSM[3] [3]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [3] !=0&!(T_c=rox3»»& 
52 ( ! (TSM [1] [2] >0 & TSM [1] [2] <TSM [3] [2] & TSM [1] [3] =0 ) & 
53 ! (TSM [2] [2] >0 & TSM [2] [2] <TSM [3] [2] & TSM [2] [3] =0 »: rox3; 
54 T_c=rox3 
55 T_c=wox3 
56 
&n=3 
&n=3&«TSM[1] [4]=0)--does not execute x4 
&«TSM[2] [4]=0) 1 (TSM[2] [4] !=0&!(Tl=r2x4) » 
:wox3; 
57 &«TSM[3] [4]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [4] !=0&!(T_c=rox4»»& 
58 (!(TSM[2] [3]>0 & TSM[2] [3] <TSM[3] [3] & TSM[2] [4]=0 »:rox4; 
59 T_c=rox4 
60 T_c=wox4 
61 
62 
&n=3 :wox4; 
&n=3&«TSM[1] [5]=0)--does not execute x5 
&(TSM[2] [5]=0) 
&«TSM[3] [5]=0) 1 (TSM[3] [5] !=0&!(T_c=rox5»»:rox5; 
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63 T_c=rox5 
64 T_c=wox5 
&n=3 
&n=3 
65 -- this to keep transaction 2 repeats 
66 T_c=end_o &n=3 
67 1 
68 esac; 
69 ---------------------------------------------
70 next(p_c):=case 
71 p_c>=O & p_c<11&«T_c=begin_l & next(T_c)=rlxl) 
72 I (T_c=wlxl & next(T_c)=rlx2) 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
CT_c=wlx2 & next(T_c)=rlx3) 
(T_c=begin_2 & next(T_c)=r2x2) 
(T_c=w2x2 & next(T_c)=r2x3) 
(T_c=w2x3 & next(T_c)=r2x4) 
(T_c=begin_o & next(T_c)=roxl) 
(T_c=woxl & next(T_c)=rox2) 
(T_c=wox2 & next(T_c)=rox3) 
(T_c=wox3 & next(T_c)=rox4) 
(T_c=wox4 & next(T_c)=rox5»:p_c+l; 
82 p_c=l1 
83 1 
84 esac; 
85 next(TSM[l] [lJ):= case 
86 T_c!= rlxl & next(T_c)=rlxl & n=l:next(p_c); 
87 next(T_c)= end_l 
88 1 
89 esac; 
90 next(TSM[l] [2]):= case 
:0; 
: TSM [lJ [1] ; 
91 T_c!= rlx2 & next(T_c)=rlx2 & n=l:next(p_c); 
92 next(T_c)= end_l :0; 
93 1 :TSM[l] [2] ; 
94 esac; 
95 next(TSM[l] [3]):= case 
96 T_c!= rlx3 & next(T_c)=rlx3 & n=l:next(p_c) 
97 next(T_c)= end_l 
98 1 
99 esac; 
100 next (TSM [1] [4]):=0; 
101 next(TSM[lJ [5]):=0; 
:0; 
: TSM [lJ [3J ; 
: 1; 
:p_c; 
:wox5; 
:end_o; 
:begin_o; 
:T_c; 
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102 ----------------------------------------------
103 next(TSM[2] [1]):=0; 
104 next(TSM[2] [2]):= case 
105 T_c!= r2x2 & next(T_c)=r2x2 & n=2:next(p_c); 
106 next(T_c)= end_2 :0; 
107 1 : TSM [2] [2] ; 
108 esac; 
109 next (TSM [2] [3]):= case 
110 T_c!= r2x3 & next(T_c)=r2x3 & n=2:next(p_c); 
111 next(T_c)= end_2 :0; 
112 1 : TSM [2] [3] ; 
113 esac; 
114 next (TSM [2] [4]):= case 
115 T_c!= r2x4 & next(T_c)=r2x4 & n=2:next(p_c); 
116 next(T_c)= end_2 :0; 
117 1 :TSM[2J [4J ; 
118 esac; 
119 next (TSM[2] [5]):=0; 
120 ----------------------------------------------
121 next (TSM[3] [1]):= case 
122 T_c!= roxl & next(T_c)=roxl & n=3:next(p_c); 
123 next(T_c)= end_o 
124 1 
125 esac; 
126 next (TSM[3] [2]):= case 
: 0; 
: TSM [3] [1] ; 
127 T_c!= rox2 & next(T_c)=rox2 & n=3:next(p_c); 
128 next(T_c)= end_o 
129 1 
130 esac; 
131 next (TSM[3] [3]):= case 
:0; 
: TSM [3] [2] ; 
132 T_c!= rox3 & next(T_c)=rox3 & n=3:next(p_c); 
133 next(T_c)= end_o :0; 
134 1 : TSM [3] [3] ; 
135 esac; 
136 next (TSM [3] [4]):= case 
137 T_c!= rox4 & next(T_c)=rox4& n=3 :next(p_c); 
138 next(T_c)= end_o :0; 
139 1 :TSM[3] [4]; 
140 esac; 
I 
- - - ----
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141 next(TSM[3] [5]):= case 
142 T_c!= rox5 & next(T_c)=rox5& n=3 :next(p_c); 
143 next(T_c)= end_o 
144 1 
145 esac; 
:0; 
: TSM [3] [5] ; 
146 ---------------------------------------------
147 MODULE main 
148 ----------------------------------------------
149 VAR 
150 Tl : {begin_l,rlxl,wlxl,rlx2,wlx2,rlx3,wlx3,end_l}; 
151 T2 : {begin_2,r2x2,w2x2,r2x3,w2x3,r2x4,w2x4,end_2}; 
152 Toth : {begin_o,roxl,woxl,rox2,wox2,rox3,wox3,rox4, 
153 wox4,rox5,wox5,end_o}; 
154 ----------------------------------------------
155 TSM : array 1 .. 3 of array 1 " 5 of O .. 11; 
156 ----------------------------------------------
157 p_c:O .. 11; -- priority counter 
158 ----------------------------------------------
process move(Tl,1,T2,Toth,TSM,p_c); 
process move(T2,2,T1,Toth,TSM,p_c); 
161 T_3 process move(Toth.3,Tl,T2,TSM,p_c); 
162 ----------------------------------------------
163 ASSIGN . 
164 init(T1) :=begin_1; 
165 init(T2) :=begin_2; 
166 init(Toth) :=begin_o; 
167 init(p_c):=O; 
168 ----------------------------------------------
169 in it (TSM[1][1] ):= 0; 
170 init(TSM[l] [2]):= 0; 
171 init(TSM[l] [3]):= 0; 
172 init(TSM[1] [4]):= 0; 
173 init(TSM[l] [5]):= 0; 
174 init(TSM[2] [1]):= 0; 
175 init (TSM [2] [2]):= 0; 
176 ini t (TSM [2] [3] ) : = 0; 
177 init(TSM[2] [4]):= 0; 
178 init(TSM[2] [5]):= 0; 
179 init(TSM[3] [1]):= 0; 
- - - -----------------------
.1 
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180 init (TSM [3J [2J):= 0; 
181 init (TSM [3J [3J):= 0; 
182 init(TSM[3J [4J):= 0; 
183 init(TSM[3J [5J):= 0; 
184 ----------------------------------------------
185 --Fairness 
186 ----------------------------------------------
187 FAIRNESS (Tl=end_l) 
188 FAIRNESS (T2=end_2) 
189 FAIRNESS (Toth=end_o) 
------------
Appendix E 
NuSMV model for modified 
protocol 
1 MODULE move(T_c,n,TO,Tl,p12,p13,p23,cl,c2) 
2 ASSIGN 
3 next(T_c):=case 
4 T_c=begin_l&Tl=begin_m&n=l&(1 (T_c=rlxl)&(l (Tl=rmxl))) :rlxl; 
5 T_c=rlxl &Tl=begin_m&n=l :wlxl; 
6 T_c=wlxl &Tl=begin_m&n=1&«I(T_c=rlx2))&(I(TO=r2x2))& 
7 (I (Tl=rmx2))) :rlx2; 
8 T_c=rlx2 &Tl=begin_m& n=l :wlx2; 
9 T_c=wlx2 &Tl=begin_m&n=1&«I(T_c=rlx3))&(I(TO=r2x3))& 
10 (I (Tl=rmx3)))& p12& :rlx3; 
11 T_c=r1x3 &Tl=begin_m&n=l 
12 T_c=wlx3 &Tl=begin_m&n=l 
13 -- this to keep transaction 1. repeats 
:wlx3; 
: end_l; 
14 T_c=end_l &Tl=begin_m&n=l :begin_l; 
15 T_c=begin_2&Tl=begin_m&n=2&«1 (TO=rlx2))&(1 (T_c=r2x2)) & 
16 (I (Tl=rmx2))) :r2x2; 
17 T_c=r2x2 &Tl=begin_m&n=2 :w2x2; 
18 T_c=w2x2 &Tl=begin_m&n=2&«1 (TO=rlx3))&(1 (T_c=r2x3))& 
19 (I (Tl=rmx3)))&lp12 :r2x3; 
20 T_c=r2x3 &Tl=begin_m&n=2 :w2x3; 
21 T_c=w2x3 &Tl=begin_m&n=2&«I(T_c=r2x4))&(I(Tl=rmx4))) :r2x4; 
22 T_c=r2x4 &Tl=begin_m&n=2 
23 T_c=w2x4 &Tl=begin_m& n=2 
24 -- this to keep transaction 2 repeats 
25 T_c=end_2 &Tl=begin_m&n=2 
173 
:w2x4; 
:end_2; 
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26 T_c=begin_m & n=3 
27 T_c=rmx1 & n=3 
28 T_c=wmx1 & n=3 
29 T_c=rmx2 & n=3 
30 T_c=wmx2 & n=3 
31 T_c=rmx3 & n=3 
32 T_c=wmx3 & n=3 
33 T_c=rmx4 & n=3 
34 T_c=wmx4 & n=3 
35 T_c=rmx5 & n=3 
36 T_c=wmx5 & n=3 
37 -- this to keep transaction m repeats 
38 T_c=end_m & n=3 
39 1 
40 esac; 
41 ---------------------------------------------
42 next(p12):=case 
:rmx1; 
:wmx1; 
:rmx2; 
:wmx2; 
:rmx3; 
:wmx3; 
:rmx4; 
:wmx4; 
:rmx5; 
:wmx5; 
: end_m; 
:begin_m; 
:T_c; 
174 
43 (next(T_c)=r1x21 next(T_c)=w2x2Inext(T_c)=r1x31 next (T_c)=w1x3I 
44 next (T_c)=end_1) & TO=begin_2 :1; 
45 (next (T_c)=r2x2I next (T_c)=w2x2 I next (T_c)=r2x3 I next (T_c)=w2x3I 
46 next (T_c)=r2x4I next(T_c)=w2x4Inext(T_c)=end_2) & (TO=begin_11 
47 TO=r1x1 ITO=w1x1 ) :0; 
48 1 :p12; 
49 esac; 
50 ---------------------------------------------
51 next(p13):=case 
52 (next(T_c)!=end_1 Inext(T_c)!=begin_1)& n=1 
53 (next(T_c)!=end_m Inext(T_c)!=begin_m)& n=l 
54 1 
55 esac; 
56 ----------------------------------------------
57 next(p23):=case 
& T1=begin_m : 1; 
& TO=begin_1 :0; 
:p13; 
58 (next(T_c)!=end_2 Inext(T_c)!=begin_2)& n=2 & T1=begin_m :1; 
59 (next(T_c)!=rmx11 next(T_c)!=wmx1Inext(T_c)!=begin_ml 
60 next(T_c)!=end_m)& n=3 & T1=begin_2 
61 1 
62 esac; 
63 ----------------------------------------------
64 next(c1):=case 
:0; 
:p23; 
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65 n=l & T_c!=next(T_c) :1; 
66 1 :0; 
67 esac; 
68 ----------------------------------------------
69 next(c2) :=case 
70 n=2 & T_c!=next(T_c) :1; 
71 1 :0; . 
72 esac; 
73 ----------------------------------------------
74 MODULE main 
75 ----------------------------------------------
76 VAR 
77T1 
78 T2 
79 Tm 
80 
{begin_l,rlxl,wlxl,rlx2,wlx2,rlx3,wlx3,end_l}; 
{begin_2,r2x2,w2x2,r2x3,w2x3,r2x4,w2x4,end_2}; 
{begin_m,rmxl,wmxl,rmx2,wmx2,rmx3,wmx3,rmx4, 
wmx4, rmx5,wmx5, end_m}; 
81 p12:boolean; 
82 p13:boolean; 
83 p23:boolean; 
84 cl:boolean; 
85 c2:boolean; 
86 ----------------------------------------------
process move(Tl,1,T2,Tm,p12,p13,p23,cl,c2); 
process move(T2,2,Tl,Tm,p12,p13,p23,cl,c2); 
89 T_3 process move(Tm,3,Tl,T2,p12,p13,p23,cl,c2); 
90 ----------------------------------------------
91 ASSIGN 
92 ----------------------------------------------
93 init(Tl) :=begin_l; 
94 init(T2) :=begin_2; 
95 init(Tm) :=begin_m; 
96 ----------------------------------------------
97 init(p12) :=0; 
98 init(p13) :=0; 
99 init(p23) :=0; 
100 init(cl) :=0; 
101 init(c2) :=0; 
102 ----------------------------------------------
103 FAIRNESS !(Tl=begin_l) 
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104 FAIRNESS ! (T1=rlxl) 
105 FAIRNESS ! (Tl=wlxl) 
106 FAIRNESS !(Tl=rlx2) 
107 FAIRNESS !(Tl=wlx2) 
108 FAIRNESS !(Tl=rlx3) 
109 FAIRNESS !(T1=wlx3) 
110 FAIRNESS ! (T1=end_l) 
111 FAIRNESS !(T2=begin_2) 
112 FAIRNESS !(T2=r2x2) 
113 FAIRNESS !(T2=w2x2) 
114 FAIRNESS !(T2=r2x3) 
115 FAIRNESS !(T2=w2x3) 
116 FAIRNESS !(T2=r2x4) 
117 FAIRNESS !(T2=w2x4) 
118 FAIRNESS !(T2=end_2) 
119 FAIRNESS !(Tm=begin_m) 
120 FAIRNESS ! (Tm=rmxl) 
121 FAIRNESS ! (Tm=wmxl) 
122 FAIRNESS !(Tm=rmx2) 
123 FAIRNESS !(Tm=wmx2) 
124 FAIRNESS ! (Tm=rmx3) 
125 FAIRNESS !(Tm=wmx3) 
126 FAIRNESS !(Tm=rmx4) 
127 FAIRNESS ! (Tm=wmx4) 
128 FAIRNESS !(Tm=rmx5) 
129 FAIRNESS !(Tm=wmx5) 
130 FAIRNESS !(Tm=end_m) 
131 FAIRNESS running 
132 ----------------------------------------------
133 --SPECIFICATIONS 
134 ----------------------~-----------------------
135 ------read/write alternation -------
136 --For T1 
137 LTLSPEC G (T1=r1x1 -> (F (T1=wlxl & F (Tl=rlx2»» 
138 LTLSPEC G (Tl=rlx2 -> (F (T1=wlx2 & F (Tl=rlx3»» 
139 LTLSPEC G (T1=r1x1 -> (F (T1=wlxl & F (Tl=rlx3»» 
140 --For T2 
141 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x2 -> (F (T2=w2x2 & F (T2=r2x3»» 
142 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x3 -> (F (T2=w2x3 & F (T2=r2x4) ) ) ) 
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143 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x2 -> (F (T2=w2x2 & F (T2=r2x4)))) 
144 --For Tm 
145 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmxl -> (F (Tm=wmxl & F (Tm=rmx2)))) 
146 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmxl -> (F (Tm=wmxl & F (Tm=rmx3)))) 
147 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmxl -> (F (Tm=wmxl & F (Tm=rmx4) ) ) ) 
148 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmxl -> (F (Tm=wmxl & F (Tm=rmx5)))) 
149 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmx2 -> (F (Tm=wmx2 & F (Tm=rmx3)))) 
150 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmx2 -> (F (Tm=wmx2 & F (Tm=rmx4) ) ) ) 
151 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmx2 -> (F (Tm=wmx2 & F (Tm=rmx5)))) 
152 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmx3 -> (F (Tm=wmx3 & F (Tm=rmx4)))) 
153 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmx3 -> (F (Tm=wmx3 & F (Tm=rmx5)))) 
154 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmx4 -> (F (Tm=wmx4 & F (Tm=rmx5)))) 
155 ------write implies Read ------------
156 --For Tl 
157 LTLSPEC G (T1=rlxl -> (F (Tl=wlxl ))) 
158 LTLSPEC G (T1=rlx2 -> (F (Tl=wlx2 ))) 
159 LTLSPEC G (Tl=rlx3 -> (F (T1=wlx3 ))) 
160 
161 --For T2 
162 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x2 -> (F (T2=w2x2 ))) 
163 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x3 -> (F (T2=w2x3 ))) 
164 LTLSPEC G (T2=r2x4 -> (F (T2=w2x4 ))) 
165 --For Tm 
166 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmxl -> (F (Tm=wmxl ))) 
167 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmx2 -> (F (Tm=wmx2 ))) 
168 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmx3 -> (F (Tm=wmx3 ))) 
169 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmx4 -> (F (Tm=wmx4 ))) 
170 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmx5 -> (F (Tm=wmx5 ))) 
171 --Read/write step remains true until the next operation 
172 --For T1 
173 LTLSPEC G «Tl=wlxl)->!(Tl=rlxl)) 
174 LTLSPEC G «Tl=wlx2)->!(Tl=rlx2)) 
175 LTLSPEC G «Tl=wlx3)->!(Tl=rlx3)) 
176 --
177 LTLSPEC G «Tl=rlx2)->!(Tl=wlxl)) 
178 LTLSPEC G «Tl=rlx3)->!(Tl=wlx2)) 
179 --For T2 
180 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x2)->!(T2=r2x2)) 
181 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x3)->!(T2=r2x3)) 
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182 LTLSPEC G «T2=w2x4)->!(T2=r2x4)) 
183 --
184 LTLSPEC G «T2=r2x3)->!(T2=w2x2)) 
185 LTLSPEC G «T2=r2x4)->!(T2=w2x3)) 
186 --For Tm 
187 LTLSPEC G «Tm=wmxl)->!(Tm=rmxl)) 
188 LTLSPEC G «Tm=wmx2)->!(Tm=rmx2)) 
189 LTLSPEC G «Tm=wmx3)->!(Tm=rmx3)) 
190 LTLSPEC G «Tm=wmx4)->!(Tm=rmx4)) 
191 LTLSPEC G «Tm=wmx5)->!(Tm=rmx5)) 
192 --
193 LTLSPEC G «Tm=rmx2)->!(Tm=wmxl)) 
194 LTLSPEC G «Tm=rmx3)->!(Tm=wmx2)) 
195 LTLSPEC G «Tm=rmx4)->!(Tm=wmx3)) 
196 LTLSPEC G «Tm=rmx5)->!(Tm=wmx4)) 
197 --At most one step occurs at each successive state 
198 --Tl and T2 
199 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Tl=rlx2)&!(T2=r2x2))&X«Tl=rlx2)&(T2=r2x2)))& 
200 
201 
!«!(Tl=rlx2)&!(T2=w2x2))&X«Tl=rlx2)&(T2=w2x2)))& 
!«!(Tl=wlx2)&!(T2=w2x2))&X«Tl=wlx2)&(T2=w2x2)))) 
202 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Tl=rlx3)&!(T2=r2x3))&X«Tl=rlx3)&(T2=r2x3)))& 
204 
205 
206 --Tl and Tm 
!«!(Tl=rlx3)&!(T2=w2x3))&X«Tl=rlx3)&(T2=w2x3)))& 
!«!(Tl=wlx3)&!(T2=w2x3))&X«Tl=wlx3)&(T2=w2x3)))) 
207 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Tl=rlxl)&!(Tm=rmxl))&X«Tl=rlxl)&(Tm=rmxl)))& 
208 
209 
210 
!«!(Tl=rlxl)&!(Tm=wmxl))&X«Tl=rlxl)&(Tm=wmxl)))& 
!«!(Tl=wlxl)&!(Tm=wmxl))&X«Tl=wlxl)&(Tm=wmxl)))) 
211 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Tl=rlx2)&!(Tm=rmx2))&X«Tl=rlx2)&(Tm=rmx2)))& 
212 !«!(Tl=rlx2)&!(Tm=wmx2))&X«Tl=rlx2)&(Tm=wmx2)))& 
213 
214 
!«!(Tl=wlx2)&!(Tm=wmx2))&X«Tl=wlx2)&(Tm=wmx2)))) 
215 LTLSPEC G (!«! (Tl=rlx3)&! (Tm=rmx3))&X«Tl=rlx3)&(Tm=rmx3)))& 
216 
217 
218 --Tm and T2 
!«!(Tl=rlx3)&!(Tm=wmx3))&X«Tl=rlx3)&(Tm=wmx3)))& 
!«!(Tl=wlx3)&!(Tm=wmx3))&X«Tl=wlx3)&(Tm=wmx3)))) 
219 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Tm=rmx2)&!(T2=r2x2))&X«Tl=rmx2)&(T2=r2x2)))& 
220 !«!(Tm=rmx2)&!(T2=w2x2))&X«Tl=rmx2)&(T2=w2x2)))& 
221 !«!(Tm=wmx2)&!(T2=w2x2))&X«Tl=wmx2)&(T2=w2x2)))) 
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222 
223 LTLSPEC G (!«!(Tm=rmx3)&!(T2=r2x3))&X«T1=rmx3)&(T2=r2x3)))& 
224 !«! (Tm=rmx3)&! (T2=w2x3))&X«T1=rmx3)&(T2=w2x3)))& 
225 
226 
!«!(Tm=wmx3)&!(T2=w2x3))&X«T1=wmx3)&(T2=w2x3)))) 
227 LTLSPEC G(! «! (Tm=rmx4)&! (T2=r2x4))&X«T1=rmx4)&(T2=r2x4)))&" 
228 !«! (Tm=rmx4)&!(T2=w2x4))&X«T1=rmx4)&(T2=w2x4)))& 
229 !«!(Tm=wmx4)&!(T2=w2x4))&X«T1=wmx4)& (T2=w2x4)))) 
230 --p5-
231 --T1 
232 LTLSPEC G( (T1=begin_1) -> «F!(T1=r1x1 & 
233 F (T1!=r1x1 & F T1=r1x1))) U (T1=end_1)) ) 
234 LTLSPEC G( (T1=begin_1) -> «F!(T1=w1x1 & 
235 F (T1!=w1x1 & F T1=w1x1))) U (T1=end_1)) ) 
236 LTLSPEC G( (T1=begin_1) -> «F!(T1=r1x2 & 
237 F (T1!=r1x2 & F T1=r1x2))) U (T1=end_1)) ) 
238 LTLSPEC G( (T1=begin_1) -> «F!(T1=w1x2 & 
239 F (T1!=w1x2 & F T1=w1x2))) U (T1=end_1)) ) 
240 LTLSPEC G( (T1=begin_1) -> «F!(T1=r1x3 & 
241 F (T1!=r1x3 & F T1=r1x3))) U (T1=end_1)) ) 
242 LTLSPEC G( (T1=begin_1) -> «F!(T1=w1x3 & 
243 F (T1!=w1x3 & F T1=w1x3))) U (T1=end_1)) ) 
244 --T2 
245 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=r2x2 & 
246 F (T2!=r2x2 & F T2=r2x2))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
247 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=w2x2 & 
248 F (T2!=w2x2 & F T2=w2x2))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
249 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=r2x3 & 
250 F (T2!=r2x3 & F T2=r2x3))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
251 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=w2x3 & 
252 F (T2!=w2x3 & F T2=w2x3))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
253 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=r2x4 & 
254 F (T2!=r2x4 & F T2=r2x4))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
255 LTLSPEC G( (T2=begin_2) -> «F!(T2=w2x4 & 
256 
257 
258 --Tm 
F (T2!=w2x4 & F T2=w2x4))) U (T2=end_2)) ) 
259 LTLSPEC G( (Tm=begin_m) -> «F!(Tm=rmx1 & 
260 F (Tm!=rmx1 & F Tm=rmx1))) U (Tm=end_m)) ) 
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261 LTLSPEC G( (Tm=begin_m) -> «F!(Tm=wmxl & 
262 F (Tm!=wmxl & F Tm=wmxl») U (Tm=end_m» ) 
263 LTLSPEC G( (Tm=begin_m) -> «F!(Tm=rmx2 & 
264 F (Tm!=rmx2 & F Tm=rmx2») U (Tm=end_m» ) 
265 LTLSPEC G( (Tm=begin_m) -> «F!(Tm=wmx2 & 
266 F (Tm!=wmx2 & F Tm=wmx2») U (Tm=end_m» ) 
267 LTLSPEC G( (Tm=begin_m) -> «F!(Tm=rmx3 & 
268 F (Tm!=rmx3 & F Tm=rmx3») U (Tm=end_m» ) 
269 LTLSPEC G( (Tm=begin_m) -> «F!(Tm=wmx3 & 
270 F (Tm!=wmx3 & F Tm=wmx3») U (Tm=end_m» ) 
271 LTLSPEC G( (Tm=begin_m) -> «F!(Tm=rmx4 & 
272 F (Tm!=rmx4 & F Tm=rmx4») U (Tm=end_m» ) 
273 LTLSPEC G( (Tm=begin_m) -> «F!(Tm=wmx4 & 
274 F (Tm!=wmx4 & F Tm~wmx4») U (Tm=end_m» ) 
275 LTLSPEC G( (Tm=begin_m) -> «F!(Tm=rmx5 & 
276 F (Tm!=rmx5 & F Tm=rmx5») U (Tm=end_m» ) 
277 LTLSPEC G( (Tm=begin_m) -> «F!(Tm=wmx5 & 
278 F (Tm!=wmx5 & F Tm=wmx5») U (Tm=end_m» ) 
279 --p6-
280 LTLSPEC G (Tm=rmxl -> X«!cl & !c2 ) U Tm=end_m» 
281 --Ci 
282 --Ti 
283 LTLSPEC G«Tl=begin_l & X Tl!=begin_l) -> X cl) 
284 LTLSPEC G«Tl=end_l & X Tl!=end_l) -> X cl) 
285 LTLSPEC G«Tl=rlxl & X Tl!=rlxl) -> X cl) 
286 LTLSPEC G«Tl=wlxl & X Tl!=wlxl) -> X cl) 
287 LTLSPEC G«Tl=rlx2 & X Tl!=rlx2) -> X cl) 
288 LTLSPEC G«Tl=wlx2 & X Tl!=wlx2) -> X cl) 
289 LTLSPEC G«Tl=rlx3 & X Tl!=rlx3) -> X cl) 
290 LTLSPEC G«Tl=wlx3 & X Tl!=wlx3) -> X cl) 
291 --T2 
292 LTLSPEC G«T2=begin_2 & X T2!=begin_2) -> X c2) 
293 LTLSPEC G«T2=end_2 & X T2!=end_2) -> X c2) 
294 LTLSPEC G«T2=r2x2 & X T2!=r2x2) -> X c2) 
295 LTLSPEC G«T2=w2x2 & X T2!=w2x2) -> X c2) 
296 LTLSPEC G«T2=r2x3 & X T2!=r2x3) -> X c2) 
297 LTLSPEC G«T2=w2x3 & X T2!=w2x3) -> X c2) 
298 LTLSPEC G«T2=r2x4 & X T2!=r2x4) -> X c2) 
299 LTLSPEC G«T2=w2x4 & X T2!=w2x4) -> X c2) 
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300 ----no rl and r2 on x without write for one of them--
301 --Ti and Tm 
302 LTLSPEC G !CTm=rmxl & Tl=rlxl) 
303 LTLSPEC G !(Tm=rmx2 & Tl=rlx2) 
304 LTLSPEC G !(Tm=rmx3 & Tl=rlx3) 
305 
306 --Ti and T2 
307 LTLSPEC G !(Tl=rlx2 & T2=r2x2) 
308 LTLSPEC G !(Tl=rlx3 & T2=r2x3) 
309 
310 --T2 and Tm 
311 LTLSPEC G !(Tm=rmx2 & T2=r2x2) 
312 LTLSPEC G !(Tm=rmx3 & T2=r2x3) 
313 LTLSPEC G !(Tm=rmx4 & T2=r2x4) 
314 --serializability condition for local and mobile 
315 LTLSPEC G C p12 -> (F (Tl=wlx3 & F (T2=w2x3») U !p12 ) 
316 LTLSPEC G (!p12 -> (F (T2=w2x3 & F (Tl=wlx3») U p12) 
317 LTLSPEC G ( p13 -> (F (Tl=wlx2 & F (Tm=wmx2») U !p13 ) 
318 LTLSPEC G ( p23 -> (F (T2=w2x3 & F (Tm=wmx3») U !p23 ) 
319 --Recurrent Sequencing Ctransaction iterates) 
320 LTLSPEC G «T2=begin_2 -> F T2=end_2) & 
321 (T2=end_2 -> F T2=begin_2» 
322 LTLSPEC G C(Tl=begin_l -> F Tl=end_l) & 
323 CT1=end_l -> F Tl=begin_l» 
324 LTLSPEC G CCTm=begin_m -> F Tm=end_m) & 
325 
326 --infinitely often 
327 LTLSPEC G FCCTm=begin_m -> F Tm=end_m) & 
328 (Tm=end_m -> F Tm=begin_m» 
329 LTLSPEC G FC(Tl=begin_l -> F Tl=end_l) & 
330 (Tm=end_l -> F Tm=begin_l» 
331 LTLSPEC G F«T2=begin_2 -> F T2=end_2) & 
332 (T2=end_2 -> F T2=begin_2» 
333 --starvation 
334 LTLSPEC FCT1=wlxl ->CF G X(Tm=rmxl & G FCCTm=begin_m -> 
335 F Tm=end_m)&CTm=end_m -> F Tm=begin_m»& Tl=wlxl») 
336 LTLSPEC F (Tl=wlxl & X (G F«(Tm=begin_m -> F Tm=end_m) & 
337 (Tm=end_m-> F Tm=begin_m»& Tl=wlxl») 
338 --this show the starvation 
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339 LTLSPEC G !CT1;w1x1 & X CG FCCCTm;begin_m -> F Tm;end_m)& 
440 CTm;end_m-> F Tm;begin_m»& T1;w1x1») 
341 LTLSPEC G FCCTm;begin_m -> F Tm;end_m)&CTm;end_m -> 
342 F Tm;begin_m» 
343 <-> 
344 G CCTm;begin_m -> F Tm=end_m)&CTm=end_m -> 
345 F Tm;begin_m» 
346 LTLSPEC G FCCT1=begin_1 -> F Tl=end_l)&CT1=end_1 -> 
347 F T1=begin_l» 
348 <-> 
349 G (CT1=begin_1 -> F T1=end_1)&CT1=end_1 -> 
350 F T1;begin_1» 
351 LTLSPEC G FCCT2=begin_2 
352 
353 <-> 
-> F T2=end 2)&CT2=end 2 -> 
- -
F T2=begin_2» 
354 G CCT2=begin_2 -> F T2=end_2)&CT2=end_2 -> 
355 F T2=begin_2» 
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